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BRAZIL PRIVATE CLINICS SEEK DEAL FOR INDIAN
COVID-19 VACCINE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

The Brazilian Association of Vaccine Clinics (ABCVAC) confirmed on its website it had signed a
memorandum of understanding with the Indian firm to purchase its Covaxin vaccine

A Brazilian association of private health clinics said Sunday it was negotiating with Indian
pharmaceutical firm Bharat Biotech to buy five million doses of its Covid-19 vaccine, which India
has just authorized for emergency use.

The Brazilian Association of Vaccine Clinics (ABCVAC) confirmed on its website it had signed a
memorandum of understanding with the Indian firm to purchase its Covaxin vaccine, which is
currently in the final stage of clinical trials.

Any final deal would be subject to approval by Brazil's health regulator, Anvisa, which has yet to
approve any vaccines against the new coronavirus.

Also Read | A year on, China is shaking up the world

Far-right President Jair Bolsonaro's government faces mounting criticism of dragging its feet on
a vaccination campaign in Brazil, which has the second-highest death toll in the pandemic, after
the United States.

That has left some state governments, and now the private sector, scrambling to try to launch
vaccination drives on their own.

ABCVAC described its planned deal with Bharat Biotech as a way to ensure Brazilians using the
private health system -- typically the wealthy -- would have access to a vaccine, even as the
government reserves its own initial doses for the public health system and high-priority groups
such as health workers and the elderly.

"We had been looking for solutions for the private market, and the possibility came up of using
this Indian vaccine, which is very promising," ABCVAC president Geraldo Barbosa told TV
network Globo News.

"It's an additional sale that will not interfere with the quantity of vaccine doses the government
has ordered."

ABCVAC representatives will travel to India Monday to continue negotiations, the association
said.

It said its clinics could begin vaccinating people by the second half of March, pending the
conclusion of clinical trials and regulatory approval from Anvisa.

India approved vaccines from both Bharat and Britain's Oxford University earlier Sunday for
"restricted use in emergency situations," even though the former is still in testing.

The country has set an ambitious target of vaccinating 300 million of its 1.3 billion people by
mid-year.

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/regulator-clears-bharat-biotech-serum-shots-for-emergency-use-11609722779748.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/what-anand-mahindra-said-after-adar-poonawalla-all-risks-paid-off-tweet-11609723394152.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/what-anand-mahindra-said-after-adar-poonawalla-all-risks-paid-off-tweet-11609723394152.html
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Brazil is meanwhile struggling to get its vaccination campaign off the ground, amid political
squabbling and vaccine skepticism from Bolsonaro.

The president regularly flouts expert advice on containing the pandemic and says he does not
plan to get a Covid-19 shot himself.

The government has secured 100 million doses of the Oxford vaccine, but has yet to set a start
date, get regulatory approval or acquire the necessary syringes.

Brazil's health ministry is due to announce the start date for its vaccination campaign Monday.

Earlier Sunday, Anvisa authorized the importation of the first two million doses of the Oxford
vaccine, pending approval for their use.

- 'Intolerable' vaccine delays -

But many accuse the government of waiting too long.

The situation has grown "intolerable," Supreme Court Justice Gilmar Mendes said in a blistering
tweet.

"Neighboring countries have already started their vaccination campaigns. It is urgent we
establish a timeframe to do the same. Ignorance must not prevail over science," he wrote.

There are warning signs the virus is surging again in Brazil.

Experts say the country of 212 million people is being hit by a second wave, and areas that once
seemed to have brought the virus under control are again facing an onslaught of cases and
deaths.

That includes the Amazon rainforest state of Amazonas, whose capital, Manaus, was
devastated by the virus last year, with haunting scenes of mass graves and corpses piled in
refrigerator trucks.

After a lull in cases in the second half of 2020 -- leading some experts to wonder whether so
many people had been infected that the city reached "herd immunity" -- the virus is now
exploding again in the region.

With its morgues overwhelmed, Manaus has again deployed refrigerator trucks outside hospitals
to store cadavers. A judge on Saturday ordered the Amazonas government to shut down all
non-essential businesses and activities for 15 days to slow the spread of the virus.

Brazil has recorded more than 196,000 deaths from Covid-19.

This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.
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'PIVOTAL MOMENT' AS BRITAIN SET TO ROLL OUT
ASTRAZENECA COVID-19 VACCINE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

LONDON: Britain will become the first country to roll out the low cost and easily transportable
AstraZeneca and Oxford University COVID-19 vaccine on Monday, another step forward in the
global response to the pandemic.

Six hospitals in England will administer the first of around 530,000 doses Britain has ready. The
programme will be expanded to hundreds of other British sites in the coming days, and the
government hopes it will deliver tens of millions of doses within months.

"This is a pivotal moment in our fight against this awful virus and I hope it provides renewed
hope to everybody that the end of this pandemic is in sight," health minister Matt Hancock said
in a statement.

Also Read | A year on, China is shaking up the world

Last month Britain became the first country to use a different vaccine produced by Pfizer and
BioNTech, which has to be stored at very low temperatures. Britain has so far injected around
one million people with it.

The Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine is cheaper and can be stored at fridge temperature, which
makes it easier to transport and use. India approved the vaccine on Sunday for emergency use.

Cases of COVID-19 in Britain have risen sharply in recent weeks, fuelled by a new and more
transmissible variant of the virus. On Sunday there were nearly 55,000 new cases and in total
more than 75,000 people in the country have died with COVID-19 during the pandemic - the
second highest toll in Europe.

While the government has been keen to hail its vaccination programme as the furthest advanced
in the world, it has had to balance the optimism of that message and plead with the public to
stick to rules to prevent new infections.

Prime Minister Boris Johnson said on Sunday that tougher restrictions were likely to be
introduced, even with millions of citizens already living under the strictest tier of rules.

The spread of the variant virus has also forced the government to change its approach to
vaccination. Britain is now prioritising getting a first dose of a vaccine to as many people as
possible over giving second doses. Delaying the distribution of second shots should help stretch
the supply.

The change of strategy has drawn criticism from some British doctors.

This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.

Click here to read the Mint ePaperMint is now on Telegram. Join Mint channel in your Telegram
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HARSH VARDHAN SAYS CADILA COVID JAB AS SAFE
AS IT GETS NOD FOR PHASE-3 TRIAL

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

In Phase I and II, Zydus Cadila conducted clinical trials of the DNA vaccine ZyCoV-D in more
than 1,000 participants and its interim data shows that the vaccine is safe and immunogenic
when three doses were administered intradermally.

The drug regulatory body Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI) on Sunday gave its
permission to Zydus Cadila, Ahmedabad based drug firm, to initiate Phase III clinical trials of its
Covid-19 vaccine ZyCoV-D.

The move came after DGCI approved Serum Institute of India's Covishield and Bharat Biotech's
COVAXIN for emergency use.

Also Read | A year on, China is shaking up the world

"The nation's first indigenously developed DNA vaccine candidate against COVID-19, ZyCoV-D,
by M/s Zydus Cadila has been approved by Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI), for the
conduct of the Phase III clinical trials," the Ministry of Science and Technology said in a release
on Sunday.

.@DBTIndia-@BIRAC_2012 supported indigenously developed DNA Vaccine Candidate by
@ZydusUniverse, approved for Phase III clinical trials by Drugs Controller General of
Indiahttps://t.co/KlC758r92K@drharshvardhan @RenuSwarup #IndiaFightsCOVID19
#CovidVaccine #AatmaNirbharBharat

In Phase I and II, Zydus Cadila conducted clinical trials of the DNA vaccine in more than 1,000
participants and its interim data shows that the vaccine is safe and immunogenic when three
doses were administered intradermally.

"Based on the recommendations of the Subject Expert Committee, which reviewed the interim
data, the DCGI has accorded permission for conducting Phase-III clinical trial in 26,000 Indian
participants," the Ministry said.

Based on the interim data, Union Health Minister Harsh Vardhan took to Twitter to say 'it's safe'

.@Cadila_Pharma  DNA platform      #NCOV vaccine   

Interim data       vaccine     doses   immunogenic @PMOIndia #DCGI
pic.twitter.com/QgebcXIXEo

According to Ministry, the candidate has been supported by the National Biopharma Mission
(NBM) under the aegis of Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC) and the
Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India.

Dr. Renu Swarup, Secretary, DBT and Chairperson, BIRAC, took to Twitter on Sunday to mark
this major achievement.

A great scientific achievement

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/india-s-covid-19-vaccine-when-will-we-have-a-vaccine-who-will-get-it-first-health-minister-answers-11598004797673.html
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Congratulations to the team The First DNA Vaccine to enter Ph 3 Clinical trials @DBTIndia and
@BIRAC_2012 are proud of our partnership with @ZydusUniverse @PMOIndia
@drharshvardhan https://t.co/hrK6yEAByW

She also said, "The establishment of the Nation’s first DNA vaccine platform is an important
milestone for Atma Nirbhar Bharat and a big leap forward for Indian scientific research.
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EXPERTS RAISE QUESTIONS OVER ‘HASTY’ NOD TO
VACCINES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Gagandeep KangVENKATACHALAPATHY C  

Several experts have raised concern over the “hasty approval” granted to the COVID-19
vaccines despite the lack of adequate efficacy data.

The Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation on Sunday accorded approval for restricted
emergency use of the Oxford COVID-19 vaccine Covishield, manufactured by the Serum
Institute of India (SII), and the indigenously developed vaccine Covaxin of Bharat Biotech.

“I’m completely unaware of any data that suggests that Covaxin has any efficacy against any
SARS-CoV-2 strain, let alone the U.K. strain,” Gagandeep Kang, Professor, Christian Medical
College, Vellore, said in an interview to CNBC-TV18.

A doctor-cum-research head of a lab affiliated to a government research lab also expressed
reservations.

“At this point, I wouldn’t advise Covaxin. All we seem to know is that it’s safe and so may not be
harmful but efficacy is a different matter and needs to be proved,” the expert said requesting
anonymity.

Scientific logic

“In the interest of transparency, we ask that the regulator share detailed rationale or the decision
along with disclosure of data... We are baffled to understand what scientific logic has motivated
top experts in the SEC (Subject Expert Committee) to approve this vaccine (Covaxin) post
haste,” Malini Aisola, of the All India Drug Action Network, said in a statement.

However, Randeep Guleria, Director of the All India Institute of Medical Sciences, referred to
Covaxin as a “backup vaccine” and added that it is to be used if it was not clear how efficacious
the SII vaccine would be.
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INDIA APPROVES TWO COVID-19 VACCINES
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Both approvals accorded are for “restricted use in emergency situation” and in the case of
Bharat Biotech, the approval wording notes that it is in “...public interest as an abundant
precaution, in clinical trial mode, to have more options for vaccinations, especially in case of
infection by mutant strains”. These conditions were not specified.

Bharat Biotech, whose vaccine candidate is being tested in large Phase-3 trials in India, has
provided safety and immunogenicity data.

This data is proof that the inoculation doesn’t harm and is capable of stimulating an immune
response in the body — but no efficacy data, that shows the vaccine achieves its primarily goal
of protecting against disease. Doing such a trial would have, according to the company’s
timeline, taken some more months.

The head of the CDSCO, V.G. Somani, read out a prepared statement according approval and
on the sidelines of the briefing told reporters that the vaccine was “110% safe” and that every
adverse event, were they to happen, would be diligently followed up.

Samiran Panda, head of the Epidemiology and Communicable Diseases Division, ICMR,
defended the emergency approval granted to Covaxin on the ground that the existence of the
pandemic, the detection of the U.K. strain and the vaccine’s safety profile meant that it could
approved in “clinical trial mode”.

“This isn’t the standard approval given to a vaccine. The scheduled trial (on 26,000) will continue
and every person who gets the vaccine will be followed up and monitored for risk as well as
benefit. It can also be withdrawn. This vaccine, as of now is not for everybody, and is being
given under restricted use condition,” he said.

Covaxin has been developed based on an inactivated SARS-CoV-2 strain cultured at the
National Institute of Virology, an ICMR body. Because it was a whole virus (and therefore, more
of it would be exposed to the immune system) the chances that it would mount a response
against a variety of mutant virus types or strains were higher.

“I would say scientifically Covaxin offers much better antigen presentation (and a consequent
immune response) than a vaccine developed as a specific part of the (viral) protein,” Dr. Panda
told The Hindu. “So this is potentially more effective against mutant strains.”
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REGULATOR CLEARS BHARAT BIOTECH, SERUM
SHOTS FOR EMERGENCY USE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

India on Sunday authorized the emergency use of Serum Institute’s Covishield and Bharat
Biotech’s Covaxin vaccines, clearing the way for millions of health workers and other vulnerable
groups to start receiving their first shots in the next few days.

The formal authorization by the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI) follows
recommendations of an expert panel. The vaccines will be first administered in two doses to
health workers across the country.

Also Read | A year on, China is shaking up the world

The authorization is a major milestone in India’s battle against the coronavirus pandemic, which
has claimed nearly 150,000 lives and brought economic activity to a near standstill, costing
crores of rupees in lost output and millions of jobs. With the approval, India became the first
country in South Asia to authorize a shot for mass vaccination.

“CDSCO (Central Drugs Standard Control Organization) has decided to accept the
recommendations of the expert committee and, accordingly, vaccines of Serum and Bharat
Biotech are being approved for restricted use in an emergency situation," said DCGI Dr V.G.
Somani, who also heads CDSCO, the regulator for medical products in India.

The government is now likely to roll out the covid-19 mass immunization programme as early as
this week. Adding to the government’s concerns are reports of a fast-spreading strain of the
virus, which was first detected in the UK in December and has now spread to other countries.

The National Expert Group on Vaccine Administration for covid-19 had recommended that the
vaccine be first given to frontline healthcare workers comprising emergency medical staff, and
integrated child development services workers, nurses and supervisors, medical officers,
paramedical staff, support staff and students.

Welcoming the authorizations, Adar Poonawalla, chief executive of Pune-based Serum Institute
of India, said “all the risks (the company) took with stockpiling the vaccine have finally paid off.
Covishield, India’s first covid-19 vaccine, is approved, safe, effective and ready to roll out in the
coming weeks."

Senior government officials said the procurement deals with manufacturers will be signed this
week and that the immunization programme is likely to start in the next 7-10 days.

Considering that the two vaccines have been given emergency authorization for restricted use,
and not full approval, people intending to take the vaccines will have to sign an informed consent
form while receiving the doses.

A senior CDSCO official on condition of anonymity said that the authorization to Bharat Biotech’s
vaccine has been given based on its strong safety and immunogenicity data due to the
emergency situation created by the new UK mutant strain, while efficacy is still being established

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/covaxin-more-likely-to-work-against-newer-covid-variants-says-health-minister-11609680846574.html
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as the company’s phase 3 trial continues.

“Anybody who is taking the vaccine, even outside clinical trials, will have to sign an informed
consent form. Otherwise, they will not be given the vaccine. We are in the process of finalizing
the protocol for the informed consent," the official said.

The Bharat Biotech protocol will have certain criteria for eligibility, which will have to be met by
the beneficiaries, the official said.

Some experts expressed shock at the authorization given to Bharat Biotech despite the lack of
efficacy data. Government officials, however, said that the vaccine would only be used as a
backup in the wake of the situation following the discovery of the new mutant strain.

“While this vaccine addresses an unmet medical need during this pandemic, our goal is to
provide global access to populations that need it the most. Covaxin has generated excellent
safety data with robust immune responses to multiple viral proteins that persist," Bharat Biotech
chairman and managing director Krishna Ella said in a statement.

On Sunday, the CDSCO also gave permission to Zydus Cadila to conduct its phase 3 clinical
trial for establishing efficacy. In a statement, the company said it will now be initiating phase 3
clinical trial in around 30,000 volunteers. The vaccine, branded ZyCoV-D, was found to be safe,
well-tolerated and immunogenic in phase 1 and 2 clinical trials, the company said.
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U.K. SET FOR TOUGHER VIRUS RESTRICTIONS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson said on Sunday he was “reconciled” to the prospect of
tougher restrictions to combat spiralling coronavirus cases, as a row flared over whether schools
should reopen.

“It may be that we need to do things in the next few weeks that will be tougher in many parts of
the country,” Mr. Johnson told the BBC. “I’m fully, fully reconciled to that.”

Highest daily rise

Britain recorded 57,725 new cases on Saturday, its highest total of the entire pandemic.

Opposition Labour leader Keir Starmer urged the Prime Minister to immediately impose national
lockdown measures. “It’s no good the Prime Minister hinting that further restrictions are coming
into place in a week or two or three,” he said, adding the virus was “clearly out of control”. “So I
say bring in those restrictions now, national restrictions in the next 24 hours.”

Much of Britain is already under regional lockdown, although primary schools are set to reopen
in most of the country when the Christmas holiday ends on Monday.

However, around one million four to 11-year-olds will learn remotely after the government
announced primary schools in London, where case rates are particularly high, would remain
closed.

Mr. Johnson told parents elsewhere that they should “absolutely” send their young children to
school when term begins. “I understand people’s anxieties but there is no doubt in my mind that
schools are safe and that education is a priority.

“We’ve really fought very hard throughout this pandemic across the country to keep schools
open,” he added.

But Jerry Glazier, national executive member of the National Education Union, said on Sunday
that “schools are now playing a significant part in the spreading of the infection” and called for
them all to be closed for at least two weeks. “Schools are unsafe for the kids and unsafe for the
education workers... Many teachers are very anxious about going back into the workplace.”

Mr. Johnson said that public health experts had highlighted the long term health and social costs
of children being kept out of school.
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BUDGETING FOR INDIA’S DEFENCE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

Budget 2021-22 could see an increased allocation for defence, given the need to factor in the
threat from China. The agreements which India thought were enough to stabilize the border with
China while it focused on growing the economy have not worked.

The year 2020-21 saw India scouring global markets for high-altitude clothing and light tanks
that could be deployed in mountainous terrain against the backdrop of the Ladakh standoff. Did
India underestimate the threat from China? India’s defence budget as a percentage of central
government expenditure had been decreasing in the past decade.

Also Read | A year on, China is shaking up the world

With the Indian economy currently in recession, the question is, how do we plan and budget for
the China challenge—from the borders to cyberspace?

That’s the question our panel will be debating tonight at 7pm in the fourth of Mint’s Road to
Recovery live online discussions (see box for details).

Over the past three weeks, Mint’s Road to Recovery series of online debates have examined
issues such as the challenge of funding and distributing the covid-19 vaccine, whether the
government’s Atmanirbhar Bharat scheme is any different from import substitution and whether
the past 10 months of living through a pandemic has worsened inequality and what specific
budget interventions can address this.

Curated by Mint’s editors and backed by a strong line-up of reports, editorials, commentaries
and podcasts, the Road to Recovery series will run till February, not only providing insights for
the proficient but also clarity for novices wanting to better understand the intersection of policy,
politics and economics.

This week’s topic is: “Countering the China challenge: from the borders to cyberspace."

Leading the conversation are P.S. Raghavan, a former ambassador to Russia who was till a few
days ago the chairman of India’s National Security Advisory Board, a body on security and
strategic issues that provides inputs to the government; Laxman Kumar Behera, associate
professor at the Special Centre for National Security Studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University; G.
Mohan Kumar, a former defence secretary (2015-17); Rajeshwari Rajagopalan, a distinguished
fellow and head of Nuclear and Space Policy Initiative at Observer Research Foundation think
tank; and Lt. General S.L. Narasimhan, a former Indian military attaché in Beijing and currently
director-general, Centre for Contemporary China Studies, a government think tank. Mitali
Mukherjee of Observer Research Foundation will moderate the session.
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NEW STUDY EXAMINES FIVE MOST EFFECTIVE
CONTROL POLICIES FOR COVID-19

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

The researchers from the University of Toronto, Rotman School of Management probed about
the most effective ways to control the spread of COVID-19

Toronto: A recent study has analyzed the effectiveness of Covid-19 control policies in over 40
countries including the United States, and discovered the five policies that were highly effective
when fully implemented to combat the virus.

A new study published by PLOS ONE examines the effectiveness of COVID-19 control policies
in 40 jurisdictions including countries and U.S. states. Among the conclusions is that significant
social costs must be incurred to reduce the growth of the virus to negative.

Also Read | A year on, China is shaking up the world

The researchers from the University of Toronto, Rotman School of Management probed about
the most effective ways to control the spread of COVID-19 that have been already by the
policymakers around the globe.

With the arrival of effective vaccines for the COVID-19 virus, the end of the pandemic is on the
horizon but in the short term, the virus continues to spread.

In most jurisdictions examined, policies with a lesser social impact including cancellation of
public events, restrictions of gatherings to fewer than 100 people, and recommendations to stay
at home, are not enough in themselves to control COVID-19.

Socially intolerable measures such as stay-at-home orders, targeted or full workplace, and
school closings are also required till the infection ends.

The study used a model to generate estimates of the marginal impact of each policy in a
jurisdiction after accounting for the overall portfolio of policies adopted by the jurisdiction, the
levels at which the policies are implemented, the rigorousness of compliance within the
jurisdiction, the jurisdiction's COVID-19 infections, COVID-19 deaths, and excess deaths, and
the performance of the portfolio of policies in other jurisdictions.

Eleven categories of COVID-19 control policies were examined including school closings,
workplace closings, cancellation of public events, restrictions on gatherings, the closing of public
transport, stay-at-home requirements, restrictions on internal movement, international travel
controls, public information campaigns, testing, and contact tracing.

This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.
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CORONAVIRUS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Gagandeep Kang   | Photo Credit: The Hindu

Several experts have raised concern over the “hasty approval” granted to the COVID-19
vaccines despite the lack of adequate efficacy data.

The Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation on Sunday accorded approval for restricted
emergency use of the Oxford COVID-19 vaccine Covishield, manufactured by the Serum
Institute of India (SII), and the indigenously developed vaccine Covaxin of Bharat Biotech.

Coronavirus | COVID-19 vaccine rollout possible in 10 days, says NITI Aayog member V.K. Paul

“I’m completely unaware of any data that suggests that Covaxin has any efficacy against any
SARS-CoV-2 strain, let alone the U.K. strain,” Gagandeep Kang, Professor, Christian Medical
College, Vellore, said in an interview to CNBC-TV18.

A doctor-cum-research head of a lab affiliated to a government research lab also expressed
reservations. “At this point, I wouldn’t advise Covaxin. All we seem to know is that it’s safe and
so may not be harmful but efficacy is a different matter and needs to be proved,” the expert said
requesting anonymity.

“In the interest of transparency, we ask that the regulator share detailed rationale or the decision
along with disclosure of data... We are baffled to understand what scientific logic has motivated
top experts in the SEC (Subject Expert Committee) to approve this vaccine (Covaxin) post
haste,” Malini Aisola, of the All India Drug Action Network, said in a statement.

Also read | BJP slams ‘vaccine sceptics’ in the Opposition

However, Randeep Guleria, Director, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, referred to Covaxin
as a “backup vaccine” and added that it is to be used if it was not clear how efficacious the SII
vaccine would be.
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We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath
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'WILL HELP INTENSIFY FIGHT': WHO WELCOMES
INDIA'S COVID-19 VACCINE APPROVAL

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

The World Health Organisation (WHO) has welcomed India's decision of giving emergency use
authorisation to vaccines against the novel coronavirus, informed Dr Poonam Khetrapal Singh,
Regional Director, WHO South-East Asia on Sunday.

In a tweet, WHO South-East Asia wrote, "WHO welcomes the first emergency use authorisation
given to COVID-19 vaccine in the WHO South-East Asia Region. This decision taken today by
India will help intensify and strengthen the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic in the Region."

"The use of vaccine in prioritised populations, along with the continued implementation of other
public health measures and community participation, will be important in reducing impact of
COVID-19," WHO South-East Asia added in another tweet.

WHO welcomes India's decision giving emergency use authorization to #COVID-19 #vaccines -
Dr Poonam Khetrapal Singh, Regional Director,
WHO South-East Asia Region pic.twitter.com/jyQGI6Gymp

Earlier today, the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI) granted permission to Serum Institue
of India and Bharat Biotech's Covid-19 vaccines for "restricted use" in an emergency situation.

Addressing a media briefing today, VG Somani, DCGI has said, "After adequate examination,
CDSCO has decided to accept the recommendations of the Expert Committee and accordingly,
vaccines of M/s Serum and M/s Bharat Biotech are being approved for restricted use in
emergency situation and permission is being granted to M/s Cadila Healthcare for conduct of the
Phase III clinical trial."
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MRNA VACCINES COULD VANQUISH COVID-19 TODAY,
CANCER TOMORROW

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

The night is darkest just before dawn, they say. Dark it certainly is right now. The more
contagious variants of SARS-CoV-2 coming out of the U.K. and South Africa will make the
pandemic worse before mass vaccination can make it better.

But take another look at some of these new vaccines. And then contemplate the dawn to come
— not just its first rays in the coming months but also the bright light of future years and
decades. It looks increasingly plausible that the same weapons we’ll use to defeat Covid-19 can
also vanquish even grimmer reapers — including cancer, which kills almost 10 million people a
year.

The most promising Covid vaccines use nucleic acids called messenger RNA, or mRNA. One
vaccine comes from the German firm BioNTech SE and its U.S. partner Pfizer Inc. The other is
from the U.S. company Moderna Inc. (its original spelling was ModeRNA, its ticker is MRNA).
Another is on the way from CureVac NV, also based in Germany.

Ordinary vaccines tend to be inactivated or weakened viruses which, when injected into the
body, stimulate an immune response that can later protect against the live pathogen. But the
process of making such vaccines requires various chemicals and cell cultures. This takes time
and provides opportunities for contamination.

mRNA vaccines don’t have these problems. They instruct the body itself to make the offending
proteins — in this case, the ones that wrap around the viral RNA of SARS-CoV-2. The immune
system then homes in on these antigens, practicing for the day when the same proteins show up
with the coronavirus attached.

Therein lies mRNA’s bigger promise: It can tell our cells to make whatever protein we want. That
includes the antigens of many other diseases besides Covid-19.

In its day-to-day function, mRNA takes instructions from its molecular cousin, the DNA in our cell
nuclei. Stretches of the genome are copied, which the mRNA carries into the cytoplasm, where
little cellular factories called ribosomes use the information to churn out proteins.

BioNTech and Moderna shortcut this process, by skipping the whole fiddly business in the
nucleus with the DNA. Instead, they first figure out what protein they want — for example, a
spike on the coat around a virus. Then they look at the sequence of amino acids that makes this
protein. From that they derive the precise instructions the mRNA must give.

This process can be relatively fast, which is why it took less than a year to make the vaccines, a
pace previously unimaginable. It’s also genetically safe — mRNA can’t go back into the nucleus
and accidentally insert genes into our DNA.

Researchers since the 1970s have had a hunch that you can use this technique to fight all sorts
of maladies. But as usual in science, you need huge amounts of money, time and patience to
sort out all the intermediary problems. After a decade of enthusiasm, mRNA became
academically unfashionable in the 1990s. Progress seemed halting. The main obstacle was that
injecting mRNA into animals often caused fatal inflammation.
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Enter Katalin Kariko — a Hungarian scientist who immigrated to the U.S. in the 1980s and has
heroically devoted her entire career to mRNA, through its ups and downs. In the 1990s, she lost
her funding, was demoted, had her salary cut and suffered other setbacks. But she stuck with it.
And then, after battling cancer herself, she made the crucial breakthrough.

In the 2000s, she and her research partner realized that swapping out uridine, one of mRNA’s
“letters," avoided causing inflammation without otherwise compromising the code. The mice
stayed alive.

Her study was read by a scientist at Stanford University, Derrick Rossi, who later co-founded
Moderna. It also came to the attention of Ugur Sahin and Ozlem Tureci, two oncologists who are
husband and wife and co-founded BioNTech. They licensed Kariko’s technology and hired her.
From the start, they were most interested in curing cancer.

Today’s weapons against cancer will one day seem as primitive an idea as flint axes in a
surgery room. To kill a malignant tumor, you generally zap it with radiation or chemicals,
damaging lots of other tissue in the process.

The better way to fight cancer, Sahin and Tureci realized, is to treat each tumor as genetically
unique and to train the immune systems of individual patients against that specific enemy. A
perfect job for mRNA. You find the antigen, get its fingerprint, reverse-engineer the cellular
instructions to target the culprit and let the body do the rest.

Take a look at the pipelines of Moderna and BioNTech. They include drug trials for treating
cancers of the breast, prostate, skin, pancreas, brain, lung and other tissues, as well as
vaccines against everything from influenza to Zika and rabies. The prospects appear good.

Progress, admittedly, has been slow. Part of the explanation Sahin and Tureci give is that
investors in this sector must put up oodles of capital and then wait for more than a decade, first
for the trials, then for regulatory approvals. In the past, too few were in the mood.

Covid-19, fingers crossed, may turbo-charge all these processes. The pandemic has led to a
grand debut of mRNA vaccines and their definitive proof of concept. Already, there are murmurs
about a Nobel Prize for Kariko. Henceforth, mRNA will have no problems getting money,
attention or enthusiasm — from investors, regulators and policymakers.

That doesn’t mean the last stretch will be easy. But in this dark hour, it’s permissible to bask in
the light that’s dawning. 

This column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and
its owners.

Andreas Kluth is a columnist for Bloomberg Opinion. He was previously editor in chief of
Handelsblatt Global and a writer for the Economist. He's the author of 'Hannibal and Me.'
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AI IS HELPING THERMAL POWER PLANTS REDUCE
COSTS AND POLLUTION

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

With AI, the startup can create a 'digital twin' of the entire process, take into account varying
conditions and figure out the optimal configuration in a live setting. This helps improve efficiency
and reduce fuel inputs, which in turn has an impact on carbon emissions

Despite periodic policy pronouncements to shift to cleaner fuels, coal-fired thermal power plants
still account for over 70% of India’s electricity. That’s perhaps not surprising for a developing
country where coal is the cheapest source of fuel. So, we can expect thermal power to continue
to occupy the top slot for quite some time, overriding concerns over carbon emissions, pollution
and climate change.

But what can mitigate the damage to our health and environment is lowering the amount of coal
thermal plants consume. This requires power plants to improve their efficiency by adopting new
technologies. But state-owned power plants and electricity subsidies have made it complicated
to incentivize a shift to more efficient plants by investing in tech solutions. That’s one reason why
industrial IoT startups, which could have helped power plants with data analytics, found it hard to
sell their products in India in the past, and focused on buyers in global markets.

Also Read | The curious case of the glowing beaches

This has changed in the past couple of years because of a number of factors. “It’s an extremely
difficult market to sell into, but thermal power is a stressed industry right now," points out Rahul
Raghunathan, co-founder of three-year-old Bengaluru startup ExactSpace, whose focus is on
helping power plants with artificial intelligence (AI) for operational efficiency and predictive
maintenance.

Key challenges

One of the stress points comes from the growing share of renewable energy. It means thermal
power plants have to operate at partial capacity during daylight hours when solar power reaches
peak level in the grid. This poses operational challenges. “When you suddenly bring the
temperature down, it creates a physical stress. The plant operators don’t have a mental map of
what’s needed to achieve an optimum level. It’s a flexible operation scenario and that is one of
the things we’re trying to address for a power plant," explains Raghunathan.

With AI, the startup can create a “digital twin" of the entire process, take into account varying
conditions and figure out the optimal configuration in a live setting. This helps improve efficiency
and reduce fuel inputs, which in turn has an impact on carbon emissions.

“We have been able to improve boiler efficiency by 1%, which is quite significant. For a 500MW
thermal power plant, it means a reduction of coal usage by 10,000 tonnes in a year," says
Raghunathan.

The other key area of impact is the reduction of expensive downtime due to breakdowns. For
example, the failure of large steam turbines could lead to the entire production coming to a halt.
That, in a 500MW plant, costs 3-4 crore per day.
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ExactSpace faces global rivals like GE whose Predix platform offers industrial IoT solutions. But
unlike the GE platform, which was built for multiple verticals, the Indian startup focused on the
special needs of thermal power.

Two of the co-founders—Raghunathan and Arun Jose—had started visiting power plants while
working together at a Bengaluru IoT services company. When they decided to launch an
industrial IoT startup to serve the emerging needs of the thermal power industry, they realized
that they needed an insider with deep domain expertise.

So, they roped in a thermal power industry veteran, Boben Anto, as a third co-founder. Anto had
conceptualized and commissioned power plants for NTPC Ltd, where he worked for 22 years.
He was later with German power company Steag for 11 years, the last four of which were as
executive director for India.

The startup recently outbid the likes of GE, Siemens and Schneider Electric for a contract with a
power utility original equipment manufacturer in India.

“We were able to beat all these global players in a public tender, both technically and
commercially. I couldn’t overemphasize the importance of knowing the domain in which you’re
solving a problem," says Raghunathan.

New solutions

Validation also came from the selection of ExactSpace for Swedish-Swiss MNC ABB’s
Synerleap accelerator programme to build bridges between corporate innovation and startups.

“We have identified several areas where ExactSpace’s AI technology helps us to speed up
ABB’s digitalization vision. Their technology has given us openings for completely new solutions,
some of which we already have installed on customer sites," says Martin Olausson, ABB vice-
president and head of business development at Synerleap.

The partnership with ABB is opening up possibilities for ExactSpace’s platform to be used in
other domains adjacent to thermal power, such as cement or steel. But it also wants to stay true
to its original approach.

“Our value delivery to the customer remains the same. We will provide extremely domain-
specific solutions with this platform. We’re not going to ship out a platform and say, ‘you build
the value’," says Raghunathan.

Malavika Velayanikal is a Consulting Editor with Mint. She tweets @vmalu
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-11

THE FRONT SEAT IN ELECTRIC MOBILITY
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

The progression to electric vehicles is important for India because such vehicles are sustainable
and profitable in the long term. Reducing dependence on crude oil will save the government
money, reduce carbon emissions, and build domestic energy independence. Besides being an
economically and environmentally viable option, India’s transition to electric vehicles will allow us
to fine-tune our infrastructure. This will also influence India’s foreign policy as our energy
security dependence will shift from West Asia to Latin America. India imported 228.6 MT of
crude oil worth $120 billion in 2018–19, which made it the third-largest oil importer in the world in
terms of value.

In order to reduce dependence on crude, the government has drafted policies that may act as
catalysts in propelling the acceptance of electric vehicles. Under the Faster Adoption and
Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles and its updated (Fame 2) version, the government
has allocated $1.3 billion in incentives for electric buses, three-wheelers and four-wheelers to be
used for commercial purposes till 2022, and earmarked another $135 million for charging
stations. Besides these incentives, a proposal for a $4.6 billion subsidy for battery makers has
also been proposed by the NITI Aayog. These policies are embedded with the vision to have
30% electric vehicles plying the roads by 2030. In September 2019, Japanese automobile major
Suzuki Motor formed a consortium with Japanese automotive component manufacturer Denso
and multinational conglomerate Toshiba to set up a manufacturing unit in Gujarat to venture into
the production of lithium-ion batteries and electrodes.

Also read | India’s EV sector to offer $206 billion opportunity by 2030: study

Developing domestic battery manufacturing capacity may fundamentally change India’s
relationship with resource-rich Latin America as the government plans to buy overseas lithium
reserves. Latin America’s famous lithium triangle that encompasses lithium deposits under the
salt flats of northwest Argentina, northern Chile, and southwest Bolivia holds about 80% of the
explored lithium of the world. In Latin America, most of the production comes from Argentina,
Chile, and Bolivia.

In 2019, India’s National Aluminum Company (NALCO), Hindustan Copper Limited (HCL) and
Mineral Exploration Corporation Ltd (MECL) formally signed a joint venture agreement to form
Khanij Bidesh India Limited (KABIL) to scout for strategic mineral assets like lithium and cobalt
abroad for commercial use and for supplying to meet the domestic requirement for battery
manufacturers. At present, India’s lithium-ion battery demand is fulfilled by imports from China,
Vietnam, and Hong Kong. In the last two years, India has had a growing appetite for lithium-ion
batteries, and so, lithium imports have tripled from $384 mn to $1.2 bn. Notably, the government
has intercepted this growing demand from its incipience. With its policy intervention to support
battery manufacturers by supplying lithium and cobalt, this industry is more likely to grow
domestically to support India’s goal to switch to electric mobility.

Explained | What is the economics behind e-vehicle batteries?

Interestingly, lithium is also used as a drug to treat bipolar disorder and is soon becoming the
metal to treat a world polluted by excessive carbon emissions. Currently, India’s biggest trading
partners in Latin America are Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela, and majority of trade is
concentrated on crude oil which includes 14%-20% of India’s total crude oil imports.

https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=191377
https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=191377
https://fame2.heavyindustry.gov.in/
https://fame2.heavyindustry.gov.in/
https://www.thehindu.com/business/indias-ev-sector-to-offer-206-bn-opportunity-by-2030-study/article33282411.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/three-psus-ink-joint-venture-pact-for-buying-rare-metals/article27357313.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/three-psus-ink-joint-venture-pact-for-buying-rare-metals/article27357313.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/what-is-the-economics-behind-e-vehicle-batteries/article29311800.ece
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However, this may soon shift to lithium and cobalt. The Indian government’s initiation to take the
front seat in electric mobility and preemptive action to send a high-level delegation to have a
precise understanding of the availability of lithium and possibilities of joint ventures will supply
domestic markets and drive international markets. Most importantly, this will be a long-term
solution to clean our cities, build new markets, and skill people for new jobs towards an
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’.

Syed Ali is an independent analyst on India-Latin America affairs. Twitter: @Alinyst
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-11

EESL DEVELOPS AIR PURIFIER TO CHECK COVID,
SEEKS CSIR NOD
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

State-run Energy Efficiency Services Ltd (EESL) has developed an air purification system that
filters out pathogens, including the covid-19-causing novel coronavirus, from indoor spaces, and
has applied for certification from the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), a top
official said.

EESL, a joint venture between NTPC Ltd, Rural Electrification Corp. Ltd, Power Finance Corp.
Ltd and Power Grid Corp. of India Ltd, plans to install these systems in buildings with centralized
air conditioning, and is aggregating demand for the same.

Also Read | The curious case of the glowing beaches

EESL claims the filtration removes particulate matter, pollutants, and pathogens, through
measures such as high efficiency electrostatic filters and ultraviolet germicidal irradiation
installed in the air handling units (AHU). The firm is working on a new business vertical for
retrofitting air-conditioning and ventilation systems.

“We have applied to CSIR for certification that this system removes viruses. It will be tested in
their labs and they will collect samples. This will be a huge line of business," Saurabh Kumar,
executive vice chairperson, EESL Group, said in an interview.

EESL, which has installed the system at its Delhi office, has received requests from 30
government offices for installation at their premises.

Successful demonstration of the system could bring back workers to offices which are still
running on skeletal work forces and revive normal office work. India’s covid-19 vaccination drive
starts on 16 January.

“EESL has undertaken a retrofit of its office air-conditioning and ventilation system to address
concerns about poor air quality and the risk of airborne transmission of covid-19," according to
an EESL document.

EESL believes this filtration system in buildings will remove the deadly pathogens and help
revive the global economy that has been brought to its knees.

“A proof of concept has been done and the system has been installed at EESL offices at
SCOPE Complex building. Now, we are aggregating demand and we will put these systems in
other places," added Kumar.

“Essentially, in centrally air-conditioned buildings, the same air circulates. So, if someone has
corona, it will transmit via the air ducts. What we do is that in the air duct, we bring fresh air and
put filtration system there. So, we mix bad air with fresh air and filter it and remove 99%
pathogens. We are planning to do it at an industrial scale," he said.

Click here to read the Mint ePaperMint is now on Telegram. Join Mint channel in your Telegram
and stay updated with the latest business news.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-12

GADKARI TO LAUNCH KHADI'S ECO-FRIENDLY, NON-
TOXIC WALL PAINT TODAY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology

New Delhi [India], January 12 (ANI): Union Minister for Road Transport and Highways and
MSME Nitin Gadkari will launch an innovative new paint developed by Khadi and Village
Industries Commission on Tuesday at his residence.

Union Minister for Road Transport and Highways and MSME Nitin Gadkari will launch an
innovative new paint developed by Khadi and Village Industries Commission on Tuesday at his
residence.

According to a press statement from the Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, the
eco-friendly, non-toxic paint, called "Khadi Prakritik Paint" is a first-of-its-kind product, with anti-
fungal, anti-bacterial properties. Based on cow dung as its main ingredient, the paint is cost-
effective and odourless and has been certified by the Bureau of Indian Standards.

Khadi Prakritik Paint is available in two forms - distemper paint and plastic emulsion paint.
Production of Khadi Prakritik Paint is aligned with Hon'ble Prime Minister's vision of increasing
farmers' income. The project was conceptualized by Chairman KVIC in March 2020, and later
developed by Kumarappa National Handmade Paper Institute, Jaipur (a KVIC unit), the press
statement read.

The paint is free from heavy metals like lead, mercury, chromium, arsenic, cadmium and others.
It will be a boost to local manufacturing and will create sustainable local employment through
technology transfer. This technology will increase the consumption of cow dung as a raw
material for eco-friendly products and will generate additional revenue to farmers and gaushalas.

This is estimated to generate an additional income of 30,000 (approx) per annum per animal to
farmers/ gaushalas. Utilization of cow dung will also clean the environment and prevent clogging
of drains.

Khadi Prakritik Distemper and Emulsion Paints have been tested at 3 reputed National
Laboratories. National Test House, Mumbai, Shri Ram Institute for Industrial Research, New
Delhi and National Test House, Ghaziabad.

Khadi Prakritik Emulsion paint meets BIS 15489:2013 standards; whereas Khadi Prakritik
Distemper paint meets BIS 428:2013 standards.
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and stay updated with the latest business news.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-12

CO-WIN PLATFORM IS SET TO PLAY A PIVOTAL ROLE
IN VACCINATION DRIVE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

It aims to ensure availability of enough jabs, reduce wastage and avoid stock-outs at inoculation
centres

As India gears up to begin its vaccination drive on Saturday, the Covid-19 Vaccine Intelligence
Network, or Co-WIN, is poised to play a crucial role in the delivery of the jabs. The tech platform
will be used for rolling out and scaling up distribution systems for the vaccine in what is the
world’s second worst-hit country by the pandemic. Mint delves into the network:

What is Co-WIN?

Co-WIN is an extension of the government’s electronic Vaccine Intelligence Network (eVIN),
which was launched in 2015 for India’s universal immunization programme. It aimed to reduce
wastage of vaccines through improper cold storage, avoid vaccine stock-outs at inoculation
centres and ensure availability of enough vaccines for all targeted children and pregnant
women. The UN Development Programme (UNDP), which helped build eVIN, along with the IT
ministry developed an extension of the module as a comprehensive cloud-based solution for
covid-19 vaccination in India.

While the main portal would be the website, the government is also planning to roll out apps for
use by various administration officials, as well as for adverse events reporting. The government
has said it will proactively help other countries who may want to use the system for their
vaccination programmes.

How will Co-WIN help in vaccine distribution?

Co-WIN will be linked to existing IT platforms that are being used in the vaccination programme
to allow complete end-to-end management of vaccine distribution. This includes tracking the
transportation of doses from manufacturer to the beneficiary, maintaining digital records of
vaccine stocks and remote monitoring of temperature at about 25,000 dedicated cold chain
storage points through a smartphone app. Like eVIN, the new module will allow real-time
information on vaccine stocks and storage temperatures across all cold chain points. However,
unlike eVIN, the Co-WIN platform will also allow beneficiary registration, session microplanning,
real-time reporting of vaccination and issuing of vaccination certificates.

How will the health ministry coordinate with states and other ministries for vaccine distribution?

The government has already sought a list of police officers and officials engaged in covid-19
containment, surveillance and associated activities. State officials have also been asked to
create a database of the health facilities under them and link data on healthcare workers linked
to these health facilities. A database of military and paramilitary personnel will be provided by
defence and home ministries, while municipal workers’ information is being collated by the
housing ministry. All this information will be fed into Co-WIN, and the health ministry will then
decide on prioritization of the vaccine doses.

How will Co-WIN work in tracking delivery of vaccine to beneficiaries?

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/covid-vaccine-roll-out-4-62-lakh-healthcare-workers-registered-on-cowin-portal-11610209367420.html
https://www.cowin.gov.in/login
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Data on most healthcare and frontline workers has already been populated onto Co-WIN. The
session allocation, details of vaccination to the beneficiary, information about the next dose will
be captured and communicated digitally. After both doses, a QR code certificate will also be
generated which can be stored on the government’s DigiLocker app. In case of any adverse
effect following immunization, there is a provision for real-time reporting through surveillance
and action for events following vaccination (SAFEVAC), which has been integrated into the
system. Other features include SMS in 12 languages, 24x7 helpline, chatbot assistance, etc.

What is the way forward?

With the Co-WIN system populated, the government will now be looking forward to vaccinating
30 million healthcare and other frontline workers from Saturday. However, it is still not known
where the first doses of vaccine will be transported to and the number of doses, an aspect which
will become clear this week. The next stage would be more crucial as 260 million people over 50
years of age and another 10 million below that age but with comorbidities have to be vaccinated.

While the government plans to use electoral data for vaccinating people above 50 years, there is
still not much clarity on how those below 50 years will be identified. All this data has to still be
filled into the Co-WIN system.

Another unanswered question is whether and how the system will be used if the vaccines are
sold in the private market.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-12

ULTRA-HIGH MOBILITY ELECTRON GAS CAN
INCREASE INFORMATION TRANSFER SPEED &DATA
STORAGE DENSITY IN QUANTUM DEVICES
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Scientists have produced electron gas with ultra-high mobility, which can speed up transfer of
quantum information and signal from one part of a device to another and increase data storage
and memory.

The need for attaining new functionalities in modern electronic devices has led to the
manipulation of property of an electron called spin degree of freedom along with its charge.
This has given rise to an altogether new field of spin-electronics or ‘spintronics’. It has been
realized that a phenomenon called the ‘Rashba effect’, which consists of splitting of spin-bands
in an electronic system, might play a key role in spintronic devices.

Scientists at Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Mohali (Punjab), an
autonomous institution of Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India,
have produced an ultra-high mobility 2d-electron gas(2DEG) at the interface of two insulating
oxide layers.

Due to the high mobility of the electron gas, electrons do not collide inside the medium for a long
distance and hence do not lose the memory and information. Hence, such a system can easily
remember and transfer its memory for a long time and distance. In addition, since they collide
less during their flow, their resistance is very low, and hence they don’t dissipate energy as heat.
So, such devices do not heat up easily and need less input energy to operate. 

Aided by a grant from the DST-Nanomission in the form of a sophisticated, custom-made
instrument called a combinatorial pulsed laser deposition setup, Dr.SuvankarChakraverty
Associate Professor at Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Mohali (Punjab), have
produced 2DEG with ultra mobility at the novel interface composed of chemicals EuO and
KTaO3. The strong spin-orbit coupling and relativistic nature of the electrons in the 2DEG
resulted in the ‘Rashba field’. The research was published in the journal ‘Advanced Quantum
Technologies’.

According to the INST team, realization of large Rashba-effect at such oxide interfaces
containing highly mobile electron gas may open up a new field of device physics, especially in
the field of quantum technology applicable for next-generation data storage media and quantum
computers.

 

Figure showing device configuration, Quantum oscillation in the resistance, and Spin-Momentum
electronic band splitting revealed through transport measurements

 

[Publication details:DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/qute.202000081

For more details, Dr.SuvankarChakraverty (suvankar.chakraverty@gmail.com) can be
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have produced an ultra-high mobility 2d-electron gas(2DEG) at the interface of two insulating
oxide layers.
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distance and hence do not lose the memory and information. Hence, such a system can easily
remember and transfer its memory for a long time and distance. In addition, since they collide
less during their flow, their resistance is very low, and hence they don’t dissipate energy as heat.
So, such devices do not heat up easily and need less input energy to operate. 

Aided by a grant from the DST-Nanomission in the form of a sophisticated, custom-made
instrument called a combinatorial pulsed laser deposition setup, Dr.SuvankarChakraverty
Associate Professor at Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Mohali (Punjab), have
produced 2DEG with ultra mobility at the novel interface composed of chemicals EuO and
KTaO3. The strong spin-orbit coupling and relativistic nature of the electrons in the 2DEG
resulted in the ‘Rashba field’. The research was published in the journal ‘Advanced Quantum
Technologies’.

According to the INST team, realization of large Rashba-effect at such oxide interfaces
containing highly mobile electron gas may open up a new field of device physics, especially in
the field of quantum technology applicable for next-generation data storage media and quantum
computers.

 

Figure showing device configuration, Quantum oscillation in the resistance, and Spin-Momentum
electronic band splitting revealed through transport measurements
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-13

COVID-19: AN FAQ FACTSHEET FOR COVISHIELD
VACCINE BY SERUM INSTITUTE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

New Delhi: Prior to the beginning of the nationwide vaccination drive against Covid-19 in India
on January 16, the Pune-based Serum Institute of India (SII) has issued a fact-sheet to answer
frequently asked questions (FAQs) that vaccine beneficiaries might have.

The factsheet details information that would enable recipients to understand the benefits and
common side-effects of the Covishield vaccine, to prevent Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19) caused by the coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2.

Also Read | What's got Indians excited about Covid shot

Talk to the healthcare provider if you have questions. It is your choice to receive the Covishield
vaccine, the Serum Institute factsheet added.

"The Covishield vaccination course consists of two separate doses of 0.5 ml each. The second
dose should be administered between four to six weeks after the first dose. However, there is
data available for administration of the second dose up to 12 weeks after the first dose from the
overseas studies," the fact-sheet reads.

It also cautioned that the vaccine may not protect everyone.

Here's a brief snapshot of the queries addressed in the factsheet.

COVID-19 disease is caused by a coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2. This type of coronavirus has
not been seen before. You can get COVID-19 through contact with another person who has the
virus. It is predominantly a respiratory illness that can affect other organs. People with COVID-
19 have had a wide range of symptoms reported, ranging from mild symptoms to severe illness.
Symptoms may appear 2 to 14 days after exposure to the virus. Symptoms may include: fever or
chills; cough; shortness of breath; fatigue; muscle or body aches; headache; new loss of taste or
smell; sore throat; congestion or runny nose; nausea or vomiting; diarrhoea.

What is the Covishield vaccine?

The Covishield is approved for restricted use in emergency situation vaccine that may prevent
COVID-19 disease in individuals 18 years of age and older.

What should you mention to your healthcare provider before you get Covishield vaccine?

Tell the healthcare provider about all of your medical conditions, including:

* If you have ever had a severe allergic reaction (anaphylaxis) after any drug, food, any vaccine
or any ingredients of COVISHIELD™ vaccine

* If you have a fever

* If you have a bleeding disorder or are on a blood thinner

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/adar-poonawalla-terms-vaccine-covishield-dispatch-as-historic-moment-11610446313126.html
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* If you are immunocompromised or are on a medicine that affects your immune system

* If you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant

* If you are breastfeeding

* If you have received another COVID-19 vaccine, you should consult your healthcare provider
before deciding to take the vaccine.

Who should get the Covishield vaccine?

Covishield vaccine has been approved for restricted use in an emergency situation in individuals
18 years of age and older.

Who should not get the Covishield vaccine?

You should not get the Covishield vaccine if you:

* Had a severe allergic reaction after a previous dose of this vaccine

* Had a severe allergic reaction to any ingredient of this vaccine.

What are the ingredients in the Covishield vaccine?

The Covishield vaccine includes the following ingredients:

L-Histidine, L-Histidine hydrochloride monohydrate, Magnesium chloride hexahydrate,
Polysorbate 80, Ethanol, Sucrose, Sodium chloride, Disodium edetate dihydrate (EDTA), Water
for injection.

If you receive one dose of the Covishield vaccine, then the second dose should be administered
between 4 to 6 weeks after the first dose. However, there is data available for administration of
the second dose up to 12 weeks after the first dose from the overseas studies.

If you miss your second dose

If you forget to go back at the scheduled time, ask your healthcare provider for advice. It is
important that you return for your second dose of Covishield vaccine.

Has the Covishield vaccine been used before?

The Covishield™ is used in clinical trials, a number of participants received one or two doses in
overseas and Indian trials.

What are the benefits of the Covishield vaccine?

In ongoing clinical trials, the Covishield vaccine has been shown to prevent COVID-19 disease
following 2 doses given between 4 and 12 weeks apart. The duration of protection against
COVID-19 disease is currently unknown.

You may get protective immune response 4 weeks after the second dose of Covishield vaccine.

What are the risks of the Covishield vaccine?
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Side effects that have been reported with the Covishield vaccine include:

Very Common (may affect more than 1 in 10 people)

* Tenderness, pain, warmth, redness, itching, swelling or bruising where the injection is given

* Generally feeling unwell

* Feeling tired (fatigue)

* Chills or feeling feverish

* Headache

* Feeling sick (nausea)

* Joint pain or muscle ache

Common (may affect up to 1 in 10 people)

* A lump at the injection site

* Fever

* Being sick (vomiting)

* Flu-like symptoms, such as high temperature, sore throat, runny nose, cough and chills

Uncommon (may affect up to 1 in 100 people)

* Feeling dizzy

* Decreased appetite

* Abdominal pain

* Enlarged lymph nodes

* Excessive sweating, itchy skin or rash

These may not be all the possible side effects of the Covishield vaccine. Serious and
unexpected side effects may occur. Covishield vaccine is still being studied in clinical trials.

What should I do about side effects?

If you experience a severe allergic reaction, call or go to the nearest hospital. Call the healthcare
provider if you have any side effects that bother you or do not go away. In addition, you can
report side effects after vaccination to Serum Institute of India Pvt Ltd who is the manufacturer of
Covishield vaccine as below.

* 24 x 7 Call Center Toll-Free Number (For Medical and Adverse Event Related Queries Only):

91-1800 1200124
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* pharmacovigilance@seruminstitute.com

What if I decide not to get the Covishield vaccine?

It is your choice to receive or not receive the Covishield vaccine. You may prefer to consult your
healthcare provider.

Can I receive the Covishield vaccine with other vaccines?

There is no information on the use of the Covishield vaccine with other vaccines.

What if I am pregnant or breastfeeding?

You may discuss your options with the healthcare provider.

Will The Covishield vaccine give me Covid-19 infection?

No. The Covishield COVID-19 vaccine does not contain SARS-CoV-2 and cannot give you
COVID-19 infection.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-14

DR. HARSH VARDHAN DEDICATES AN INNOVATION
PORTAL DEVELOPED BY NATIONAL INNOVATION
FOUNDATION (NIF) – INDIA TO THE NATION

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology

The Union Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Health & Family Welfare Dr.
Harsh Vardhan dedicated an Innovation Portal, developed by National Innovation Foundation
(NIF) – India, an autonomous body of the Department of Science and Technology (DST),
Government of India, to the nation, in New Delhi today.

The National Innovation Portal(NIP)  is currently home to about 1.15 lakh innovations scouted
from common people of the country, covering Engineering, Agriculture, Veterinary and Human
Health. In terms of domain areas, presently the innovations cover Energy, mechanical,
automobile, electrical, electronics, household, chemical, civil, textiles, Farm / cultivation practice,
storage practice, plant variety, plant protection, poultry, livestock management, nutraceuticals
etc.

Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Harsh Vardhan said that credit goes to the Prime Minister for
igniting the Innovation Movement and creating an Innovation Eco-system in the country during 
the last 6 years.He congratulated the Atmanirbhar citizens who defeated the problems and
challenges through their creative potential and deployment of their innovative Science and
Technology based solutions. The Minister emphasized on the growing importance of
outstanding Traditional Knowledge, particularly herbal practices which stem from tribal areas,
and is one of the key highlights of the Innovation Portal. He said that this Innovation Portal will
help institutionalise new ideas by common people towards finding solutions to local problems.

The Minister highlighted  “Best Economy is the Idea Economy and Innovative co-efficient is the
most important for the progress of the country”, and added that in future it will be the idea that
will drive the progress of the nation.  He emphasized that the Innovation Portal will create an
eco-system where the Institutions will stand behind all those who can convert their ideas and
innovations into entrepreneurship.  He urged for a Stand-up Start-up system in the country
where anyone who has the desire to innovate,should be encouraged to develop his or her ideas,
irrespective of their background whether  rural, tribal or anyone with formal science
background.He further observed that the year 2020 was a year of turbulence like never before,
and digital infrastructure of our nation has immensely grown and helped all of us. The Innovation
Portal in coming days could be one of the significant contributions amongst all of our digital
progress so far and would act as a bridge between people who are looking for Innovative
solutions and those who had been at the helm of their evolution.He urged students,
entrepreneurs, MSME’sand common people engaged in a variety of occupations to take
advantage of the Innovations portal and explore innovations of interest.

Dr Harsh Vardhan expressed his confidence in extraordinary commitment from common people
toward innovations which would drive country’s Technology Leadership and have it touch great
heights in years to come. He lauded the efforts of NIF and DST in arriving at 1.15 Lakh
Innovations as a starting point of this Innovations portal, which by itself is a great beginning.

Speaking on the occasion, Prof Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary, DST mentioned that this
innovation portal is being on-boarded at a very appropriate time within the innovation eco-
system of our nation, by way of coinciding with evolution of 5th National STI Policy of India. He
said the future contributors to the innovation portal will stem from the focus areas of the policy,
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and hence it is important that eco-system of R&D and innovation be created in rural and remote
areas, particularly in the North East, Islands and Tribal areas. Prof Ashutosh explained the NIF
is not only engaged in scouting for ideas but also taking them forward. The Innovation Portal will
help create local entrepreneurs out of grassroots ideas and will help bring ideas to the market,
he said.

Dr PS Goel, Chairperson, NIFobserved that innovation portal is a saga of determination of every
Indian who believed in evolving his or her own solutions to fit the needs. He urged the industry to
visit the portal with an eye to develop them into products for commercialisation.

Dr Vipin Kumar, Director, NIF proposed a vote of thanks on the occasion of the launch of
innovations portal.

Innovation Portal is a step towards Atmanirbhar Bharat and an excellent resource for students,
entrepreneurs, MSME’s, Technology Business Incubators (TBI’s) and common people engaged
in a variety of occupations.

Click here for background note on National Innovation Portal
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The Union Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Health & Family Welfare Dr.
Harsh Vardhan dedicated an Innovation Portal, developed by National Innovation Foundation
(NIF) – India, an autonomous body of the Department of Science and Technology (DST),
Government of India, to the nation, in New Delhi today.

The National Innovation Portal(NIP)  is currently home to about 1.15 lakh innovations scouted
from common people of the country, covering Engineering, Agriculture, Veterinary and Human
Health. In terms of domain areas, presently the innovations cover Energy, mechanical,
automobile, electrical, electronics, household, chemical, civil, textiles, Farm / cultivation practice,
storage practice, plant variety, plant protection, poultry, livestock management, nutraceuticals
etc.

Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Harsh Vardhan said that credit goes to the Prime Minister for
igniting the Innovation Movement and creating an Innovation Eco-system in the country during 
the last 6 years.He congratulated the Atmanirbhar citizens who defeated the problems and
challenges through their creative potential and deployment of their innovative Science and
Technology based solutions. The Minister emphasized on the growing importance of
outstanding Traditional Knowledge, particularly herbal practices which stem from tribal areas,
and is one of the key highlights of the Innovation Portal. He said that this Innovation Portal will
help institutionalise new ideas by common people towards finding solutions to local problems.

The Minister highlighted  “Best Economy is the Idea Economy and Innovative co-efficient is the
most important for the progress of the country”, and added that in future it will be the idea that
will drive the progress of the nation.  He emphasized that the Innovation Portal will create an
eco-system where the Institutions will stand behind all those who can convert their ideas and
innovations into entrepreneurship.  He urged for a Stand-up Start-up system in the country
where anyone who has the desire to innovate,should be encouraged to develop his or her ideas,
irrespective of their background whether  rural, tribal or anyone with formal science
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background.He further observed that the year 2020 was a year of turbulence like never before,
and digital infrastructure of our nation has immensely grown and helped all of us. The Innovation
Portal in coming days could be one of the significant contributions amongst all of our digital
progress so far and would act as a bridge between people who are looking for Innovative
solutions and those who had been at the helm of their evolution.He urged students,
entrepreneurs, MSME’sand common people engaged in a variety of occupations to take
advantage of the Innovations portal and explore innovations of interest.

Dr Harsh Vardhan expressed his confidence in extraordinary commitment from common people
toward innovations which would drive country’s Technology Leadership and have it touch great
heights in years to come. He lauded the efforts of NIF and DST in arriving at 1.15 Lakh
Innovations as a starting point of this Innovations portal, which by itself is a great beginning.

Speaking on the occasion, Prof Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary, DST mentioned that this
innovation portal is being on-boarded at a very appropriate time within the innovation eco-
system of our nation, by way of coinciding with evolution of 5th National STI Policy of India. He
said the future contributors to the innovation portal will stem from the focus areas of the policy,
and hence it is important that eco-system of R&D and innovation be created in rural and remote
areas, particularly in the North East, Islands and Tribal areas. Prof Ashutosh explained the NIF
is not only engaged in scouting for ideas but also taking them forward. The Innovation Portal will
help create local entrepreneurs out of grassroots ideas and will help bring ideas to the market,
he said.

Dr PS Goel, Chairperson, NIFobserved that innovation portal is a saga of determination of every
Indian who believed in evolving his or her own solutions to fit the needs. He urged the industry to
visit the portal with an eye to develop them into products for commercialisation.

Dr Vipin Kumar, Director, NIF proposed a vote of thanks on the occasion of the launch of
innovations portal.

Innovation Portal is a step towards Atmanirbhar Bharat and an excellent resource for students,
entrepreneurs, MSME’s, Technology Business Incubators (TBI’s) and common people engaged
in a variety of occupations.

Click here for background note on National Innovation Portal
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-14

NIC JOINTLY WITH THE CBSE & ATAL INNOVATION
MISSION (AIM), NITI AAYOG PROVIDES THE
COLLABCAD SOFTWARE FOR CBSE AFFILIATED
SCHOOLS AND RELEASED E-BOOK FOR STUDENTS
AND PROFESSIONALS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

National Informatics Centre (NIC), MeitY and Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE),
Ministry of Education along with Atal Innovation Mission (AIM), NITI Aayog, provided the
CollabCAD Software and released a comprehensive e-book on CollabCAD 3D modeling here
today. The virtual event was graced by the distinguished presence of Shri Ajay Sawhney,
Secretary, Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY), Dr. Neeta Verma, Director
General, National Informatics Centre (NIC), Mr. Ramanan Ramanathan, Mission Director, Atal
Innovation Mission (AIM), Mr. Manoj Ahuja, Chairperson, CBSE, Dr. Antriksh Johri, Director (IT
& Projects), CBSE,  Dr. Joseph Emmanuel, Director (Academics), CBSE, Dr. Savita Dawar,
Deputy Director General, NIC and HoG, CollabCAD and other senior officers from NIC and
CBSE.

NIC and CBSE also signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for ‘CollabCAD Software
Support and Training for Students and Faculty in Engineering Graphics Curriculum for Class X
and XII across CBSE affiliated Schools’ for a period of 10 years.

During the virtual event, Shri Ajay Sawhney, Secretary, Ministry of Electronics & Information
Technology (MeitY) congratulated the entire team of NIC and CollabCAD for their efforts and
said, “The team at NIC has created a fabulous product in collaboration with the eminent
institutions of the country. This software has proved to be extremely useful in the hands of Atal
Tinkering Lab students and now when it goes mainstream with the help of CBSE, the potential is
tremendous.” He also mentioned that the use of this tool should be a part of playgroups, hobby
groups, and vocational training.

CollabCAD is the first indigenous tool created by NIC in partnership with Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre (BARC) and Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC). It is a collaborative
network-enabled and desktop software system, providing a total engineering solution from 2D
drafting & detailing to 3D product design for students and faculty of Engineering Graphics
Curriculum.

Dr. Neeta Verma, Director General, National Informatics Centre, said, “We are glad to share this
software with the CBSE students. It is a very simple software with industry features. This
software is an innovative way for students to learn 3D Model designing and this knowledge will
give them a competitive edge in their higher education. In our Prime Minister’s vision of
Atmanirbhar Bharat when we are going to particularly promote industry and manufacturing in the
country, this kind of initiative will contribute in a significant way.” 

Mr. Ramanan Ramanathan, Mission Director, AIM, NITI Ayog commented, “It is a great honor
and privilege for Atal Innovation Mission and I convey deep gratitude to National Informatics
Centre to collaborate with us closely and for supporting us through this tool and various other
aspects. Atal Innovation Mission has been at the forefront of introducing problem-solving
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innovative mindset into young students. Atal Tinkering Labs provide an ideal training ground for
students from schools to become entrepreneurial in their thinking. It is important to provide
young students with the tools to shape their thinking and tools to design great products. This will
usher a new era of design thinking in our students.” 

Mr. Manoj Ahuja, Chairperson, Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) said, “National
Education Policy lays a lot of emphasis on vocationalization and CBSE has been the pioneering
board to offer a wide range of vocational subjects to students. A product like CollabCAD along
with the opportunities offered by Atal Tinkering Labs can help students to be at the frontier of
knowledge. We look forward to working together closely with Atal Tinkering Labs and National
Informatics Centre in the future.”

The comprehensive e-book on CollabCAD 3D modeling 1.0 is ready for public release through
the CollabCAD portal for registered users and will guide CAD students, beginners, and
professionals in understanding and using CollabCAD Software. It is designed and authored by
the CollabCAD Group of NIC, New Delhi.

This initiative aims to provide a great platform to students across the country to create and
modify 3D digital designs with a free flow of creativity and imagination. This software would also
enable students to collaborate over designs across the network and concurrently access the
same design data for storage and visualization.

*****

MONIKA/RNM/IA

National Informatics Centre (NIC), MeitY and Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE),
Ministry of Education along with Atal Innovation Mission (AIM), NITI Aayog, provided the
CollabCAD Software and released a comprehensive e-book on CollabCAD 3D modeling here
today. The virtual event was graced by the distinguished presence of Shri Ajay Sawhney,
Secretary, Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY), Dr. Neeta Verma, Director
General, National Informatics Centre (NIC), Mr. Ramanan Ramanathan, Mission Director, Atal
Innovation Mission (AIM), Mr. Manoj Ahuja, Chairperson, CBSE, Dr. Antriksh Johri, Director (IT
& Projects), CBSE,  Dr. Joseph Emmanuel, Director (Academics), CBSE, Dr. Savita Dawar,
Deputy Director General, NIC and HoG, CollabCAD and other senior officers from NIC and
CBSE.

NIC and CBSE also signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for ‘CollabCAD Software
Support and Training for Students and Faculty in Engineering Graphics Curriculum for Class X
and XII across CBSE affiliated Schools’ for a period of 10 years.

During the virtual event, Shri Ajay Sawhney, Secretary, Ministry of Electronics & Information
Technology (MeitY) congratulated the entire team of NIC and CollabCAD for their efforts and
said, “The team at NIC has created a fabulous product in collaboration with the eminent
institutions of the country. This software has proved to be extremely useful in the hands of Atal
Tinkering Lab students and now when it goes mainstream with the help of CBSE, the potential is
tremendous.” He also mentioned that the use of this tool should be a part of playgroups, hobby
groups, and vocational training.

CollabCAD is the first indigenous tool created by NIC in partnership with Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre (BARC) and Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC). It is a collaborative
network-enabled and desktop software system, providing a total engineering solution from 2D
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Curriculum.

Dr. Neeta Verma, Director General, National Informatics Centre, said, “We are glad to share this
software with the CBSE students. It is a very simple software with industry features. This
software is an innovative way for students to learn 3D Model designing and this knowledge will
give them a competitive edge in their higher education. In our Prime Minister’s vision of
Atmanirbhar Bharat when we are going to particularly promote industry and manufacturing in the
country, this kind of initiative will contribute in a significant way.” 

Mr. Ramanan Ramanathan, Mission Director, AIM, NITI Ayog commented, “It is a great honor
and privilege for Atal Innovation Mission and I convey deep gratitude to National Informatics
Centre to collaborate with us closely and for supporting us through this tool and various other
aspects. Atal Innovation Mission has been at the forefront of introducing problem-solving
innovative mindset into young students. Atal Tinkering Labs provide an ideal training ground for
students from schools to become entrepreneurial in their thinking. It is important to provide
young students with the tools to shape their thinking and tools to design great products. This will
usher a new era of design thinking in our students.” 

Mr. Manoj Ahuja, Chairperson, Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) said, “National
Education Policy lays a lot of emphasis on vocationalization and CBSE has been the pioneering
board to offer a wide range of vocational subjects to students. A product like CollabCAD along
with the opportunities offered by Atal Tinkering Labs can help students to be at the frontier of
knowledge. We look forward to working together closely with Atal Tinkering Labs and National
Informatics Centre in the future.”

The comprehensive e-book on CollabCAD 3D modeling 1.0 is ready for public release through
the CollabCAD portal for registered users and will guide CAD students, beginners, and
professionals in understanding and using CollabCAD Software. It is designed and authored by
the CollabCAD Group of NIC, New Delhi.

This initiative aims to provide a great platform to students across the country to create and
modify 3D digital designs with a free flow of creativity and imagination. This software would also
enable students to collaborate over designs across the network and concurrently access the
same design data for storage and visualization.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-15

LITTLE RECOURSE FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE HARMED
BY COVID VACCINES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

With the government not taking responsibility and a compensation law non-existent, anyone
suffering a major side-effect after receiving the coronavirus vaccine may be left with no option
but to try and sue authorities and companies, experts said.

To be sure, a serious adverse event (SAE) is a rare occurrence.

“We don’t have a systematic policy on compensation in case a person gets harmed by a
vaccine. If anybody either gets injured by it or dies, there are only two ways compensation is
likely to be given: they either have to go to court, or they have to politicize the issue until the
government gives an ex gratia amount to them," said Amar Jesani, editor of the Indian Journal
of Medical Ethics.

Also Read | Covid far from over in some states

In the case of Bharat Biotech International, there is a possibility of getting compensation under
clinical trial norms as its vaccine, Covaxin, has received an emergency licence from the Drugs
Controller General of India under a ‘clinical trial mode’. Under clinical trial rules 2019, a person
injured during a study can claim compensation if the drug is found to be the cause of the side-
effect. However, even in the case of Covaxin, experts said there is no clarity from the
government or the drugs regulator.

“Since Bharat Biotech has got an authorization in ‘clinical trial mode’, there may be a possibility
to get compensation under the law, but this is also 90% guesswork because the regulator and
the government have not described what ‘clinical trial mode’ means," said Anand Grover, a
senior advocate.

For Serum Institute’s Covishield, there is no other legal remedy to receive compensation other
than a court case, but it would be a long and arduous process, Grover said.

He pointed to the poor record that India has in paying compensation for injuries. The most
prominent example for that is for victims of the Bhopal gas tragedy of 1984, many of whom are
yet to be fully compensated after 34 years. Also, even if the government holds the company
responsible for compensation, there is no law supporting such compensation.

Meanwhile, the two vaccine makers have sought indemnity from the government, which means
if there is a serious side-effect, the government will be held liable to pay for it. While this could
potentially make it easier to seek compensation, experts said the lack of clarity on the subject
and whether there will be a ‘no-fault compensation’ need to be looked at. In a no-fault
compensation, a panel set up to review an injury or death does not look at whether the drug or
any other factor has caused the side-effect. It simply determines the compensation based on the
person’s age, earnings, and severity of the injury, among other factors.

However, even before the matter of compensation comes up, there is the issue of reporting the
serious side-effect, said senior advocate Colin Gonsalves.

Often, people who are vaccinated are not told who they should contact in case of a serious
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adverse effect. Covishield’s fact sheet states if there is a severe allergic reaction to the vaccine,
the person should go to the nearest hospital and also call its 24x7 toll-free number (1800 1200
124) or write to pharmacovigilance@seruminstitute.com.

However, Gonsalves said, vaccine beneficiaries might not get this information as it is likely to be
kept with the hospital. “Going to courts is the last stage. How do you go to courts if you do not
know whom to report the serious side-effect to?" he said.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-16

COVISHIELD: HOW EFFECTIVE IS IT AGAINST NOVEL
COVID-19? WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

India is all set to kick off the COVID-19 vaccination drive from tomorrow. Around 3 lakh
healthcare and frontline workers will be inoculated on inaugural day, said V K Paul, member of
Niti Aayog. Prime Minister Narendra Modi will launch the nationwide COVID-19 vaccine drive via
video conferencing at 10.30 am on Saturday.

India approved the emergency authorisation of two vaccines against novel coronavirus —
Covaxin by Bharat Biotech and Covishield by Serum Institute of India. Earlier, Britain and
Argentina had approved the emergency marker use of coronavirus vaccine developed by the
University of Oxford and AstraZeneca. Serum Institute of India, the world's largest vaccine
manufacturer by volume, joined hands with British-Swedish drugmaker to produce 1 billion
doses of its COVID-19 vaccine. The local version of Oxford-AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine will
be known as Covishield.

How does this vaccine work?

The 'virus-vectored' vaccine uses a weakened version of a chimpanzee common coldvirus that
encodes instructions for making proteins from the novel coronavirus to generate an immune
response and prevent infection.

Compared to the vaccines by United States drugmakers Pfizer and Moderna, Covishield is
"logistically feasible for distribution in the country's both urban and rural parts as it can be stored
at two to eight degrees celsius."

On COVID-19 vaccine efficacy:

Two doses of the vaccine, four weeks apart, were originally thought to offer the best protection
against COVID-19. The scientists revealed that the Oxford vaccine had an overall efficacy of
70%, but could be around 90% effective when administered as a half dose followed by a full
dose a month later.

About 3,000 people were given the half dose and then a full dose four weeks later, with data
showing 90% were protected. In the larger group, who were given two full doses also four weeks
apart, efficacy was 62%. The led AstraZeneca to announce in November a new global trial of the
vaccine with the half-dose/full-dose regime.

"Covishield is highly effective vaccine against novel coronavirus," Adar Poonawalla, chief
executive officer, Serum Institute of India earlier mentioned. The company has made 50 million
doses of the Oxford University-AstraZeneca vaccine.

Side-effects of Covishield vaccine

Side effects that have been reported with the Covishield vaccine include very Common (may
affect more than 1 in 10 people); tenderness, pain, warmth, redness, itching, swelling or bruising
where the injection is given; generally feeling unwell; feeling tired (fatigue); chills or feeling
feverish; headache; feeling sick (nausea); joint pain or muscle ache; common (may affect up to
1 in 10 people); a lump at the injection sit; fever; being sick (vomiting); flu-like symptoms, such

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/cowin-app-for-covid-vaccination-should-you-register-yourself-here-s-what-govt-says-11610701990987.html
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as high temperature, sore throat, runny nose, cough and chills; uncommon (may affect up to 1 in
100 people); feeling dizzy; decreased appetite, abdominal pain; enlarged lymph nodes;
excessive sweating; itchy skin or rash, Serum Institute of India mentioned.

Cost of Covishield

The central government on Monday ordered 11 million doses of the Oxford-AstraZeneca
COVID-19 vaccine from Serum Institute of India, the Pune-based pharmaceutical firm confirmed.
The cost of the vaccine to the government would be 200 per vaccine dose for first 100 million
doses, the drugmaker noted.

The vaccine will be sold on the private market at 1,000 rupees ($13.68) per dose," Adar
Poonawalla, chief executive officer, Serum Institute of India told in an interview with the
Associated Press. However, the Indian government has not allowed any drugmaker to sell
COVID-19 vaccines in the private market yet.
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TINY WORMS CAN MAKE COMPLEX TRAVEL
DECISIONS WHEN HITCH-HIKING: IISC STUDY
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

When using public transport we often weigh the merits of jumping onto a crowded train or bus to
be on time for a meeting, or wait for an empty bus to pull up so that we can travel in comfort but
arrive a little later than planned. There are trade-offs to be made at every stage, and the
decisions we take affects the outcome. Tiny organisms, too, appear to be able to engage in such
complex decision-making processes that belie their size.

This was one of the key findings by two researchers from the Centre for Ecological Sciences
(CES) at the Indian Institute of Science who studied how microscopic worms called nematodes
that live in fig trees hitch a ride on fig wasps so that they can move from one tree to another.

A fig tree depends on a fig wasp for pollination, and in return the wasp has a place to lay its
eggs and reproduce. This mutualistic association goes back millions of years, but there’s a third
factor in this relationship: the hitch-hiking nematodes. Young nematodes enter the abdomen of
the wasp which they use as a vehicle.

But it’s not as simple as jumping onto the first fig wasp they meet. The nematodes have to
assess whether the pollinator wasp they choose to hitch a hike on is the right vehicle. Is it too
crowded with other organisms? Are the organisms of the same species? Does that affect the
outcome?

The researchers found that nematodes generally tend to choose wasps that have less crowded
guts, and are already carrying other worms of their own species. “Travelling with members of
their own species can boost their chances of finding a mate when they reach their destination,”
stated IISc. in a press release.

The findings were published in the Journal of Animal Ecology. “The main take-home message is
that even very tiny organisms such as nematodes have complex decision-making processes,”
Renee Borges, Professor at CES and senior author of the paper said in the release. “This kind
of decision-making is exactly what we humans may do when we are making choices about
which mode of transport we may use. We wouldn’t want to get on to an overcrowded bus unless
there was no other bus available.”

Satyajeet Gupta, research associate at CES is first author of the study.

The nematodes, too, tend to select wasps with a fewer passengers. “They check for this using
chemical cues by sniffing out volatile compounds that the wasps emit by standing on their tails
and waving their heads around. When the researchers offered the worms a choice between
compounds emitted by a wasp carrying either fewer or more passengers, the worms selected
the former,” said the release.

In an earlier study where the researchers conducted controlled experiments, they found that if
“there were too many worms boarding a wasp, they turn into parasites and affect not just the
wasp but also the tree they reach”.
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NEW SAFETY DEVICE TO BE FIXED IN FISHING BOATS
IN KERALA
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Mechanised fishing boats anchored at the Neendakara harbour in Kollam.C. Sureshkumar  

The State government has begun installing high-security registration boards on fishing boats in a
bid to ensure the safety of fishers.

The high-security registration board with GPS/GPRS networking helps locate and identify deep-
sea fishing craft. Manufactured from materials that can withstand rough sea conditions, the
boards have holographic and laser systems to detect fake registrations.

The project is being implemented by the State Fisheries Department for the protection and
remote monitoring of boats, the government said on Sunday.

A hologram board is affixed to the top of the boat’s wheelhouse for better identification and
communication.

Clear view

This ensures a clear view of 360 degrees and avoids damage to the board from direct contact
with saltwater or mid-sea collisions.

In the first phase, hologram registration boards will be installed on 300 boats. The boards have
already been installed in approximately 100 vessels which operate out of Neendakara,
Munambam and Kochi fishing harbours. As many as 1,500 boats will be covered in the second
phase, and about 4,000 boats in the third phase. The boards are being installed at a subsidised
rate, with the technical assistance from C-DIT.

Illegal activities

The system is meant to help government agencies track fishing vessels venturing far out into the
sea and prevent crime and smuggling using such vessels. The agencies will be able to
investigate unregistered fishing boats and those displaying fake registration numbers if they
carry out any illegal activities along the national maritime border.

The bogus number can be identified quickly as the registration number and serial number can
be verified using a satellite-based communication device.
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DRDO DEVELOPS INDIA’S FIRST INDIGENOUS 9MM
MACHINE PISTOL: KEY THINGS TO KNOW

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology

Defence Research and Development Organisation(DRDO) today said that it has developed the
country's first indigenous machine pistol ASMI.

The pistol which is developed by DRDO along with the help of Indian Army is set to replace the
9mm pistols in the defence forces.

Here are the key things:
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DST SCIENTISTS FIND CLUE TO ANOMALOUS
BEHAVIOUR OF SELF-PROPELLED FLUCTUATIONS
LIKE FISH SCHOOLS ,FLOCKING BIRDS, BACTERIAL
COLONIES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology

Scientists have found a clue to dynamical origin of fluctuations in systems like fish schools,
swarm of insects, flocking birds and bacterial colonies, which are called active matter systems.
This understanding can be useful in nanotechnology applications like building small-scale
energy-efficient bio-devices as well as biomedical applications like characterizing infection
spread in organs, antibiotic resistance and so on.

Such systems are made up of self-driven components which extract energy from their
surroundings to generate mechanical work. Due to continuous energy input, such systems are
driven far from equilibrium and exhibit, unlike in equilibrium, fascinating collective behaviours,
like clustering, “giant” mass fluctuations and anomalous transport. Particularly, their transport
properties (molecular properties, analogous to viscosity, thermal conductivity and mobility that
indicate the rate at which momentum, heat, and mass are transferred from one part of a system
to another) can be perplexing at times.

The anomalous behaviour of such systems can be understood by considering a cup of coffee,
stirred with a spoon. If one stops stirring, the coffee will eventually come to rest, due to the
internal viscous forces, which resist the fluid motion. In contrast, imagine “stirring” a bacterial
solution, which, under suitable conditions (bacterial concentration), can exhibit perpetual or
unceasing collective directed motion; in that case, the viscosity would vanish in such “active”
bacterial fluids.

Probing into this anomalous behaviour, Scientists from the S N Bose National Centre for Basic
Sciences, an autonomous institute of the Department of Science &Technology, Government of
India, led by Punyabrata Pradhan studied a toy model of self-propelled particles and explained
the dynamical origin of ‘giant’ mass fluctuations in the system, providing insights into the
emergent properties of such active matters in general. The findings of the study have been
published in the journal ‘PHYSICAL REVIEW E’ recently.

The team studied a toy model of self-propelled particles where the ballistic motion of bacteria
(like Escherichia coli) was mimicked through long-ranged particle hopping. They showed that,
upon tuning concentration beyond a critical value, the conductivity, or the mobility, of the
particles diverges; in other words, the resistance becomes zero. Moreover, they demonstrated
an intimate relationship between the zero resistance and the diverging mass fluctuations in the
system, thus explaining the dynamical origin of “giant’’ mass fluctuations in the system.

                                                    

[Publication link:DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.101.052611
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GLUCOSE ADDICTION CAN FOMENT TUMOURS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Genes at play: One gene promotes glucose uptake and consumption by breast cancer cells
whereas another does the opposite.   | Photo Credit: Vasyl Dolmatov

Breast cancer is the top cause of cancer-related deaths in Indian women and is the most
prevalent type of cancer in women. Worldwide statistics show that about two million new cases
were detected in 2018.

Researchers studying cancer metabolism have often noted that tumour cells are addicted to
glucose. Once glucose enters the cell, it quickly gets fed to pathways and is utilised to multiply
and grow. In contrast, normal cells primarily use glucose for energy production. This
reprogramming of glucose metabolism by cancer cells often alters the response to drugs used in
cancer treatment.

An international team has discovered the conflicting roles of two genes in regulating glucose
utilisation by breast cancer cells. They revealed that the CBX2 gene promotes glucose uptake
and consumption by breast cancer cells whereas CBX7, a sister gene, does the opposite.
Targeting these genes and/or their glucose pathway can pave way for new cancer treatments.

“The reason we chose to study CBX genes is because of their essential role in human embryo
development. Since metabolic requirements during embryogenesis and carcinogenesis share a
striking similarity, we got interested in CBX genes and investigated their role in breast cancer,”
says Mohammad Askandar Iqbal from Jamia Millia Islamia University who led the study.

The researchers identified the roles of the two genes by studying molecular data from over
3,000 breast tumour samples. In normal breast cells, they found lower CBX2 but higher levels of
CBX7. In breast cancer patients they noted the opposite – higher CBX2 and lower CBX7
expression. Among breast cancer patients, those with higher CBX2 and lower CBX7 expression
showed reduced survival, the study published in Molecular Oncology reported.

When asked if gene therapy – where one can disrupt the problematic gene – can be used here,
Dr. Iqbal explains: “We can try to specifically knock out the CBX2 gene in breast tumour cells;
however, we cannot take the chance of knocking the gene out of our body as it plays an
essential role in human embryonic development. Alternatively, we can target the glucose
consumption by breast cancer cells.”

The team also performed a drug sensitivity analysis to find out which FDA-approved drugs could
be used to treat breast tumours with higher CBX2 and/or lower CBX7 expression levels. They
identified methotrexate and rapamycin as candidate drugs to which patients with higher CBX2
expression in breast tumours may respond favourably.

“To further enrich our knowledge of therapeutic biomarkers, we are interested in delving into the
mechanistic basis of these important observations and also profile the dependency of breast
tumours on this pathway for designing personalised treatment strategies,” adds Dr. Iqbal.
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WHO HINTS AT SIGNS OF ‘VACCINE NATIONALISM’
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

NEW DELHI : Signs of ‘vaccine nationalism’ are apparent during the covid-19 pandemic with
countries attempting to hoard vaccines by striking pre-purchase deals with manufacturing
pharmaceutical companies.

According to the data released at the148th session of the Executive Board of the World Health
Organisation (WHO) on Monday, more than 39 million doses of vaccine have now been
administered in at least 49 higher-income countries. Just 25 doses have been given in one
lowest-income country.

Also Read | What 2020 did to India’s inequality

The WHO recently established COVAX global vaccine facility — a joint procurement program to
accelerate the development and manufacture of covid-19 vaccines, and to guarantee fair and
equitable access for every country in the world.

The apex global public health agency said that 44 bilateral deals were signed last year, and at
least 12 have already been signed this year. The situation is compounded by the fact that most
manufacturers have prioritized regulatory approval in rich countries where the profits are
highest, rather than submitting full dossiers to WHO.

“We have secured 2 billion doses from five producers, with options on more than 1 billion more
doses, and we aim to start deliveries in February. But in recent weeks I have heard from several
Member States who have questioned whether COVAX will get the vaccines it needs, and
whether high-income countries will keep the promises they have made," said Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus, director general, WHO.

“As the first vaccines begin to be deployed, the promise of equitable access is at serious risk.
The world is on the brink of a catastrophic moral failure – and the price of this failure will be paid
with lives and livelihoods in the world’s poorest countries," said Tedros adding that even as they
speak the language of equitable access, some countries and companies continue to prioritize
bilateral deals, going around COVAX, driving up prices and attempting to jump to the front of the
queue.

The WHO chief said that the current situation could delay COVAX deliveries and create exactly
the scenario COVAX was designed to avoid, with hoarding, a chaotic market, an uncoordinated
response, and continued social and economic disruption.

“Not only does this me-first approach leave the world’s poorest and most vulnerable people at
risk, it’s also self-defeating. Ultimately, these actions will only prolong the pandemic, the
restrictions needed to contain it, and human and economic suffering," said Tedros. The WHO
has called on countries with bilateral contracts – and control of supply – to be transparent on
these contracts with COVAX, including on volumes, pricing and delivery dates. “We call on these
countries to give much greater priority to COVAX’s place in the queue, and to share their own
doses with COVAX, especially once they have vaccinated their own health workers and older
populations, so that other countries can do the same," Tedros said.

The WHO chief also called on vaccine producers to provide WHO with full data for regulatory
review in real time, to accelerate approvals. “We also call on producers to allow countries with
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bilateral contracts to share doses with COVAX, and to prioritize supplying COVAX rather than
new bilateral deals," said the WHO chief.

The COVAX Facility is part of COVAX, the vaccines pillar of the Access to COVID-19 Tools
(ACT) Accelerator, which is co-led by the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations
(CEPI), Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, and the WHO – working in partnership with developed and
developing country vaccine manufacturers, UNICEF, the World Bank, Civil Society
Organisations and others.

A recent study estimated that the economic benefits of equitable vaccine allocation for 10 high-
income countries would be at least 153 billion U.S. dollars in 2021, rising to 466 billion dollars by
2025. That’s more than 12 times the total cost of the ACT Accelerator.
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HOW CO-MORBIDITIES MAKE COVID SEVERE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Medical students are taught to classify diseases as either congenital or acquired. Acquired
diseases are infectious or inflammatory, nutritional or metabolic, vascular or neoplastic (tumours,
benign or malignant). COVID-19 is acquired, infectious/inflammatory. The microbe is SARS-
CoV-2.

What are co-morbidities and why do they make COVID-19 severe and life-threatening? Chronic
nutritional/metabolic diseases start as diabetes, hypertension, metabolic syndrome or obesity.
They in turn lead to chronic heart, brain and kidney diseases because of damage to the lining
cells of the blood vessels, the ‘endothelium’. For someone with an acute disease, a pre-existing
chronic disease is now a co-morbidity.

The immune system is highly conserved even in undernourished people; the impact of co-
morbidities on the immune system is mild. Exceptions occur: TB is more common in
undernourished adults and uncontrolled diabetes; metabolic syndrome, however, is associated
with over-nutrition. If someone with a co-morbidity gets COVID-19, the disease severity is
increased out of proportion to any subtle or mild effect of the co-morbidity on the immune
system.

There are four ubiquitous coronaviruses, highly adapted to human hosts, causing only common
cold. Three coronaviruses — SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 — have recently
jumped the host species, presumably bats or dromedary camels, and caused severe disease in
humans, primarily pneumonia. SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 latch on to a human cell surface
protein called ‘angiotensin converting enzyme 2’ (ACE2), mediated through the viral surface
spike protein, a key that opens the lock to gain entry. Once inside, the virus hijacks cell functions
for its own multiplication. There is no precedent of viruses using ACE2 as cell receptors.

ACE1 and ACE2 are widely distributed on the lining ‘endothelial’ cells of all arterial, venous and
capillary blood vessels and on smooth muscles that surround them. They also abound on the
lining epithelial cells of the respiratory tract, kidneys and gut. Blood carries oxygen and nutrition
to all organs; anything that affects the blood vessels affects the organs as well. Contrast this
with influenza virus receptors that are present only on epithelial cells of the respiratory tract – the
virus cannot invade and infect inner organs and tissues. COVID-19 may invade and infect any
tissue or organ from the head to the toes and cause damage through reduced blood supply.

Physiologically ACE1 and ACE2 play critical roles in regulating blood pressure, and blood flow to
organs. They act on angiotensin-1 and convert it to active peptides. ACE1 converts angiotensin-
1 to angiotensin-2, a potent constrictor of blood vessels. ACE2, on the other hand, converts
angiotensin-1 and angiotensin-2 to peptides that dilate blood vessels. Through their balanced
and contrasting effects on blood vessels, these peptides regulate regional blood flow in organs
and tissues. In chronic diseases there is widespread dysfunction of these activities.

By occupying ACE2, COVID-19 interferes with angiotensin conversion to vaso-dilatory peptides;
the balance tilts in favour of vaso-constriction resulting in decreased oxygen and nutrient supply
to organs. If the person’s blood sugar level is very high, the blood becomes viscous. Damaged
endothelial cells hasten blood clotting and further reduce blood supply. If someone has, say,
diabetes, SARS-CoV-2 can further severely reduce oxygen supply to tissues. This synergy could
be fatal. Well-controlled diabetes carries less risk as damage to the endothelial cells is minimal.
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COVID-19 is an infectious disease and especially affects the lungs. The immune system
responds as best as it can. Within 2-3 weeks of infection, when immunity is at its peak, the
immune system may clear the virus from the organs, but the damages to the organs take time to
repair. In the absence of co-morbidities, the body physiology can bounce back to normalcy
quickly, but in those with co-morbidities, the ailing organs may not recover in time to avert death
due to damage to the lungs, heart, kidney or brain. The borders between infectious pathology
and metabolic/vascular pathology are blurred or breached.

The poor response to convalescent plasma that rapidly reduces virus load in the body surprised
experts. Once the vascular and clotting cascade sets in, even if you remove the virus, the
downhill course continues. If you want prevention of disease progression in those at high risk of
death, either the coronaviruses must be neutralised very early, even before or early after onset
of symptoms, or you must be vaccinated. This illustrates the need for vaccine emergency use
authorisation for the elderly and those with co-morbidities. Vaccination will confer some
protection to those at high risk of death through the sinister synergy of COVID-19 and co-
morbidities. The elderly are vulnerable due to senile degeneration, decline of immune functions
and elements of co-morbidities.

There is another sinister association: the insulin-secreting Beta cells in the pancreas are
studded with ACE2 and are easy targets for COVID-19. In COVID-19, insulin secretion is
decreased. Non-diabetics sometimes develop diabetes for the first time after COVID-19 and
those with diabetes may develop very high blood sugar levels.

Those who recover from COVID-19 are prone to develop chronic diseases. Those with obesity,
diabetes and hypertension who recover from COVID-19 are at increased risk of heart attack and
stroke because of severe blood vessel narrowing during COVID-19. Some people develop
chronic sequelae, called chronic or ‘long’ COVID-19 — some of them due to damage to blood
vessels in the lungs, kidneys, heart and brain. COVID-19 also seems to trigger auto-immunity,
that is, one’s immune system turns against one’s own tissues/organs. These conditions may
lead to severe muscle or joint pain, severe fatigue, memory loss and mental depression.

The damage to the lungs in COVID-19 starts as infection, but quickly becomes massive
inflammation with outpouring of plasma into the air sacs, sludging of blood flow in capillaries and
clotting. The reason for these is what is called a ‘cytokine storm’: a reaction of blood vessels to
substances called cytokines that are excessively secreted by immune cells. This cascade leads
to further decreased oxygen in blood. The widespread narrowing of blood vessels and hypoxia
serve as twin triggers to damage vital body organs.

Physicians are confronted with a complex problem that involves multiple organ systems. For the
elderly and those with co-morbidities, prevention is better than cure. COVID-19 vaccines should
induce protective immunity in youngsters, adults and the elderly, except in those with diseases
or treatments that directly suppress the immune system (such as those with cancers and organ
transplants). As the immune system is only modestly affected by co-morbidities, we expect
vaccine-induced immunity sufficient to avert severe disease. Yet, there may be disappointing
surprises. Therefore, people with obesity, diabetes and hypertension should ensure that they are
diligent in the practices of mask wearing, physical distancing, hand hygiene and avoiding
crowds. Until we know more details, vaccination, good control of co-morbidity parameters and
good infection control practices together will save lives.

T. Jacob John is former Professor and HOD, Clinical Virology Department, CMC Hospital,
Vellore; M.S. Seshadri is Medical Director, Thirumalai Mission Hospital, Ranipet

This story is available exclusively to The Hindu subscribers only.
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Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

To reassure Indian Muslims, the PM needs to state that the govt. will not conduct an exercise
like NRC

You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-19

HOW DIFFERENT IS TELEGRAM FROM WHATSAPP
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Telegram isn’t end-to-end encrypted by default - - this is because it does not rely on third-party
backups like WhatsApp does, the company said in a separate blog post.   | Photo Credit: Getty
Images

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Last week, messaging app Telegram said it has surpassed 500 million monthly active users. A
surge that can be largely attributed to WhatsApp’s latest privacy policy update.

“This is a significant increase compared to last year, when 1.5 million users signed up every day.
We’ve had surges of downloads before, throughout our 7-year history of protecting user privacy.
But this time is different,” CEO Pavel Durov said.

But how different is Telegram from WhatsApp?

Telegram uses a real-time secure cloud that allows “seamless multi-device sync” and provides
access to past chat history, large-group chats and channels, persistent message history, and
minimal storage usage on the phone. The app uses the MTProto encryption, designed for
access to a server API from applications running on mobile devices. The protocol contains a
cryptographic layer that encrypts messages prior to being transmitted through the server.

Also Read | Signal, Telegram see demand spike as new WhatsApp terms stir debate

The app also offers ‘Secret Chats’ feature, which adds another layer of encryption to only store
messages on one device, and not on the cloud. These chats can neither be screenshot, nor be
forwarded to another user. Users can also delete messages by setting a self-destruct timer
ranging from one second to a week.

At the other end, WhatsApp says messages sent on its platform are end-to-end encrypted by
default, meaning that Facebook cannot access those messages. But it can access other user
information like location, group details and status.

Telegram isn’t end-to-end encrypted by default - - this is because it does not rely on third-party
backups like WhatsApp does, the company said in a separate blog post. It stores user data in
cloud chat data in multiple data centres across the globe that are controlled by different legal
entities spread across different jurisdictions. Telegram says it does not give up data to third
parties.

Also Read | If not WhatsApp, then what? Consider these alternatives

WhatsApp backs iPhone user data on iCloud and Android user data in Google Drive. Data
backed up on third-party applications like Google Drive and iCloud is not encrypted, and "is
accessible to hackers and the government via cloud storage", according to Durov.

Feature differentiation

Telegram offers a variety of features, including multiple-device login and segregation of chats

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Getty-Images/
https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Getty-Images/
https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article31890941.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/telegram-crosses-500-million-subscriber-mark-led-by-user-additions-in-asia/article33568032.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/signal-telegram-see-demand-spike-as-new-whatsapp-terms-stir-debate/article33534932.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/whatsapp-alternatives-signal-telegram-spike-session-threema-privacy-policy/article33549167.ece#:~:text=Unlike%20WhatsApp%2C%20Telegram%20is%20a,across%20several%20devices%20at%20once.&text=Server%2Dclient%20encryption%20is%20used,layer%20of%20client%2Dclient%20encryption.
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into specific folders.

The app supports file sharing (photos, videos, audio files) of up to 2GB each, while WhatsApp
has a 100MB limit. Telegram also does not compress file quality by default, but gives an option
to the user if they want to save data.

Telegram groups, both private and public, allow up to 2 lakh members, against WhatsApp’s 100
members per group.

Also Read | WhatsApp says latest update does not change its data-sharing practices with
Facebook

Telegram also provides unlimited free cloud storage for users, unlike WhatsApp that allows
users to back up messages in Google Drive or iCloud.

Telegram users can search to find public channels, groups and bots, the company will soon
provide group video call feature.

Ads monetisation

Both WhatsApp and Telegram don’t support ads on their platforms. But both platforms do
monetise in other ways.

WhatsApp charges commission for sales made through its Business app. Telegram, on the
other hand, said last month that it will introduce paid features for its business and premium
users. But messaging features in Telegram will always remain free for basic users, Durov had
said in December last year.

You have reached your limit for free articles this month.

Already have an account ? Sign in

Start your 14 days free trial. Sign Up

Find mobile-friendly version of articles from the day's newspaper in one easy-to-read list.

Enjoy reading as many articles as you wish without any limitations.

A select list of articles that match your interests and tastes.

Move smoothly between articles as our pages load instantly.

A one-stop-shop for seeing the latest updates, and managing your preferences.

We brief you on the latest and most important developments, three times a day.

*Our Digital Subscription plans do not currently include the e-paper, crossword and print.

Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/whatsapp-says-latest-update-does-not-change-its-data-sharing-practices-with-facebook/article33537195.ece#:~:text=media%20giant's%20products.-,The%20company%20head%20says%20that%20with%20end%2Dto%2Dend%20encryption,WhatsApp%20remains%20committed%20to%20E2E.&text=%22It's%20important%20for%20us%20to,data%2Dsharing%20practices%20with%20Facebook.
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/whatsapp-says-latest-update-does-not-change-its-data-sharing-practices-with-facebook/article33537195.ece#:~:text=media%20giant's%20products.-,The%20company%20head%20says%20that%20with%20end%2Dto%2Dend%20encryption,WhatsApp%20remains%20committed%20to%20E2E.&text=%22It's%20important%20for%20us%20to,data%2Dsharing%20practices%20with%20Facebook.
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/telegram-will-make-some-users-pay-for-certain-features-next-year/article33415703.ece
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the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

Facebook bought the platform in 2014, and gradually changed the way it accessed user data
from WhatsApp. The social networking company is now showing WhatsApp users a ‘take it or
leave it’ attitude with the latest policy update.

WhatsApp’s rival messaging app Signal gained recognition as WhatsApp users looked for
alternative apps. Tesla CEO Elon Musk’s tweet encouraging users to switch to Signal also gave
an extra lift.

Subscribe to The Hindu now and get unlimited access.

Already have an account? Sign In

Start your 14 days free trial Sign Up

You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
unlimited access to The Hindu.

Sign up for a 30 day free trial.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-19

DRDO HANDS OVER MOTOR BIKE AMBULANCE
‘RAKSHITA’ TO CRPF

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology

Institute of Nuclear Medicine and Allied Sciences (INMAS), Delhi based DRDO laboratory,
handed over Rakshita, a bike-based casualty transport emergency vehicle to Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF)  \ in a ceremony held at CRPF HQ in New Delhi on 18 January 2021. DS &
DG (LS), DRDO, Dr AK Singh handed over the model of Rakshita to DG CRPF, Dr AP
Maheshwari, followed by the flagging off the contingent of 21 bikes on the occasion.

The bike ambulance will help in overcoming the problems faced by Indian security forces and
emergency healthcare providers. It will provide life-saving aid for evacuation of injured patients
from low intensity conflict areas. This will be handy in the congested streets and remote
locations, where access through ambulance is difficult and time consuming. The bike can
respond to a medical emergency need of patients faster than a four-wheeler due to its
functionality and integrated emergency medical support system.

Rakshita is fitted with a customized reclining Casualty Evacuation Seat (CES), which can be
fitted in and taken out as per requirement. Other major features are the head immobilizer, safety
harness jacket, hand and foot straps for safety, adjustable footrest, physiological parameter
measuring equipment with wireless monitoring capability and auto warning system for driver.
The vital parameters of the patient can be monitored on the dashboard mounted LCD. It is also
equipped with air splint, medical and oxygen kit for on spot medical care.

This bike ambulance is useful not only for the paramilitary and military forces but has potential
civil applications too.  

Secretary DD R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy appreciated the efforts of
scientists for this indigenous and cost-effective solution to a common challenge faced by our
security forces.

*****

ABB/ Nampi/KA/Rajib

Institute of Nuclear Medicine and Allied Sciences (INMAS), Delhi based DRDO laboratory,
handed over Rakshita, a bike-based casualty transport emergency vehicle to Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF)  \ in a ceremony held at CRPF HQ in New Delhi on 18 January 2021. DS &
DG (LS), DRDO, Dr AK Singh handed over the model of Rakshita to DG CRPF, Dr AP
Maheshwari, followed by the flagging off the contingent of 21 bikes on the occasion.

The bike ambulance will help in overcoming the problems faced by Indian security forces and
emergency healthcare providers. It will provide life-saving aid for evacuation of injured patients
from low intensity conflict areas. This will be handy in the congested streets and remote
locations, where access through ambulance is difficult and time consuming. The bike can
respond to a medical emergency need of patients faster than a four-wheeler due to its
functionality and integrated emergency medical support system.

Rakshita is fitted with a customized reclining Casualty Evacuation Seat (CES), which can be
fitted in and taken out as per requirement. Other major features are the head immobilizer, safety
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harness jacket, hand and foot straps for safety, adjustable footrest, physiological parameter
measuring equipment with wireless monitoring capability and auto warning system for driver.
The vital parameters of the patient can be monitored on the dashboard mounted LCD. It is also
equipped with air splint, medical and oxygen kit for on spot medical care.

This bike ambulance is useful not only for the paramilitary and military forces but has potential
civil applications too.  

Secretary DD R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy appreciated the efforts of
scientists for this indigenous and cost-effective solution to a common challenge faced by our
security forces.

*****

ABB/ Nampi/KA/Rajib
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-19

YEAR END REVIEW-2020: CSIR, M/O SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology

Major Highlights:

10-Bedded Makeshift Hospital inaugurated at NDRF 8th Battalion Centre,
Ghaziabad

A modern, durable, portable, fast installable, safe and varying weather compatible 10-
Bedded Make-Shift Hospital was inaugurated by Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Minister (S&T,
ES and H&FW) at NDRF 8th Battalion Centre, Ghaziabad. The make-shift hospital
has been set up by CSIR-Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee in
collaboration with National Disaster Response Force (NDRF), Ministry of Home
Affairs for demonstration purpose as well as use of NDRF. It is aimed at serving the
purpose for disaster recovery stage including for use in long pandemic or emergency
situation.

10-Bedded Make Shift Hospital and isolation centre inaugurated at NDRF 4th
Battalion Centre, Chennai

Union Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family
Welfare, Dr. Harsh Vardhan inaugurated a 10-Bedded Make Shift Hospital and
isolation centre set up by CSIR-SERC at 4th Battalion Centre, Chennai, through
video-conference.

The new facility at 4th Battalion Centre, NDRF, Chennai is designed as a make-shift
hospital solution for the patient to provide primary health facility with safety, security
and a comfortable living environment and has a long life span of up to 20 years. It
demonstrates a modern, fast deployable technology useful for disaster recovery as
well as long pandemic or emergency situation. The CSIR-SERC laboratory
introduced a foldable and framed steel structure, such that a single person can carry
a couple of frames on his shoulder and assemble these at any site without much loss
of time.

The CSIR-National Institute for Interdisciplinary Science and Technology (NIIST) has
come up with an alternative to single-use plastics. NIIST scientists have developed a
technology for manufacturing biodegradable tableware - including plates, cutleries
and cups - from agricultural residues and by products. The know-how was licensed to
Marikar Green Earth Pvt Ltd last week.

Pilot Plant for Continuous Flow Manufacture of Silver Nanowires inaugurated

CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory (NCL has developed the world’s most
inexpensive technology for continuous large scale production of precision silver
nanowires on a large scale. This technology development was carried out under the
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Advanced Manufacturing Technologies (AMT) initiative by the Department of Science
and Technology (DST). With this technology developed at CSIRNCL, Indian
industries will be able to enter into manufacturing of this precision material. Patents
have been filed to protect the technology and the product has been tested for various
applications including conducting inks in various forms.

3D-Printed Patient-Specific Medical Implants developed

CSIR-Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIO has developed a technology
for manufacturing patient-specific medical implants for several human body parts.
The technology has been recently transferred to industry for commercial production
and marketing of the product.Patient-specific implants are required in trauma,
diseases like cancer, fungal infection or other reconstructive surgeries for specifically
targeted patients. Patientspecific implants are also required in the case of
unavailability of implants for specific sites of the human body or when available
implants do not fulfil the anatomical requirement of a patient. Researchers worldwide
are in a race to make patient-specific implants. Scientists at CSIR-CSIO have
attempted to solve this complex problem with the help of ComputerAided Design
(CAD) followed by 3D printing of the biocompatible metals. In this process, the
patient’s CT-Scan/MRI data is utilised to design the implant with specifications
compatible with patients.

Licensing Agreement for Glass-lined Micro-reactors signed

CSIR-NCL has developed the first of their kind miniaturised glasslined flow reactors,
where glass is coated on metal, thereby increasing the chemical compatibility of the
reactors without compromising on its performance. These micro-reactors are the first
of their kind among the existing microreactors and flow reactors typically available in
metals, polymers, glass and ceramic. They are expected to occupy a niche place in
chemical manufacturing and the team will work closely with GMM Pfaudler Ltd. for
developing the successful implementation of the technology.

CSIR Compendium of COVID-19 mitigation technologies released

Minister of Science &Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family Welfare
released a compendium of Covid-19 technologies and products developed by CSIR. 
The compendium covers a wide range of technologies and products spanning from
diagnostics to drugs to ventilators and PPEs with more than 100 technologies, 93
industry partners listed and with over 60 of these technologies have been transferred
to industry.  Dr Harsh Vardhan observed that “The portfolio of technologies and
products developed in a short time are a testament to the capabilities of CSIR
scientists and that they can deliver in most difficult of the circumstances”. He
complimented the efforts of the scientists, students and staff of CSIR for developing
these technologies and products at such short notice in these challenging conditions.
He said that “The compendium brought out by CSIR captures the technologies and
products well in one place and can help industries and other agencies who are
seeking solutions for Covid-19 to access them easily.”
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Drug Discovery Hackathon

CSIR and All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) have launched a
hackathon for drug discovery for Covid-19 disease. The Principal Scientific Adviser of
the Government of India is supporting the hackathon. The ideas holding potential that
emerge from the hackathon will be developed by CSIR labs, startups and any other
interested organisation. Indian students and researchers from across the world can
participate in the competition.

Guidelines for Public Transport Formulated by CSIR

The CSIR-Central Road Research Institute (CSIR-CRRI) has formulated Guidelines
for Public Transport and Feeder Modes considering Social Distancing Norms
detailing safety measures for every mode of public transport. The guidelines were
released by Union Minister for Science & Technology and Health & Family Welfare,
Dr Harsh Vardhan, who said, “Post COVID-19, a new normal will develop in the
society, setting new standards to live in a better way, in a scientific way which will
eventually become Good Health Norms.”

Peptide discovered for Effective in Fighting Rheumatoid Arthritis

CSIR-Central Drug Research Institute has recently reported that a specific fragment
of a protein potentially helps in treating rheumatoid arthritis. Besides reducing the
inflammation in joints, it also prevents the joint bones from being destroyed. This
protein does not affect the overall immune system of the body and instead selectively
protects the joints in case of rheumatoid arthritis. This protein is secreted by a liver
fluke or parasitic worm called Fasciola which helps these parasites in concealing their
identity from the host immune system by diminishing the inflammatory attack that is
set in motion by the host as a defensive strategy to kill the parasites. This protein is
called Fasciola Helminth Defense Molecule-1 (FhHDM-1)and is similar to a human
protein that plays an important role in reducing inflammatory responses. The liver
fluke protein also has a very high anti-inflammatory response. This similarity
motivated the CSIR-CDRI researchers to investigate the protein and to employ it in
treating rheumatoid arthritis. The CDRI researchers are considering this study as an
important breakthrough in terms of effectiveness and selectivity in treating rheumatoid
arthritis. Future studies are necessary for developing this peptide for clinical use.

CSIR partnered clinical trials on COVID-19 (CuRED) portal launched

Dr Harsh Vardhan, Minister of Science & Technology, Health and Family Welfare and
Earth Sciences, launched a website that gives comprehensive information about the
numerous COVID-19 clinical trials that CSIR is engaged in partnership with industry,
other government departments and ministries.

Called CuRED or CSIR Ushered Repurposed Drugs, the website provides
information about the drugs, diagnostics and devices including the current stage of
the trials, partnering institutions and their role in the trials and other details. The site
can be accessed at https://www.iiim.res.in/cured/ or http://db.iiim.res.in/ct/index.php.
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The Minister lauded the efforts of CSIR for being at the forefront of the ongoing fight
against COVID-19 and prioritising clinical trials, generating data for their regulatory
approval and helping launch drugs and diagnostics in the market. He commended the
approach of using repurposed drugs and also, synthesising COVID-19 drugs through
new processes and transferring to Industry.

CSIR is exploring multiple combination clinical trials of anti-virals with host-directed
therapies for the potential treatment of COVID-19. CSIR is also working with the
Ministry of AYUSH for clinical trials of AYUSH drugs and has undertaken safety and
efficacy trials of AYUSH prophylactics and therapeutics based on individual plant-
based compounds and in combinat ion.  Five c l in ical  t r ia ls  involv ing
Withaniasomnifera, Tinosporacordifolia + Piper longum(in combination),
Glycyrrhizaglabra, Tinosporacordifolia & Adhatodavasica (individually and in
combination) and AYUSH-64 formulation are undergoing safety and efficacy trials.

Pravasi Bharatiya Academic and Scientific Sampark (PRABHASS) portal
launched

Under the directives of  Prime Minister, Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) initiated the efforts to develop a database and a virtual platform to bring on
board the Global Indian S&T Community to address the Indian societal challenges /
problems.

The virtual platform, a portal, is named PRABHASS which means a ray of light, and is
an acronym for “Pravasi Bharatiya Academic and Scientific Sampark - Integrating
Indian Diaspora with the Mother Land”. PRABHASS is being developed with
collaborative effort of all major scientific ministries / departments and the Ministry of
External Affairs of India with the following Vision and Objectives:

The vision of the portal is to serve as National Digital Platform to effectively
collaborate with Global Indian S&T Community for collectively promoting inclusive
growth in India, strengthening Indian innovation ecosystem and contributing towards
nation building.

The CSIR-CMERI developed Municipal Solid Waste Processing Facility has not only
helped achieving decentralized decimation of solid wastes, but has also helped
create value-added end-products from abundantly available redundant stuffs such as
dry leaves, dry grass etc. The MSW Processing Facility is developed for disposal of
solid waste in a scientific way following the Solid Waste Management Rules (SWM)
2016 prescribed by Union Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change
(MoEF&CC), Govt. of India. The primary focus of CSIR-CMERI is to unburden the
common households from the segregation responsibilities through advanced
segregation techniques. The mechanized segregation system segregates solid waste
into metallic waste (metal body, metal container etc.), biodegradable waste (foods,
vegetables, fruits, grass etc.), non-biodegradable (plastics, packaging material,
pouches, bottles etc.) & inert (glass, stones etc.) wastes. The bio-degradable
component of the waste is decomposed in an anaerobic environment popularly
known as bio-gasification. In this process biogas is liberated through conversion of
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organic matter. The biogas can be used as fuel for cooking purpose. The gas can
also be utilized in gas engine for generation of electricity. The residual slurry from
biogas plant is converted to compost in a natural process known as vermi-composting
by introducing earthworms. The vermi-compost is utilized in organic farming.

Eco-friendly , efficient and DME fired “Aditi Urja Sanch” Unit launched

The Union Minister of Science and Technology and Earth Sciences, Dr. Harsh
Vardhan inaugurated the DME fired “Aditi Urja Sanch” unit along with the DME-LPG
blended fuel cylinders and handed them over for common public and CSIR-NCL
(National Chemical Laboratory) canteen use on a trial basis at CSIR-NCL premises
virtually through video-conferencing.

Dimethyl ether (DME) is an ultra-clean fuel. CSIR-NCL has developed nation’s first
kind of DME pilot plant with 20-24Kg/day capacity. The conventional LPG burner is
not suitable for DME combustion as DME density is different than LPG. To address
this issue, CSIR- NCL’s “ADITI URJA SANCH” has come up with a helpful, innovative
setup. The new Burner is fully designed and fabricated by NCL for DME, DME -LPG
blended mixtures and LPG combustion.

The newly designed stove can burn with up to 30 % DME blended with LPG or 100%
DME as fuel. The air to fuel ratio is different for DME blended fuel to achieve optimum
combustion and thermal performance. A 20% DME blending with LPG, with fewer
infrastructure changes, is expected to result in substantial savings annually. The DME
from Methanol process developed by CSIR-NCL is producing 20-24 kg/ day. This
economical, cost-effective process will be scaled up to 0.5 Ton per day through
CSIR-FTC project. CSIR-NCL plans under “Aditi UrjaSanch” to launch in future
industrial burners for low emission, DME/ DME blended fuel for automobiles and
stationery power.

CSIR celebrated its 79th Foundation Day on 26the September 2020. Dr Harsh
Vardhan, Union Minister of Science and Technology, Earth Sciences, Health and
Family Welfare and Vice President, presided over the event. While, Dr. Shekhar C.
Mande, DG, CSIR & Secretary, DSIR (Department for Scientific & Industrial
Research) and Mr. A. Chakraborty, Head, HRDG, were present on the occasion, all
CSIR labs and several others joined the event through various social media
platforms.

On the occasion of CSIR Foundation Day, Avra Laboratories, a leading
pharmaceutical company founded by Padmabhushan Dr A. V. Rama Rao,
announced that it would establish three research chairs at CSIR to support and
recognize exemplary work in the field of translational research. The chairs, will
provide a three-year fellowship to selected scientists to recognize and advance their
efforts. Dr S. Chandrasekhar, Director, CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Technology
and Dr Amol A. Kulkarni, Senior Principal Scientist, CSIR-National Chemical
Laboratory have been awarded the fellowship for the period 2020-2023.

As part of their Corporate Social Responsibility program, Hindustan Aeronautics
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Limited (HAL), has agreed to extend generous funding support to Establishment of
one Makeshift Hospital in Himachal Pradesh and a COVID Testing Centre at Ladakh
at a cost of over a crore".

The prestigious CSIR Diamond Jubilee Technology Award for the year 2019 is
conferred on Tata Chemicals Limited (TCL), Pune for the technological advancement
it has made in the production of 'Fructo-oligosaccharides' (FOS), also known as
FOSSENCE which being 100./0 soluble dietary fiber caters to the growing base of
health and lifestyle-conscious consumers.

CSIR and Mylan Announce Partnership to identify Advance Therapeutic
Options for Management of COVID – 19

CSIR and Mylan Laboratories Limited, the India-based subsidiary of leading global
pharmaceutical company Mylan entered into a partnership to address unmet patient
needs amidst the evolving COVID-19 pandemic. Under the partnership, CSIR’s
constituent laboratory Indian Institute of Chemical Technology (CSIR-IICT), and
Mylan will collaborate to identify potential therapies for COVID-19.

A series of clinical trials will be conducted towards new and innovative solutions to
manage COVID-19 pandemic in India as part of this collaboration. The first of the
clinical trial to be rolled out is a multiple arm phase 3 study that will be conducted in
adult patients with mild to moderate COVID -19 at risk of complications.

The CSIR-CMERI transferred its High Flow Rate Fluoride & Iron Removal technology
to M/s Capricans Aqua Private Limited, Howrah, West Bengal, in Durgapur (WB). 
This Community Level Water Purification System has a Flow-Rate capacity of 10,000
Ltr/hr and uses commonly available raw materials such as sand, gravel and
adsorbent materials. It comprises a three-stage purification process which purifies
water within permissible limits (1.5 ppm & 0.3 ppm for Fluoride and Iron respectively).
The technology uses a combination of Oxidation, Gravitational Settling and
Chemisorption process in an Affordable Package. The integrated backwashing profile
of the technology will help in improving the shelf-life of the filtration media in a
resource rationalised manner.

CSIR-SERC, Chennai Develops Indigenous Emergency Retrieval System (ERS)
for Power Lines

CSIR-SERC has developed an indigenous technology, Emergency Retrieval System
(ERS), for quick retrieval of power transmission in the event of failure of transmission
line towers. CSIR-SERC has signed an agreement for licensing of the ERS
technology with M/s Advait Infratech, Ahmedabad.At present, the ERS systems are
imported. There are very few manufacturers across the world and the cost is
relatively high. This technological development will enable the manufacturing in India
for the first time, which will be an import substitute and will cost about 40% of
imported systems. ERS has huge market requirement in India as well as in SAARC
and African countries. Hence, this technological development is a big leap forward
towards Atma Nirbhar Bharat and Make in India.
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The agreement was signed in the presence of Prof. Santosh Kapuria, Director, CSIR-
SERC, Chennai and Shri S.K. Ray Mohapatra, Chief Engineer (PSE & TD), Central
Electricity Authority, New Delhi.

Union Minister of Science & Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family
Welfare Dr. Harsh Vardhan inaugurated the eco-friendly and efficient Phytorid
Technology Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) at CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory
(NCL)-Pune. The Hon’ble Minsiter said that treatment of sewage water is essential to
meet the challenge of water scarcity in coming years. He called upon Council of
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) scientists to scale up their sewage
treatment technology and install it in all their campuses across the country.The
Minister appreciated the Sewage treatment using Phytorid Technology by the CSIR
scientists and said that it was a natural treatment method by which treated water
could be utilised for various purposes including for drinking. Phytorid is a subsurface
mixed flow constructed wetland system developed and internationally patented by
CSIR-NEERI, Nagpur with successful demonstration in the field for more than 10
years of continuous operation as a stand-alone sewage treatment system. Phytorid is
a self sustainable technology for wastewater treatment that works on the principle of
natural wetland. It uses certain specific plants which can absorb nutrients directly
from wastewater but do not require soil. These plants act as nutrient sinker and
remover. Using Phytorid Technology for the treatment of sewage, it is possible to
recover and reuse the treated water for gardening purposes.

India International Science Festival-2020 sets five Guinness Records, attracts
over 1.3 lakh participants

The sixth edition of India International Science Festival was held online during 22-25
December 2021. With 41 events that saw over 1.3 lakh participants, the event set a
Guinness World Record for the largest digital science event organized. The theme of
the year’s IISF was ‘Science for Self-Reliant India and Global Welfare’. Hon’ble Prime
Minister, Shri Narendra Modi inaugurated the event. The hon’ble PM said, “India has
a rich legacy in science, technology and innovation. Our scientists have done path
breaking research. Our tech industry is at the fore-front of solving global problems.
But, India wants to do more. We look at the past with pride but want an even better
future.” The Valedictory Session of the megaevent was graced by the Hon’ble Vice
President of India, Shri Venkaiah Naidu. IISF-2020 was organized by CSIR, Depart of
Science and Technology, Ministry of Earth Science, Department of Biotechnology,
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare along with Vijnana Bharathi

Memorandum of Agreement signed between CGWB and CSIR-NGRI for High-
Resolution Aquifer Mapping & Management in Arid Region of North-Western
India

A Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) was signed between Central Ground Water
Board (CGWB), Ministry of Jal Shakti and CSIR-NGRI, Hyderabad for use of
advanced heliborne geophysical survey and other scientific studies in parts of the
States of Rajasthan, Gujarat and Haryana under the Aquifer Mapping Programme.
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The MoA was signed by Chairman, CGWB and Director, CSIR-NGRI in the august
presence of the Union Minister of Jal Shakti, Shri Gajendra Singh Sekhawat, and
Union Minister of Science and Technology,Health and Family Welfare and Earth
Sciences, Dr. Harshvardhan in New Delhi. Under phase- I of the project, an area of
nearly 1 lakh sq km spreading over nearly 65,500 sq km of western arid Rajasthan
(covering parts of Bikaner, Churu, Ganaga Nagar, Jalor, Pali, Jaisalmer, Jodhpur and
Sikar districts), 32,000 Sq. Km arid parts of Gujarat (covering Rajkot, Jamnagar,
Morbi, Surendranagar and Devbhumi Dwarka districts) and nearly 2500 sq km of
Haryana (covering Kurukshetra and Yamuna Nagar districts) would be covered at an
estimated cost of 54 Crores.

Diagnostic Testing of Coronavirus Samples

CSIR is deeply involved in the testing of human samples for the presence of
coronavirus infection using the RT-PCR test. Several of its laboratories are engaged
in the work, and 13 CSIR labs across the country are testing, and as of mid-
December, more than 7.0 lakh samples have been tested with CSIR-IITR and CSIR-
CDRI having tested more than 1.5 and 1.0 lakh respectively. CSIR labs have also
engaged in training of Human Resources for testing and have helped many hospitals
and research institutes in carrying out RT-PCR. CSIR-CCMB is the only non-ICMR
but ICMR-approved validation centre that is approved to test the different kits that are
being used in COVID-19 testing.

Molecular Surveillance for SARS-CoV-2

CSIR laboratories have undertaken sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 to find the type of
strains present in India and to understand if the virus undergoes genetic changes
while it is spreading in the country. Several CSIR labs have sequenced the SARS-
CoV-2 genome samples from Indian isolates, and more than 2000 have been
sequenced and analysed providing insights into the strains prevalent in India.

Serological Surveillance of SARS-CoV-2

Several CSIR labs are participating in CSIR Phenome India Project led by CSIR-IGIB
which is a long-term longitudinal observational cohort study of health outcomes within
its employees with an aim to develop risk prediction tools and play an important role
towards establishing precision health and medicine for the Indian population. In this
regard, the Covid19 serological tests have been conducted across CSIR labs in the
country spearheaded by CSIR-IGIB, and more than 10,000 samples have been
tested. Repeat testing is on after three months for the positive cases.

Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya (BND®) released

BPCL Quality Assurance (QA) department and M/s Aashvi Technology LLP (ATL)
joined hands with CSIRNational Physical Laboratory (CSIRNPL) for manufacturing
and marketing of “Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya” (Certified Reference Material) to
ensure correct  and accurate resul ts  of  Lab Inst ruments under the
“AtmaNirbharBharat” programme of Honourable Prime Minister of India. The BNDs
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(Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya) were released at CSIR-NPL, New Delhi on 18 August
2020. CSIRNPL is the only National Metrological Institute of India with direct
traceability to SI units. Petroleum & Petrochemical Laboratories will use the CRM
(BND) for calibration of the equipment. In India, almost 200 Laboratories (including
PSUs & Pvt. labs) catering to Petroleum fuel testing will be benefited by using cheap
indigenous BND. This will result in cost reduction to the tune of at least 50% and
saving of foreign exchange as well. The possibility of exporting the BNDs to
neighbouring south Asian countries is also being explored.

MoU between CSIR and FSSAI for Collaborative Research and Information
Dissemination regarding Food and Nutrition

Dr Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare presided the signing
of an MoU between Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) under the
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare and Council of Scientific & Industrial Research
(CSIR) in the presence of Shri Ashwini K. Choubey, Minister of State (HFW) on 7
August 2020. The MoU seeks to promote collaborative research and information
dissemination in the area of food and nutrition.

Congratulating both FSSAI and CSIR for this innovative step that will merge the
potential and faculties of both the premier organisations, Dr Harsh Vardhan said that
the MoU will enable identification of technologies and programmes to be developed in
the area of food safety and nutrition research, along with recognition of innovative
technologies available with CSIR for deployment by the Indian businesses and/or for
regulating compliances. It will also seek collection of data regarding food
consumption, incidence and prevalence of biological risk, contaminants in food,
identification of emerging risks, their mitigation strategies and introduction of rapid
alert system.

Dry-Swab-Direct-RTPCR Diagnostic for Covid-19

The simple and fast method of Dry Swab-Direct RT-PCR, developed by CSIRs
constituent lab CCMB, Hyderabad, for scaling up of SARS-CoV-2 detection has been
approved by ICMR based on their independent validation. This method is a simple
variation of the existing gold standard RT-PCR method and can easily scale up the
testing by 2 to 3 fold with no new investment of resources and training and makes
diagnostic tests simpler, faster and cheaper scaling up the testing in the country
immediately.

SpiceHealth has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with CSIR-CCMB
for faster testing of Covid-19. This MoU with CSIR-CCMB is for conducting these
tests in SpiceHealth’s mobile testing laboratories. The Apollo Hospitals is also
collaborating with CSIR-CCMB for joint manufacturing and commercialisation of the
innovative dry swab test.

CRISPR/ Cas based paper diagnostic test FELUDA for Covid-19

A CRISPR/ Cas-based paper diagnostic test has been developed by CSIR. The
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FELUDA methodology has been developed in CSIR-IGIB for detecting single
nucleotide variants in RNA or DNA or more broadly detecting any DNA or RNA
fragment, without the need for sequencing. The principle of discrimination is derived
from the natural property of the enzyme being used for the invention, Francisella
novicida Cas9 (FnCas9) which shows a very low binding affinity to mismatched
substrates. CSIR has licensed this technology to TATA Sons. The kit has been
approved by DCGI and TATA has launched this as TATA MD CHECK.

Cost-effective process developed for Favipiravir

A cost-effective process of Favipiravir for the treatment of COVID-19 patients has
been developed by CSIR-IICT. CSIR-IICT developed a cost-effective process using
locally available chemicals to synthesise this Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)
and transferred the technology to Cipla. Cipla has launched this in the market as
Ciplenza.

Clinical trials of Sespivac (Mycobacterium W) for Covid-19

CSIR and Cadila Pharmaceuticals are conducting clinical trials to evaluate the
efficacy of an existing gram-negative sepsis drug, called Sepisvac for COVID19
patients. The drug contains heat-killed Mycobacterium (Mw) and has been clinically
developed and approved for gram-negative sepsis, a severe infection and is available
commercially as Sepsivac® from Cadila Pharmaceuticals Ltd. After successful
completion of Phase II trials on critically ill Covid-19 patients, Phase III trials are
underway.

Clinical trials of Ayurveda based drugs for Covid-19

For the prophylaxis and management of COVID-19 in the population with mild to
moderate disease, CSIR and Ministry of AYUSH have joined hands to validate some
of the traditional AYUSH formulations for their safety and efficacy through scientific
evidence. Five clinical trials are currently under progress.

SwasthVayu: Bi-Level Positive Airway Pressure (BiPAP) System Portable
Ventilator developed

CSIR-NAL developed a low-cost indigenised, non-Invasive bi-level positive airway
pressure ventilator device named as “SwasthVayu”. Developed in 36 days, it is a
cost-effective device, easy to use in Makeshift hospitals, wards, dispensary and has
three modes of operation, continuous, timed and spontaneous. It has successfully
passed stringent electrical safety, performance, calibration, bio-compatibility tests at
NABL accredited laboratory and certified. It has undergone clinical trials at many
hospitals, and CSIR-NAL is providing 1200 ventilators to the Delhi Government.

Design and development of an Electrostatic Disinfection Unit

An electrostatic disinfection unit has been developed by CSIR-CSIO for a 360-degree
area and uniform coverage, small droplet size, applicable for all fluid types. The
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technology was transferred to BHEL, Rite water, M/s. Jhosna Corporation and M/s.
Dashmesh Industries. Close to 200 units have been produced. Further, the unit
ENCEESPRAY selected for Top COVID-19 Innovation Award with RITE Water
Solution Pvt. Ltd, Nagpur, CSIR-CSIO and Univ. of Florida as partners by USISTEF.

Nasal-pharyngeal (NP) Swabs for COVID-19 sample collection

CSIR-NCL has developed NP swabs that can be used for Covid19 sample collection.
It is an appropriately small size for paediatric, nasopharyngeal or urethral genital
sample collection. Approved by ICMR, the technology has been licensed to Ms.
Chembond Polymers and Materials Pvt. Ltd. (CPML), Mumbai. CPML has now
started commercial manufacturing of these nasal swabs under the name, “KEMYLON
SWABS”. The company has established a facility to produce 1 lakh swabs/day.

PPE Coveralls developed

CSIR-NAL in a joint Venture with M/s. MAF Clothing Pvt Limited has developed the
PPE Coveralls with Indigenous heat sealing tape and polypropylene materials. These
are developed indigenously for frontline health workers involved in the containment
zone of Covid-19. CSIR-NAL has prepared and implemented a strict Quality
Assurance Plan, and the developed coverall passes ASTM F1670 and ISO 16603
tests and has been tested and passed for blood penetration test as required for covid-
19.

Aarogyapath (_) – Healthcare Supply Chair Management System developed

Aarogyapath (_) has been developed as the National Healthcare Supply Chain
Management System to address COVID-19 and any future national pandemic.
https://www.aarogyapath.in, a CSIR National Healthcare Supply Chain Portal
that aims to provide real-time availability of critical healthcare supplies was
launched.

Kisan Sabha App – Connecting farmer to the supply chain

Kisan Sabha App has been developed by CSIR-CRRI to connect farmers to the
supply chain and freight transportation management system. This portal acts as a
one-stop solution for farmers, transporters, and other entities engaged in the
agriculture Industry. The App is is being used widely and has had more than 60,000
downloads so far.

 

Clinical trials of Anti-Cancer Drug received DGCI approval

The IND application of IIIM-290 (anticancer lead) has been approved by DCGI, for
conducting Phase I/II clinical trial in pancreatic cancer patients.

Formulation of Guidelines for Evaluation of Nano-based agri-input and food

https://www.aarogyapath.in
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products in India

CSIR-IITR contributed to the Guidelines for Evaluation of Nano-based agri-input and
food products in India released on 7th July 2020 by Dr Harsh Vardhan, Hon'ble Union
Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Government of India. CSIR- IITR,
has contributed significantly in the area of nanotoxicology as well as food safety. 

Trials of car fitted with Fuel Cell Technology (LT-PEMFC) Stack successfully
ran by CSIR and KPIT Ltd.

CSIR and KPIT Technologies Ltd. successfully ran trials of India’s first Hydrogen Fuel
Cell (HFC) prototype car running on an indigenously developed fuel cell stack at
CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory, Pune. The HFC technology uses chemical
reactions between hydrogen and oxygen (from air) to generate electrical energy,
eliminating the use of fossil fuels. Further, the fuel cell technology emits only water,
thus cutting down the emission of harmful greenhouse gases along with other air
pollutants. The fuel cell is a low-temperature PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) type
Fuel Cell that operates at 65-75 degree centigrade, which is suitable for vehicular
applications. CSIR and KPIT have developed a ten kWe (Kilowatt-electric) automotive
grade LT-PEMFC (low-temperature PEM fuel cell) stack based on the CSIR's know-
how.

Safe Biometric-based exploder developed

The exploders available in the market are found unsafe when it is stolen and misused
by the unauthorised person. To avoid misuse, a biometric-based exploder has been
developed. It can only be operated by those peoples who are biometrically registered
with the specific device. The fingerprint scanner, with the help of embedded micro-
controller, registers the authorised personnel using their fingerprint up to 20 numbers.
Once registered, no other person can use these devices. The exploder has been
developed for both underground and opencast mines. The technology has been
transferred to M/s Pranay Enterprises, Hyderabad.

Anaerobic Gas Lift Reactor (AGR) for generation of biogas and biomanure

CSIR-IICT has developed and patented a high rate biomethanation technology known
as ANAEROBIC GAS LIFT REACTOR (AGR) for the generation of biogas and bio
manure from organic solid waste like poultry litter, food waste, press mud, cattle
manure, organic fraction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW), sewage sludge etc. This
technology provides a decentralised treatment option for organic waste based on high
rate biomethanation to generate biogas for combined heat and power (CHP)
applications. This has been transferred to M/S Ahuja Engineering Services Pvt
Limited, Hyderabad and M/s Nyrmalya Bio-Engineering Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
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World's Largest Solar Tree fabricated

CSIR-CMERI has developed the World’s Largest Solar Tree, which is installed at
CSIR-CMERI Residential Colony, Durgapur. The installed capacity of the Solar Tree
is above 11.5 kWp and has the annual capacity to generate 12,000-14,000 units of
Clean and Green Power. This Solar Tree is a Quantum Leap towards making an
Energy Reliant and Carbon Negative India. The solar tree has 35 solar panels, each
with a capacity of 330 watts. The solar panels connected through metal branches
produce solar power. Has the potential to save 10–12 tons of CO2 from being
released into the atmosphere every year. Since the shadow area is minimum in solar
trees, they could be set up in agricultural farms to run pumps, e-tractors and tillers as
an alternative to diesel. The excess power can be sent to the grid, providing an
economic return to farmers.

Made in India aviation weather monitoring system installed at Bengaluru
International airport

An indigenously-developed Aviation Weather Monitoring System (AWMS) has
been installed at the new runway of Kempegowda International Airport (KIA). With
this, KIA has become the first airport in the country to install indigenous AWMS
technology, developed by Bengaluru-based CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories
(NAL), at both ends of the new runway. In addition, KIA has installed four Drishti
transmissometers – also developed by NAL, in association with the India
Meteorological Department (IMD) – to measure the runway visibility range (RVR). KIA
has the unique honour of having NAL’s 50th Drishti installed at its runway. The Drishti
Transmissometer is acclaimed for precise reporting, helping pilots with an accurate
runway visual range. With the web-enabled feature, the data can be accessed, and
maintenance carried out from any location. Meanwhile, the 10-meter mast on which
AWMS sensors are installed is a first-of-its-kind, designed by NAL, with several
unique features, including being eco-friendly and lightweight, with a life of over 60
years. The sliding mechanism enables easy maintenance - a useful feature-
considering the busy traffic on the runway. Manufacturing Technology for DRISHTI
Transmissometer has been transferred to TATA Power Company Limited - Strategic
Engineering Division, Bangalore.

    Aviation Weather Monitoring System                      Drishti Transmissometer

.
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High-Power S-band, 2.6 MW, Magnetron

Magnetron, a high-powered vacuum tube, is an essential component for Medical
LINAC (Lineal accelerator), which are widely used for external radiation treatment of
cancer patients. CSIR-CEERI had, recently, designed and developed 2.6 MW S-band
tunable pulsed Magnetron, which was successfully tested and used as a microwave
source, to generate the required X-ray dose using a LINAC system for Cancer
treatment. On July 14, 2020, the technology know-how for S-band Magneton was
transferred to M/s Panacea Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore, known for developing advanced
radiotherapy systems for Cancer treatment.

Geochemical baseline atlas under National Geochemical Mapping (NGCM) of
soils for 22 elements

First “Geochemical Baseline atlas of India” in continental scale, consisting of
geochemical maps of oxides and trace elements in topsoil and bottom soil. This work
is a part of the collaborative work with International Union of Geological Sciences
(IUGS) Global Geochemical Baselines program where CSIR-NGRI was identified as
the Nodal Agency to carry out such studies in India and accordingly have prepared
the maps for 22 elements in soil samples.

Introduction of Asafoetida (Heeng) cultivation in the Indian Himalayan region

A historical shift in farming practices is in the offing with farmers of the remote Lahaul
valley in Himachal Pradesh taking up cultivation of asafoetida (Heeng) to utilise vast
expanses of wasteland in the cold desert conditions of the region. In their efforts, the
farmers are being supported by scientists of the CSIR-IHBT, Palampur, who brought
in seeds of asafoetida and developed its agrotechnology. Since asafoetida is a major
condiment in Indian cuisines, team CSIR-IHBT made relentless efforts for introduction
of this important crop in the country through proper channel and finally, the institute
introduced six accessions of seeds from Iran through ICAR-National Bureau of Plant
Genetic Resources (ICAR-NBPGR), New Delhi. 
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The first seedling of asafoetida was planted by Dr. Sanjay Kumar, Director, CSIR-
IHBT on 15th October 2020 at farmer’s field in village Kwaring of Lahaul valley to
mark the initiation of cultivation of asafoetida in India.

Food Business Accelerator to augment startups set up

CSIR-CFTRI inaugurated a “Food Business Accelerator” in August 2020 to augment
its startup Innovation System in the Campus. The Centre is targeted to provide
opportunities for prospective entrepreneurs and startups to be part of the Accelerator
Facility for a period up to 1 year or so. These companies can explore the avenues for
product development, Scale-up operations, packaging and shelf-life studies for
commercialising their products. Expert mentoring sessions also will be available.

Foundation for Aerospace Innovation, Research and Entrepreneurship (FAIRE)
being set-up

Foundation for Aerospace Innovation, Research and Entrepreneurship (FAIRE) a
non-profit technology business incubator for aerospace & allied engineering is being
set up by NRDC & FISE at CSIR-NAL, Bengaluru. The facilities, technologies,
knowledge base, etc. from the CSIR-NAL will be brought in for commercial
exploitation to the potential start-ups and MSMEs for the introduction of novel
products and services.

CSIR Innovation Centre for Next Generation Energy Storage Solutions
(ICeNGESS) launched

CSIR has launched a Mission Mode Project entitled “CSIR Innovation Centre for Next
Generation Energy Storage Solutions (ICeNGESS)” and is being implemented at
CSIR-CECRI, Chennai Center. CECRI's premier research in new generation battery
systems like lithium-ion, sodium-ion, lithium-sulphur and metal-air battery
technologies, has taken a leap forward in its journey towards establishing a CSIR
Innovation Centre for Next Generation Energy Storage Solutions at CSIR Madras
Complex, Chennai.

*****

NB/KGS/(CSIR Inputs)

Major Highlights:

10-Bedded Makeshift Hospital inaugurated at NDRF 8th Battalion Centre,
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Ghaziabad

A modern, durable, portable, fast installable, safe and varying weather compatible 10-
Bedded Make-Shift Hospital was inaugurated by Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Minister (S&T,
ES and H&FW) at NDRF 8th Battalion Centre, Ghaziabad. The make-shift hospital
has been set up by CSIR-Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee in
collaboration with National Disaster Response Force (NDRF), Ministry of Home
Affairs for demonstration purpose as well as use of NDRF. It is aimed at serving the
purpose for disaster recovery stage including for use in long pandemic or emergency
situation.

10-Bedded Make Shift Hospital and isolation centre inaugurated at NDRF 4th
Battalion Centre, Chennai

Union Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family
Welfare, Dr. Harsh Vardhan inaugurated a 10-Bedded Make Shift Hospital and
isolation centre set up by CSIR-SERC at 4th Battalion Centre, Chennai, through
video-conference.

The new facility at 4th Battalion Centre, NDRF, Chennai is designed as a make-shift
hospital solution for the patient to provide primary health facility with safety, security
and a comfortable living environment and has a long life span of up to 20 years. It
demonstrates a modern, fast deployable technology useful for disaster recovery as
well as long pandemic or emergency situation. The CSIR-SERC laboratory
introduced a foldable and framed steel structure, such that a single person can carry
a couple of frames on his shoulder and assemble these at any site without much loss
of time.

The CSIR-National Institute for Interdisciplinary Science and Technology (NIIST) has
come up with an alternative to single-use plastics. NIIST scientists have developed a
technology for manufacturing biodegradable tableware - including plates, cutleries
and cups - from agricultural residues and by products. The know-how was licensed to
Marikar Green Earth Pvt Ltd last week.

Pilot Plant for Continuous Flow Manufacture of Silver Nanowires inaugurated

CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory (NCL has developed the world’s most
inexpensive technology for continuous large scale production of precision silver
nanowires on a large scale. This technology development was carried out under the
Advanced Manufacturing Technologies (AMT) initiative by the Department of Science
and Technology (DST). With this technology developed at CSIRNCL, Indian
industries will be able to enter into manufacturing of this precision material. Patents
have been filed to protect the technology and the product has been tested for various
applications including conducting inks in various forms.

3D-Printed Patient-Specific Medical Implants developed

CSIR-Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIO has developed a technology
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for manufacturing patient-specific medical implants for several human body parts.
The technology has been recently transferred to industry for commercial production
and marketing of the product.Patient-specific implants are required in trauma,
diseases like cancer, fungal infection or other reconstructive surgeries for specifically
targeted patients. Patientspecific implants are also required in the case of
unavailability of implants for specific sites of the human body or when available
implants do not fulfil the anatomical requirement of a patient. Researchers worldwide
are in a race to make patient-specific implants. Scientists at CSIR-CSIO have
attempted to solve this complex problem with the help of ComputerAided Design
(CAD) followed by 3D printing of the biocompatible metals. In this process, the
patient’s CT-Scan/MRI data is utilised to design the implant with specifications
compatible with patients.

Licensing Agreement for Glass-lined Micro-reactors signed

CSIR-NCL has developed the first of their kind miniaturised glasslined flow reactors,
where glass is coated on metal, thereby increasing the chemical compatibility of the
reactors without compromising on its performance. These micro-reactors are the first
of their kind among the existing microreactors and flow reactors typically available in
metals, polymers, glass and ceramic. They are expected to occupy a niche place in
chemical manufacturing and the team will work closely with GMM Pfaudler Ltd. for
developing the successful implementation of the technology.

CSIR Compendium of COVID-19 mitigation technologies released

Minister of Science &Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family Welfare
released a compendium of Covid-19 technologies and products developed by CSIR. 
The compendium covers a wide range of technologies and products spanning from
diagnostics to drugs to ventilators and PPEs with more than 100 technologies, 93
industry partners listed and with over 60 of these technologies have been transferred
to industry.  Dr Harsh Vardhan observed that “The portfolio of technologies and
products developed in a short time are a testament to the capabilities of CSIR
scientists and that they can deliver in most difficult of the circumstances”. He
complimented the efforts of the scientists, students and staff of CSIR for developing
these technologies and products at such short notice in these challenging conditions.
He said that “The compendium brought out by CSIR captures the technologies and
products well in one place and can help industries and other agencies who are
seeking solutions for Covid-19 to access them easily.”

Drug Discovery Hackathon

CSIR and All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) have launched a
hackathon for drug discovery for Covid-19 disease. The Principal Scientific Adviser of
the Government of India is supporting the hackathon. The ideas holding potential that
emerge from the hackathon will be developed by CSIR labs, startups and any other
interested organisation. Indian students and researchers from across the world can
participate in the competition.
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Guidelines for Public Transport Formulated by CSIR

The CSIR-Central Road Research Institute (CSIR-CRRI) has formulated Guidelines
for Public Transport and Feeder Modes considering Social Distancing Norms
detailing safety measures for every mode of public transport. The guidelines were
released by Union Minister for Science & Technology and Health & Family Welfare,
Dr Harsh Vardhan, who said, “Post COVID-19, a new normal will develop in the
society, setting new standards to live in a better way, in a scientific way which will
eventually become Good Health Norms.”

Peptide discovered for Effective in Fighting Rheumatoid Arthritis

CSIR-Central Drug Research Institute has recently reported that a specific fragment
of a protein potentially helps in treating rheumatoid arthritis. Besides reducing the
inflammation in joints, it also prevents the joint bones from being destroyed. This
protein does not affect the overall immune system of the body and instead selectively
protects the joints in case of rheumatoid arthritis. This protein is secreted by a liver
fluke or parasitic worm called Fasciola which helps these parasites in concealing their
identity from the host immune system by diminishing the inflammatory attack that is
set in motion by the host as a defensive strategy to kill the parasites. This protein is
called Fasciola Helminth Defense Molecule-1 (FhHDM-1)and is similar to a human
protein that plays an important role in reducing inflammatory responses. The liver
fluke protein also has a very high anti-inflammatory response. This similarity
motivated the CSIR-CDRI researchers to investigate the protein and to employ it in
treating rheumatoid arthritis. The CDRI researchers are considering this study as an
important breakthrough in terms of effectiveness and selectivity in treating rheumatoid
arthritis. Future studies are necessary for developing this peptide for clinical use.

CSIR partnered clinical trials on COVID-19 (CuRED) portal launched

Dr Harsh Vardhan, Minister of Science & Technology, Health and Family Welfare and
Earth Sciences, launched a website that gives comprehensive information about the
numerous COVID-19 clinical trials that CSIR is engaged in partnership with industry,
other government departments and ministries.

Called CuRED or CSIR Ushered Repurposed Drugs, the website provides
information about the drugs, diagnostics and devices including the current stage of
the trials, partnering institutions and their role in the trials and other details. The site
can be accessed at https://www.iiim.res.in/cured/ or http://db.iiim.res.in/ct/index.php.

The Minister lauded the efforts of CSIR for being at the forefront of the ongoing fight
against COVID-19 and prioritising clinical trials, generating data for their regulatory
approval and helping launch drugs and diagnostics in the market. He commended the
approach of using repurposed drugs and also, synthesising COVID-19 drugs through
new processes and transferring to Industry.

CSIR is exploring multiple combination clinical trials of anti-virals with host-directed
therapies for the potential treatment of COVID-19. CSIR is also working with the
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Ministry of AYUSH for clinical trials of AYUSH drugs and has undertaken safety and
efficacy trials of AYUSH prophylactics and therapeutics based on individual plant-
based compounds and in combinat ion.  Five c l in ical  t r ia ls  involv ing
Withaniasomnifera, Tinosporacordifolia + Piper longum(in combination),
Glycyrrhizaglabra, Tinosporacordifolia & Adhatodavasica (individually and in
combination) and AYUSH-64 formulation are undergoing safety and efficacy trials.

Pravasi Bharatiya Academic and Scientific Sampark (PRABHASS) portal
launched

Under the directives of  Prime Minister, Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) initiated the efforts to develop a database and a virtual platform to bring on
board the Global Indian S&T Community to address the Indian societal challenges /
problems.

The virtual platform, a portal, is named PRABHASS which means a ray of light, and is
an acronym for “Pravasi Bharatiya Academic and Scientific Sampark - Integrating
Indian Diaspora with the Mother Land”. PRABHASS is being developed with
collaborative effort of all major scientific ministries / departments and the Ministry of
External Affairs of India with the following Vision and Objectives:

The vision of the portal is to serve as National Digital Platform to effectively
collaborate with Global Indian S&T Community for collectively promoting inclusive
growth in India, strengthening Indian innovation ecosystem and contributing towards
nation building.

The CSIR-CMERI developed Municipal Solid Waste Processing Facility has not only
helped achieving decentralized decimation of solid wastes, but has also helped
create value-added end-products from abundantly available redundant stuffs such as
dry leaves, dry grass etc. The MSW Processing Facility is developed for disposal of
solid waste in a scientific way following the Solid Waste Management Rules (SWM)
2016 prescribed by Union Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change
(MoEF&CC), Govt. of India. The primary focus of CSIR-CMERI is to unburden the
common households from the segregation responsibilities through advanced
segregation techniques. The mechanized segregation system segregates solid waste
into metallic waste (metal body, metal container etc.), biodegradable waste (foods,
vegetables, fruits, grass etc.), non-biodegradable (plastics, packaging material,
pouches, bottles etc.) & inert (glass, stones etc.) wastes. The bio-degradable
component of the waste is decomposed in an anaerobic environment popularly
known as bio-gasification. In this process biogas is liberated through conversion of
organic matter. The biogas can be used as fuel for cooking purpose. The gas can
also be utilized in gas engine for generation of electricity. The residual slurry from
biogas plant is converted to compost in a natural process known as vermi-composting
by introducing earthworms. The vermi-compost is utilized in organic farming.

Eco-friendly , efficient and DME fired “Aditi Urja Sanch” Unit launched

The Union Minister of Science and Technology and Earth Sciences, Dr. Harsh
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Vardhan inaugurated the DME fired “Aditi Urja Sanch” unit along with the DME-LPG
blended fuel cylinders and handed them over for common public and CSIR-NCL
(National Chemical Laboratory) canteen use on a trial basis at CSIR-NCL premises
virtually through video-conferencing.

Dimethyl ether (DME) is an ultra-clean fuel. CSIR-NCL has developed nation’s first
kind of DME pilot plant with 20-24Kg/day capacity. The conventional LPG burner is
not suitable for DME combustion as DME density is different than LPG. To address
this issue, CSIR- NCL’s “ADITI URJA SANCH” has come up with a helpful, innovative
setup. The new Burner is fully designed and fabricated by NCL for DME, DME -LPG
blended mixtures and LPG combustion.

The newly designed stove can burn with up to 30 % DME blended with LPG or 100%
DME as fuel. The air to fuel ratio is different for DME blended fuel to achieve optimum
combustion and thermal performance. A 20% DME blending with LPG, with fewer
infrastructure changes, is expected to result in substantial savings annually. The DME
from Methanol process developed by CSIR-NCL is producing 20-24 kg/ day. This
economical, cost-effective process will be scaled up to 0.5 Ton per day through
CSIR-FTC project. CSIR-NCL plans under “Aditi UrjaSanch” to launch in future
industrial burners for low emission, DME/ DME blended fuel for automobiles and
stationery power.

CSIR celebrated its 79th Foundation Day on 26the September 2020. Dr Harsh
Vardhan, Union Minister of Science and Technology, Earth Sciences, Health and
Family Welfare and Vice President, presided over the event. While, Dr. Shekhar C.
Mande, DG, CSIR & Secretary, DSIR (Department for Scientific & Industrial
Research) and Mr. A. Chakraborty, Head, HRDG, were present on the occasion, all
CSIR labs and several others joined the event through various social media
platforms.

On the occasion of CSIR Foundation Day, Avra Laboratories, a leading
pharmaceutical company founded by Padmabhushan Dr A. V. Rama Rao,
announced that it would establish three research chairs at CSIR to support and
recognize exemplary work in the field of translational research. The chairs, will
provide a three-year fellowship to selected scientists to recognize and advance their
efforts. Dr S. Chandrasekhar, Director, CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Technology
and Dr Amol A. Kulkarni, Senior Principal Scientist, CSIR-National Chemical
Laboratory have been awarded the fellowship for the period 2020-2023.

As part of their Corporate Social Responsibility program, Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL), has agreed to extend generous funding support to Establishment of
one Makeshift Hospital in Himachal Pradesh and a COVID Testing Centre at Ladakh
at a cost of over a crore".

The prestigious CSIR Diamond Jubilee Technology Award for the year 2019 is
conferred on Tata Chemicals Limited (TCL), Pune for the technological advancement
it has made in the production of 'Fructo-oligosaccharides' (FOS), also known as
FOSSENCE which being 100./0 soluble dietary fiber caters to the growing base of
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health and lifestyle-conscious consumers.

CSIR and Mylan Announce Partnership to identify Advance Therapeutic
Options for Management of COVID – 19

CSIR and Mylan Laboratories Limited, the India-based subsidiary of leading global
pharmaceutical company Mylan entered into a partnership to address unmet patient
needs amidst the evolving COVID-19 pandemic. Under the partnership, CSIR’s
constituent laboratory Indian Institute of Chemical Technology (CSIR-IICT), and
Mylan will collaborate to identify potential therapies for COVID-19.

A series of clinical trials will be conducted towards new and innovative solutions to
manage COVID-19 pandemic in India as part of this collaboration. The first of the
clinical trial to be rolled out is a multiple arm phase 3 study that will be conducted in
adult patients with mild to moderate COVID -19 at risk of complications.

The CSIR-CMERI transferred its High Flow Rate Fluoride & Iron Removal technology
to M/s Capricans Aqua Private Limited, Howrah, West Bengal, in Durgapur (WB). 
This Community Level Water Purification System has a Flow-Rate capacity of 10,000
Ltr/hr and uses commonly available raw materials such as sand, gravel and
adsorbent materials. It comprises a three-stage purification process which purifies
water within permissible limits (1.5 ppm & 0.3 ppm for Fluoride and Iron respectively).
The technology uses a combination of Oxidation, Gravitational Settling and
Chemisorption process in an Affordable Package. The integrated backwashing profile
of the technology will help in improving the shelf-life of the filtration media in a
resource rationalised manner.

CSIR-SERC, Chennai Develops Indigenous Emergency Retrieval System (ERS)
for Power Lines

CSIR-SERC has developed an indigenous technology, Emergency Retrieval System
(ERS), for quick retrieval of power transmission in the event of failure of transmission
line towers. CSIR-SERC has signed an agreement for licensing of the ERS
technology with M/s Advait Infratech, Ahmedabad.At present, the ERS systems are
imported. There are very few manufacturers across the world and the cost is
relatively high. This technological development will enable the manufacturing in India
for the first time, which will be an import substitute and will cost about 40% of
imported systems. ERS has huge market requirement in India as well as in SAARC
and African countries. Hence, this technological development is a big leap forward
towards Atma Nirbhar Bharat and Make in India.

The agreement was signed in the presence of Prof. Santosh Kapuria, Director, CSIR-
SERC, Chennai and Shri S.K. Ray Mohapatra, Chief Engineer (PSE & TD), Central
Electricity Authority, New Delhi.

Union Minister of Science & Technology, Earth Sciences and Health & Family
Welfare Dr. Harsh Vardhan inaugurated the eco-friendly and efficient Phytorid
Technology Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) at CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory
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(NCL)-Pune. The Hon’ble Minsiter said that treatment of sewage water is essential to
meet the challenge of water scarcity in coming years. He called upon Council of
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) scientists to scale up their sewage
treatment technology and install it in all their campuses across the country.The
Minister appreciated the Sewage treatment using Phytorid Technology by the CSIR
scientists and said that it was a natural treatment method by which treated water
could be utilised for various purposes including for drinking. Phytorid is a subsurface
mixed flow constructed wetland system developed and internationally patented by
CSIR-NEERI, Nagpur with successful demonstration in the field for more than 10
years of continuous operation as a stand-alone sewage treatment system. Phytorid is
a self sustainable technology for wastewater treatment that works on the principle of
natural wetland. It uses certain specific plants which can absorb nutrients directly
from wastewater but do not require soil. These plants act as nutrient sinker and
remover. Using Phytorid Technology for the treatment of sewage, it is possible to
recover and reuse the treated water for gardening purposes.

India International Science Festival-2020 sets five Guinness Records, attracts
over 1.3 lakh participants

The sixth edition of India International Science Festival was held online during 22-25
December 2021. With 41 events that saw over 1.3 lakh participants, the event set a
Guinness World Record for the largest digital science event organized. The theme of
the year’s IISF was ‘Science for Self-Reliant India and Global Welfare’. Hon’ble Prime
Minister, Shri Narendra Modi inaugurated the event. The hon’ble PM said, “India has
a rich legacy in science, technology and innovation. Our scientists have done path
breaking research. Our tech industry is at the fore-front of solving global problems.
But, India wants to do more. We look at the past with pride but want an even better
future.” The Valedictory Session of the megaevent was graced by the Hon’ble Vice
President of India, Shri Venkaiah Naidu. IISF-2020 was organized by CSIR, Depart of
Science and Technology, Ministry of Earth Science, Department of Biotechnology,
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare along with Vijnana Bharathi

Memorandum of Agreement signed between CGWB and CSIR-NGRI for High-
Resolution Aquifer Mapping & Management in Arid Region of North-Western
India

A Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) was signed between Central Ground Water
Board (CGWB), Ministry of Jal Shakti and CSIR-NGRI, Hyderabad for use of
advanced heliborne geophysical survey and other scientific studies in parts of the
States of Rajasthan, Gujarat and Haryana under the Aquifer Mapping Programme.
The MoA was signed by Chairman, CGWB and Director, CSIR-NGRI in the august
presence of the Union Minister of Jal Shakti, Shri Gajendra Singh Sekhawat, and
Union Minister of Science and Technology,Health and Family Welfare and Earth
Sciences, Dr. Harshvardhan in New Delhi. Under phase- I of the project, an area of
nearly 1 lakh sq km spreading over nearly 65,500 sq km of western arid Rajasthan
(covering parts of Bikaner, Churu, Ganaga Nagar, Jalor, Pali, Jaisalmer, Jodhpur and
Sikar districts), 32,000 Sq. Km arid parts of Gujarat (covering Rajkot, Jamnagar,
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Morbi, Surendranagar and Devbhumi Dwarka districts) and nearly 2500 sq km of
Haryana (covering Kurukshetra and Yamuna Nagar districts) would be covered at an
estimated cost of 54 Crores.

Diagnostic Testing of Coronavirus Samples

CSIR is deeply involved in the testing of human samples for the presence of
coronavirus infection using the RT-PCR test. Several of its laboratories are engaged
in the work, and 13 CSIR labs across the country are testing, and as of mid-
December, more than 7.0 lakh samples have been tested with CSIR-IITR and CSIR-
CDRI having tested more than 1.5 and 1.0 lakh respectively. CSIR labs have also
engaged in training of Human Resources for testing and have helped many hospitals
and research institutes in carrying out RT-PCR. CSIR-CCMB is the only non-ICMR
but ICMR-approved validation centre that is approved to test the different kits that are
being used in COVID-19 testing.

Molecular Surveillance for SARS-CoV-2

CSIR laboratories have undertaken sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 to find the type of
strains present in India and to understand if the virus undergoes genetic changes
while it is spreading in the country. Several CSIR labs have sequenced the SARS-
CoV-2 genome samples from Indian isolates, and more than 2000 have been
sequenced and analysed providing insights into the strains prevalent in India.

Serological Surveillance of SARS-CoV-2

Several CSIR labs are participating in CSIR Phenome India Project led by CSIR-IGIB
which is a long-term longitudinal observational cohort study of health outcomes within
its employees with an aim to develop risk prediction tools and play an important role
towards establishing precision health and medicine for the Indian population. In this
regard, the Covid19 serological tests have been conducted across CSIR labs in the
country spearheaded by CSIR-IGIB, and more than 10,000 samples have been
tested. Repeat testing is on after three months for the positive cases.

Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya (BND®) released

BPCL Quality Assurance (QA) department and M/s Aashvi Technology LLP (ATL)
joined hands with CSIRNational Physical Laboratory (CSIRNPL) for manufacturing
and marketing of “Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya” (Certified Reference Material) to
ensure correct  and accurate resul ts  of  Lab Inst ruments under the
“AtmaNirbharBharat” programme of Honourable Prime Minister of India. The BNDs
(Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya) were released at CSIR-NPL, New Delhi on 18 August
2020. CSIRNPL is the only National Metrological Institute of India with direct
traceability to SI units. Petroleum & Petrochemical Laboratories will use the CRM
(BND) for calibration of the equipment. In India, almost 200 Laboratories (including
PSUs & Pvt. labs) catering to Petroleum fuel testing will be benefited by using cheap
indigenous BND. This will result in cost reduction to the tune of at least 50% and
saving of foreign exchange as well. The possibility of exporting the BNDs to
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neighbouring south Asian countries is also being explored.

MoU between CSIR and FSSAI for Collaborative Research and Information
Dissemination regarding Food and Nutrition

Dr Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare presided the signing
of an MoU between Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) under the
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare and Council of Scientific & Industrial Research
(CSIR) in the presence of Shri Ashwini K. Choubey, Minister of State (HFW) on 7
August 2020. The MoU seeks to promote collaborative research and information
dissemination in the area of food and nutrition.

Congratulating both FSSAI and CSIR for this innovative step that will merge the
potential and faculties of both the premier organisations, Dr Harsh Vardhan said that
the MoU will enable identification of technologies and programmes to be developed in
the area of food safety and nutrition research, along with recognition of innovative
technologies available with CSIR for deployment by the Indian businesses and/or for
regulating compliances. It will also seek collection of data regarding food
consumption, incidence and prevalence of biological risk, contaminants in food,
identification of emerging risks, their mitigation strategies and introduction of rapid
alert system.

Dry-Swab-Direct-RTPCR Diagnostic for Covid-19

The simple and fast method of Dry Swab-Direct RT-PCR, developed by CSIRs
constituent lab CCMB, Hyderabad, for scaling up of SARS-CoV-2 detection has been
approved by ICMR based on their independent validation. This method is a simple
variation of the existing gold standard RT-PCR method and can easily scale up the
testing by 2 to 3 fold with no new investment of resources and training and makes
diagnostic tests simpler, faster and cheaper scaling up the testing in the country
immediately.

SpiceHealth has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with CSIR-CCMB
for faster testing of Covid-19. This MoU with CSIR-CCMB is for conducting these
tests in SpiceHealth’s mobile testing laboratories. The Apollo Hospitals is also
collaborating with CSIR-CCMB for joint manufacturing and commercialisation of the
innovative dry swab test.

CRISPR/ Cas based paper diagnostic test FELUDA for Covid-19

A CRISPR/ Cas-based paper diagnostic test has been developed by CSIR. The
FELUDA methodology has been developed in CSIR-IGIB for detecting single
nucleotide variants in RNA or DNA or more broadly detecting any DNA or RNA
fragment, without the need for sequencing. The principle of discrimination is derived
from the natural property of the enzyme being used for the invention, Francisella
novicida Cas9 (FnCas9) which shows a very low binding affinity to mismatched
substrates. CSIR has licensed this technology to TATA Sons. The kit has been
approved by DCGI and TATA has launched this as TATA MD CHECK.
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Cost-effective process developed for Favipiravir

A cost-effective process of Favipiravir for the treatment of COVID-19 patients has
been developed by CSIR-IICT. CSIR-IICT developed a cost-effective process using
locally available chemicals to synthesise this Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)
and transferred the technology to Cipla. Cipla has launched this in the market as
Ciplenza.

Clinical trials of Sespivac (Mycobacterium W) for Covid-19

CSIR and Cadila Pharmaceuticals are conducting clinical trials to evaluate the
efficacy of an existing gram-negative sepsis drug, called Sepisvac for COVID19
patients. The drug contains heat-killed Mycobacterium (Mw) and has been clinically
developed and approved for gram-negative sepsis, a severe infection and is available
commercially as Sepsivac® from Cadila Pharmaceuticals Ltd. After successful
completion of Phase II trials on critically ill Covid-19 patients, Phase III trials are
underway.

Clinical trials of Ayurveda based drugs for Covid-19

For the prophylaxis and management of COVID-19 in the population with mild to
moderate disease, CSIR and Ministry of AYUSH have joined hands to validate some
of the traditional AYUSH formulations for their safety and efficacy through scientific
evidence. Five clinical trials are currently under progress.

SwasthVayu: Bi-Level Positive Airway Pressure (BiPAP) System Portable
Ventilator developed

CSIR-NAL developed a low-cost indigenised, non-Invasive bi-level positive airway
pressure ventilator device named as “SwasthVayu”. Developed in 36 days, it is a
cost-effective device, easy to use in Makeshift hospitals, wards, dispensary and has
three modes of operation, continuous, timed and spontaneous. It has successfully
passed stringent electrical safety, performance, calibration, bio-compatibility tests at
NABL accredited laboratory and certified. It has undergone clinical trials at many
hospitals, and CSIR-NAL is providing 1200 ventilators to the Delhi Government.

Design and development of an Electrostatic Disinfection Unit

An electrostatic disinfection unit has been developed by CSIR-CSIO for a 360-degree
area and uniform coverage, small droplet size, applicable for all fluid types. The
technology was transferred to BHEL, Rite water, M/s. Jhosna Corporation and M/s.
Dashmesh Industries. Close to 200 units have been produced. Further, the unit
ENCEESPRAY selected for Top COVID-19 Innovation Award with RITE Water
Solution Pvt. Ltd, Nagpur, CSIR-CSIO and Univ. of Florida as partners by USISTEF.

Nasal-pharyngeal (NP) Swabs for COVID-19 sample collection

CSIR-NCL has developed NP swabs that can be used for Covid19 sample collection.
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It is an appropriately small size for paediatric, nasopharyngeal or urethral genital
sample collection. Approved by ICMR, the technology has been licensed to Ms.
Chembond Polymers and Materials Pvt. Ltd. (CPML), Mumbai. CPML has now
started commercial manufacturing of these nasal swabs under the name, “KEMYLON
SWABS”. The company has established a facility to produce 1 lakh swabs/day.

PPE Coveralls developed

CSIR-NAL in a joint Venture with M/s. MAF Clothing Pvt Limited has developed the
PPE Coveralls with Indigenous heat sealing tape and polypropylene materials. These
are developed indigenously for frontline health workers involved in the containment
zone of Covid-19. CSIR-NAL has prepared and implemented a strict Quality
Assurance Plan, and the developed coverall passes ASTM F1670 and ISO 16603
tests and has been tested and passed for blood penetration test as required for covid-
19.

Aarogyapath (_) – Healthcare Supply Chair Management System developed

Aarogyapath (_) has been developed as the National Healthcare Supply Chain
Management System to address COVID-19 and any future national pandemic.
https://www.aarogyapath.in, a CSIR National Healthcare Supply Chain Portal
that aims to provide real-time availability of critical healthcare supplies was
launched.

Kisan Sabha App – Connecting farmer to the supply chain

Kisan Sabha App has been developed by CSIR-CRRI to connect farmers to the
supply chain and freight transportation management system. This portal acts as a
one-stop solution for farmers, transporters, and other entities engaged in the
agriculture Industry. The App is is being used widely and has had more than 60,000
downloads so far.

 

Clinical trials of Anti-Cancer Drug received DGCI approval

The IND application of IIIM-290 (anticancer lead) has been approved by DCGI, for
conducting Phase I/II clinical trial in pancreatic cancer patients.

Formulation of Guidelines for Evaluation of Nano-based agri-input and food
products in India

CSIR-IITR contributed to the Guidelines for Evaluation of Nano-based agri-input and
food products in India released on 7th July 2020 by Dr Harsh Vardhan, Hon'ble Union
Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Government of India. CSIR- IITR,
has contributed significantly in the area of nanotoxicology as well as food safety. 

Trials of car fitted with Fuel Cell Technology (LT-PEMFC) Stack successfully

https://www.aarogyapath.in
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ran by CSIR and KPIT Ltd.

CSIR and KPIT Technologies Ltd. successfully ran trials of India’s first Hydrogen Fuel
Cell (HFC) prototype car running on an indigenously developed fuel cell stack at
CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory, Pune. The HFC technology uses chemical
reactions between hydrogen and oxygen (from air) to generate electrical energy,
eliminating the use of fossil fuels. Further, the fuel cell technology emits only water,
thus cutting down the emission of harmful greenhouse gases along with other air
pollutants. The fuel cell is a low-temperature PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) type
Fuel Cell that operates at 65-75 degree centigrade, which is suitable for vehicular
applications. CSIR and KPIT have developed a ten kWe (Kilowatt-electric) automotive
grade LT-PEMFC (low-temperature PEM fuel cell) stack based on the CSIR's know-
how.

Safe Biometric-based exploder developed

The exploders available in the market are found unsafe when it is stolen and misused
by the unauthorised person. To avoid misuse, a biometric-based exploder has been
developed. It can only be operated by those peoples who are biometrically registered
with the specific device. The fingerprint scanner, with the help of embedded micro-
controller, registers the authorised personnel using their fingerprint up to 20 numbers.
Once registered, no other person can use these devices. The exploder has been
developed for both underground and opencast mines. The technology has been
transferred to M/s Pranay Enterprises, Hyderabad.

Anaerobic Gas Lift Reactor (AGR) for generation of biogas and biomanure

CSIR-IICT has developed and patented a high rate biomethanation technology known
as ANAEROBIC GAS LIFT REACTOR (AGR) for the generation of biogas and bio
manure from organic solid waste like poultry litter, food waste, press mud, cattle
manure, organic fraction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW), sewage sludge etc. This
technology provides a decentralised treatment option for organic waste based on high
rate biomethanation to generate biogas for combined heat and power (CHP)
applications. This has been transferred to M/S Ahuja Engineering Services Pvt
Limited, Hyderabad and M/s Nyrmalya Bio-Engineering Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

 

World's Largest Solar Tree fabricated

CSIR-CMERI has developed the World’s Largest Solar Tree, which is installed at
CSIR-CMERI Residential Colony, Durgapur. The installed capacity of the Solar Tree
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is above 11.5 kWp and has the annual capacity to generate 12,000-14,000 units of
Clean and Green Power. This Solar Tree is a Quantum Leap towards making an
Energy Reliant and Carbon Negative India. The solar tree has 35 solar panels, each
with a capacity of 330 watts. The solar panels connected through metal branches
produce solar power. Has the potential to save 10–12 tons of CO2 from being
released into the atmosphere every year. Since the shadow area is minimum in solar
trees, they could be set up in agricultural farms to run pumps, e-tractors and tillers as
an alternative to diesel. The excess power can be sent to the grid, providing an
economic return to farmers.

Made in India aviation weather monitoring system installed at Bengaluru
International airport

An indigenously-developed Aviation Weather Monitoring System (AWMS) has
been installed at the new runway of Kempegowda International Airport (KIA). With
this, KIA has become the first airport in the country to install indigenous AWMS
technology, developed by Bengaluru-based CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories
(NAL), at both ends of the new runway. In addition, KIA has installed four Drishti
transmissometers – also developed by NAL, in association with the India
Meteorological Department (IMD) – to measure the runway visibility range (RVR). KIA
has the unique honour of having NAL’s 50th Drishti installed at its runway. The Drishti
Transmissometer is acclaimed for precise reporting, helping pilots with an accurate
runway visual range. With the web-enabled feature, the data can be accessed, and
maintenance carried out from any location. Meanwhile, the 10-meter mast on which
AWMS sensors are installed is a first-of-its-kind, designed by NAL, with several
unique features, including being eco-friendly and lightweight, with a life of over 60
years. The sliding mechanism enables easy maintenance - a useful feature-
considering the busy traffic on the runway. Manufacturing Technology for DRISHTI
Transmissometer has been transferred to TATA Power Company Limited - Strategic
Engineering Division, Bangalore.

    Aviation Weather Monitoring System                      Drishti Transmissometer

.

High-Power S-band, 2.6 MW, Magnetron

Magnetron, a high-powered vacuum tube, is an essential component for Medical
LINAC (Lineal accelerator), which are widely used for external radiation treatment of
cancer patients. CSIR-CEERI had, recently, designed and developed 2.6 MW S-band
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tunable pulsed Magnetron, which was successfully tested and used as a microwave
source, to generate the required X-ray dose using a LINAC system for Cancer
treatment. On July 14, 2020, the technology know-how for S-band Magneton was
transferred to M/s Panacea Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore, known for developing advanced
radiotherapy systems for Cancer treatment.

Geochemical baseline atlas under National Geochemical Mapping (NGCM) of
soils for 22 elements

First “Geochemical Baseline atlas of India” in continental scale, consisting of
geochemical maps of oxides and trace elements in topsoil and bottom soil. This work
is a part of the collaborative work with International Union of Geological Sciences
(IUGS) Global Geochemical Baselines program where CSIR-NGRI was identified as
the Nodal Agency to carry out such studies in India and accordingly have prepared
the maps for 22 elements in soil samples.

Introduction of Asafoetida (Heeng) cultivation in the Indian Himalayan region

A historical shift in farming practices is in the offing with farmers of the remote Lahaul
valley in Himachal Pradesh taking up cultivation of asafoetida (Heeng) to utilise vast
expanses of wasteland in the cold desert conditions of the region. In their efforts, the
farmers are being supported by scientists of the CSIR-IHBT, Palampur, who brought
in seeds of asafoetida and developed its agrotechnology. Since asafoetida is a major
condiment in Indian cuisines, team CSIR-IHBT made relentless efforts for introduction
of this important crop in the country through proper channel and finally, the institute
introduced six accessions of seeds from Iran through ICAR-National Bureau of Plant
Genetic Resources (ICAR-NBPGR), New Delhi. 

The first seedling of asafoetida was planted by Dr. Sanjay Kumar, Director, CSIR-
IHBT on 15th October 2020 at farmer’s field in village Kwaring of Lahaul valley to
mark the initiation of cultivation of asafoetida in India.

Food Business Accelerator to augment startups set up
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CSIR-CFTRI inaugurated a “Food Business Accelerator” in August 2020 to augment
its startup Innovation System in the Campus. The Centre is targeted to provide
opportunities for prospective entrepreneurs and startups to be part of the Accelerator
Facility for a period up to 1 year or so. These companies can explore the avenues for
product development, Scale-up operations, packaging and shelf-life studies for
commercialising their products. Expert mentoring sessions also will be available.

Foundation for Aerospace Innovation, Research and Entrepreneurship (FAIRE)
being set-up

Foundation for Aerospace Innovation, Research and Entrepreneurship (FAIRE) a
non-profit technology business incubator for aerospace & allied engineering is being
set up by NRDC & FISE at CSIR-NAL, Bengaluru. The facilities, technologies,
knowledge base, etc. from the CSIR-NAL will be brought in for commercial
exploitation to the potential start-ups and MSMEs for the introduction of novel
products and services.

CSIR Innovation Centre for Next Generation Energy Storage Solutions
(ICeNGESS) launched

CSIR has launched a Mission Mode Project entitled “CSIR Innovation Centre for Next
Generation Energy Storage Solutions (ICeNGESS)” and is being implemented at
CSIR-CECRI, Chennai Center. CECRI's premier research in new generation battery
systems like lithium-ion, sodium-ion, lithium-sulphur and metal-air battery
technologies, has taken a leap forward in its journey towards establishing a CSIR
Innovation Centre for Next Generation Energy Storage Solutions at CSIR Madras
Complex, Chennai.

*****

NB/KGS/(CSIR Inputs)
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-19

YEAR END REVIEW-2020: DST, M/O SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology

Major Highlights:20 Major Success Stories of DST in 2020

The major challenges that 2020 put before the world helped India emerge as a
forerunner in underscoring the critical role of science and technology in bringing
positive transformations for a safe, secure, better society well prepared for the future.
The country pole-vaulted into one of the top nations in science & technology indices
and reached laudable positions in several domains of science technology and
innovations.

The year 2020 has been the ‘Year of Science’ when the best of humanity has shone
through the gloom that descended upon us due to the COVID19 pandemic. It is a
matter of record that as the spread of the disease accelerated, so did the research
efforts to mitigate this.-Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Health &
Family Welfare Dr. Harsh Vardhan

Science and technology is one of the most powerful departments of the country for
solving all kinds of problems - agriculture, potable water, energy, health and so on.  --
Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Health & Family Welfare Dr.
Harsh Vardhan

Science and Technology are the strongest foundations on which the future canbe
built. India is progressing rapidly towards self reliance by connecting the invention
ecosystem to the innovation ecosystem with democratisation and diversity of science
becoming the drivers of development.--Secretary, Department Of Science &
Technology, Professor Ashutosh Sharma

India is placed 3rd among countries in scientific publication as per NSF database.
The country has featured within the top 50 innovative economies globally (at 48th
rank), as per Global Innovation Index (GII). It has also reached 3rd Position in terms
of no of PhDs, in size of Higher Education System; as well as in terms of No of
Startups.

India has emerged as an inevitable member of leading international scientific
coalitions– notably, global efforts in vaccine research, development and supply, and
global partnership on artificial intelligence (GPAI) to name a few. India was elected as
Chair of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) executive board which is a yet
another remarkable achievement and recognition of India’s S&T prowess.

 

The draft of the 5th National Science Technology and Innovation Policy has been
finalized and is now available for public consultation. The policy drafted through a 4
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track process of consultations during last 6 months aims to bring about profound
changes through short, medium and long- term mission mode projects by building
anurtured ecosystem that promotes research and innovation on the part of both
individuals and organizations.

It aims to foster, develop, and nurture a robust system for evidence and stakeholder-
driven STI planning, information, evaluation, and policy research in India. The
objective of the policy is to identify and address strengths and weaknesses of the
Indian STI ecosystem to catalyse socio-economic developmentof the country and
also make the Indian STI ecosystem globally competitive.

‘Science’ and ‘Science-Advice’ became the core of decision making. The share of
scientific and science-informed debates inmainstream media jumped manifold, and
the confidence of general population and trust in Science & Technology increased
significantly.

Seamless industry-academia collaborations and inter-disciplinary partnerships ledto
quicker solutions and products in an energised STI ecosystem in 2020.

The National Initiative for Developing and Harnessing Innovation (NIDHI) made some
major impacts on India’s Innovation ecosystem by nurturing 3,681 startups through a
network of 153 incubators created by DST, which generated 65,864 jobs as
cumulative direct employment, created a wealth of Rs 27,262 crores and generated
1,992 intellectual property.

The “Million Minds Augmenting National Aspirations and Knowledge (MANAK)”
programme brought 3.8 mn ideas from middle and high schools across the country,
out of which some brilliant ones have been shortlisted for showcasing at district, state
and then at the National Level Exhibition & Project Competition.

 The collective strength and power of NIDHI, its incubator network and its startups
was tested successfully during the COVID-19 pandemic through the “Centre for
Augmenting WAR with COVID-19 Health Crisis (CAWACH)” program by
supporting various solutions to resolve the crisis. The efforts of CAWACH to scout,
evaluate and support the innovations and startups that address COVID-19 challenges
led to a slew of technologies, diagnostics & drugs, disinfectants & sanitizers,
ventilators & medical equipment, PPEs and informatics as solutions to contain, treat
and manage the pandemic.

India National Supermodel Committee predicted the rise and fall of the pandemic
over time. The modelling study called the ‘COVID-19 India National Supermodel’
deduced that India passed its COVID-19 peak in September and,if current trends
continue, there will be ‘minimal cases’ by February.

However, they warned that there is no place for complacence and existing personal
safety protocols need tocontinue in full measure. The deduction is the result of
analysis by an expert committee consisting of mathematicians and epidemiologists.
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The National Super Computing Mission (NSM) is rapidly boosting High-Performance
Computing (HPC) in the country to meet the increasing computational demands of
academia, researchers, MSMEs,and startups in oil exploration, flood prediction,
genomics, and drug discovery. Param Shivay, the first supercomputer assembled
indigenously, was installed in IIT (BHU), followed by Param Shakti and Param
Brahma at IIT-Kharagpur and IISER, Pune, respectively. Thereafter facilities were set
up in two more institutions, and MoUs signed for providing itto 13 institutions. Param
Siddhi the high-performance computing-artificial intelligence (HPC-AI) achieved
global ranking of 63 among the top 500 most powerful non-distributed computer
systems.

Sophisticated Analytical & Technical Help Institutes (SATHI) centres to house major
analytical instruments have been established to provide common servicesof high-end
analytical testing, thus reducing dependency on foreign sources. TheST has set up
three such centres—at IIT Kharagpur, IIT Delhi and BHU under the SATHI
programme which are being operated with a transparent, open-access policy to make
professionally managed,S&T infrastructure readily accessible to academia, start-ups,
industry and R&D labs. Five SATHI centres every year have been planned for the
next four years.

New S&T areas of Cyberphysical systems like AI, Robotics, IOT receive big boost
with the launch of the National Mission on Interdisciplinary Cyber-Physical Systems
(ICPS). Its unique architecture of 25 innovation hubs and parks set up across
thecountry is bringing about strong collaboration and co-ownership among industry,
academia, and government, connecting them with full flexibility.

Three Centres of Excellence (CoE) were established in Himalayan Universities in
Kashmir, and North Eastern States of Sikkim & Assam to lead climate change
research. Research on monsoons, aerosols, glacial lake outburst floods saw
significant publications. A study published in journal Science showed planetary wave
from the North Atlantic is capable of derailing the Indian monsoon. Research
published in the journal Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics’ showed that aerosols
increased incidents of high rainfall in the Himalayan foothills.

            12.       CELEBRATION OF SCIENCE INVITES ATTENTION OF TOP
DIGNITARIES

 President of India Ram Nath Kovind announced three key initiatives for gender
advancement and equality in academic and research institutions on occasion and
conferred national awards for science communication and popularization, including
women excellence awards.

President of India graced the celebration of the National Science Day (NSD) for the
first time. NSD is celebrated on 28th February tocommemorate the announcement of
the discovery of the ‘Raman Effect’ by Sir C.V. Raman for which he was awarded the
Nobel Prize in 1930.

Gender Advancement for Transforming Institutions (GATI), an innovative pilot project
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launched by the DST ushered a novel intervention for promoting gender equity in
science and technology. It nudges institutions of higher education and research
towards supporting diversity, inclusion and the full spectrum of talent for their own
success and progression. In particular, it aspires to create an enabling environment
for equal participation of women in Science, Technology, Engineering, Medicine
andMathematics (STEMM) disciplines at all levels.

            14. SRI CHITRA’S PROACTIVE EFFORTS HELP COMBAT THE
PANDEMIC

Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology (SCTIMST)
brought out several technologies and products that could be crucial to combat the
diseases.

It’s one step confirmatory diagnostic kit for COVID 19 that responded to India’s urgent
need for rapid testing. The other R&D work on the issue included a UV Based
Facemask Disposal Bin, which can be used by health workers in hospitals and in
public places for decontamination of used facemask, overhead covers and face
shields, a superabsorbent material for liquid respiratory and other body fluid
solidification and disinfection for the safe management of infected respiratory
secretions.

            15. SURVEY OF INDIA LAUNCHED PAN INDIA HIGHRESOLUTION
GEOSPATIAL MAPPING

The Survey of India (SoI), a subordinate department under the Department of
Science & Technology has embarked on a pan-India geospatial mapping of the
country at a very high resolution of 10 cm scale usingmost advanced technologies
like drone technology. With this, India joins the select club of few nations to have
Ultra High-resolution National Topographic Data as foundation data.

This effort has been launched in three States -- Haryana, Maharashtra, and
Karnataka and also for the Ganga basin. SoI has undertaken mapping of the Village
Gaothan (Aabadi) areas in Maharashtra, covering more than 40,000 villages. Drone-
based mapping for five districts of the state of Karnataka for the revenue department,
including the village, semiurban and urban areas, and LSM mapping for the complete
state of Haryana has also been undertaken.

Drone survey will be pivotal to fix locations of village boundaries, canals, canal limits,
agriculture field limits, and roads in these villages.

SoI has also launched web portals to facilitate the access of the digital map or data to
every citizen of the country and help centre and state organizations in decision
making, planning, monitoring, and governance. SoI has also provided a free to use
mobile app, “SAHYOG”.

            16. SERB LAUNCHES POWER FOR WOMEN RESEARCHERS
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Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB), a Statutory body of the
Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India, initiateda
Scheme to mitigate gender disparity in science and engineering research funding in
Indian academic institutions and R&D laboratories. A well-thought- out Scheme titled
“SERB-POWER (Promoting Opportunities for Women in Exploratory Research)” has
beendesigned exclusively for women scientists and was launched on 29 October
2020. SERB-POWER promotes women researchers in regular service in academic
and research institutions to take upR&D at the highest level through two categories of
research support, namely, SERB – POWER Fellowship and SERB – POWER
Research Grants.

SERB – Power Fellowship offers a personal Fellowship and a research grant to top
performing women researchers for a period of three years, while SERB – Power
Research Grants ensure funding to undertake highly impactful research across all
disciplines of S&T. Call for projects for this program is already announced.

             1 7 .  P H E N O M E N A L  W H I T E  P A P E R  B Y  T I F A C  P R O V I D E D
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOCUSED INTERVENTIONS FOR ‘MAKE IN INDIA
AFTER THE COVID 19 PANDEMIC

A phenomenal white paper on “Focused Interventions for ‘Make in India’: Post COVID
19” prepared byTechnology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council
(TIFAC) provided recommendations for giving immediate technology and policy
impetus to make India “ATMANIRBHAR,” specially in the aftermath of the pandemic.
It captured sector-specific strengths, market trends, and opportunities in five sectors,
critical from the country’s perspective, including healthcare, machinery, ICT,
agriculture, manufacturing, and electronics with reference to supply and demand,
self- sufficiency, and mass-scale production capacity. It has identified policy options
primarily in the public health system, MSME sector, global relations: FDI,
recalibratedtrade alignments, new-age technologies, etc.

            18. SCIENTISTS FROM IIA & ARIES COLLABORATED WITH NOBEL
LAUREATE ON TMT

Indian astronomers have worked with 2020 Physics Nobel Laureate Prof. Andrea
Ghez on the design of backend instruments and possible science prospects of the
Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) project being installed at Maunakea in Hawaii which
can revolutionize the understanding of the universe and the enigmas in it. Scientists
from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA) and Aryabhatta Research Instituteof
Observational Sciences (ARIES) have collaborated with Prof. Ghez in the ongoing
research and developmental activities of the TMT project.

            19. BSIP SCALES UP COVID TESTING FACILITIES, BECOMING THE TOP
INSTITUTION THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY IN TERMS OF AVERAGE
PROCESSING TIME OF SAMPLES

BSIP joined hands with the Government of Uttar Pradesh to combat COVID-19 in the
state, becoming one of the five Central Government research institutes in Lucknow,
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which took initial steps to start laboratory testing of COVID-19. With 1000 to 1200
samples being tested per day, BSIP is the top institution not only in the state but
throughout the country in terms of the average processing time of samples.

            20. RRI ACHIEVES FIRST SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF A
HIGHLY SECURE EFFICIENT QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEME

The QuIC lab at RRI achieved the first successful implementation in Indiaof a highly
secure efficient Quantum Cryptographic scheme for an end to end free space QKD
under the RRI-ISRO project on “Quantum Experiments using Satellite Technology”.
The lab has also come up with an end-to-end simulation toolkit named as “qkdSim” to
ensure safety in secure quantum communication platforms, a first of its kind that
enables Quantum Key Distribution Protocol (QKD) experimentalists to obtain a
realistic estimate of the result from an experimental setup meant to demonstrate a
QKD protocol. They have also performed an experiment in collaboration with HRI
Allahabad that demonstratesa novel quantum state estimation tool opening up a new
paradigm in quantum state estimation.

There were many other research/innovations by scientists of various scientific
institutes under the DST. Some of them are enumerated below:

IIT Bombay INSPIRE fellow developing quantum chemistrybased software
useful for radiation therapy

Dr. Achintya Kumar Dutta from IIT Bombay along with his research group is working
to develop new methods for quantum chemistry and implement them in efficient and
free software to study electron attachment to aqueous DNA which has big
implications in radiation therapy-based treatment of cancer. This study can help in the
development of a new class of radio-sensitizers, which makes tumor cells more
sensitive to radiation therapy and thereby protects the normal cells. Computational
modeling can greatly reduce the development cost of new radio-sensitizers, both in
terms of money and time.

Scientists from Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology (WIHG), Dehradun an
autonomous research institute for the study of Geology of the Himalaya under the
Department of Science and Technology, have found that glaciers in Sikkim are
melting at a higher magnitude as compared to other Himalayan regions. The study
published in Science of the Total Environment assessed the response of 23 glaciers
of Sikkim to climate change for the period of 1991-2015 and revealed that glaciers in
Sikkim have retreated and deglaciated significantly from 1991 to 2015. Small-sized
glaciers in Sikkim are retreating while larger glaciers are thinning due to climate
change. Accurate knowledge of magnitude as well as the direction of glacier
changes, as highlighted in the present study, can lead to awareness among common
people regarding water supplies and possible glacier hazards, particularly to those
communities that are living in close proximity.

International Advanced Centre for Powder Metallurgy & New Materials (ARCI), an
autonomous R&D Centre of Department of Science and Technology (DST), has
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developed ultrafast laser surface texturing technology, which can improve the fuel
efficiency of internal combustion engines.

 

Starch-based materials developed to stop rapid blood loss during accidents
Scientists from the Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, have
developed a starch-based ‘hemostat’ material that concentrates the natural
clotting factors in blood by physically absorbing excess fluid. The product has
increased absorption capacity, improved absorption, inexpensive,
biocompatible as well as biodegradable.

Groundwater affects Himalayan slip and climate as the mountains dance to its
tune

Researchers from Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG), an autonomous institute
under the Department of Science & Technology, have found the mighty Himalayas
subside and move up depending on the seasonal changes in groundwater. Since
Himalayas play a very important role in influencing climate in the Indian subcontinent,
the study funded by DST will help in understanding how hydrology affects climate.

ARCI’s cost-effective technology can convert solar energy to industrial process
heat

Scientists from the International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy
and New Materials (ARCI), Hyderabad, an autonomous institution under the
Department of Science and Technology (DST), have developed a cost-effective solar
receiver tube technology for industrial process heat applications. The receiver tube
technology developed by the ARCI team efficiently absorbs solar radiation and
converts it into heat for the targeted applications, specially in industries. It exhibits
high corrosion resistance suitable for Indian weather conditions. Two patent
applications have been filed for this technology, and an MoU has been signed
with M/s. Greenera Energy India Private Limited for technology transfer, which plans
to mass-produce the solar receiver tube for wider market absorption.

Black carbon concentration in the Gangotri glacier region increases by 400 times
during summer, according to a study. The study suggests agricultural burning and
forest fire as the reason behind this seasonal increase. This can trigger glacial melt
because of the light-absorbing nature of black carbon. Scientists from Wadia Institute
of Himalayan Geology, (WIHG), an autonomous institution under Department of
Science & Technology, in a study conducted at Chirbasa station near Gangotri
Glacier, for the Year 2016, found that black carbon (BC) concentration in this region
has changed drastically during summer. The research led by Dr. P.S. Negi from
WIHG was published in the scientific journal Atmospheric Environment.

SCTIMST develops Flow Diverter Stents Technology for the treatment of
Aneurysms of brain
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Flow diverters have the advantages of being flexible and adaptable to the shape and
course of the vessel.
They also promote healing of the vessel wall by removing the constant stress of blood
flow on it.
SCTIMST has filed separate patents for the stent and the delivery system. The
research team of Sree Chitra Thirunal Institute of Medical Science and Technology
(SCTIMST),Thiruvanthapuram, an Institute of National Importance under the
Department of Science and Technology has developed an innovative intracranial flow
diverter stent for the treatment of aneurysms of the blood vessels of the brain. It is
ready for transfer and further testing in animals, followed by human trials.

WIHG reveals 35 thousand-year history of river erosion in Ladakh Himalayas
The study by the WIHG team will help to understand river-borne erosion and
sedimentation. Scientists and students from Wadia Institute of Himalayan
Geology (WIHG), an autonomous institute under the Department of Science
&Technology, Govt. of India studied rivers in Ladakh Himalaya, bringing out 35
thousand-year history of river erosion and identified hotspots of erosion and
wide valleys that act a buffer zones. The study showed how rivers in drier
Ladakh Himalaya operated in longer time scales and how they responded to
varying climate, an understanding of water and sediment routing,which is
crucial as the country gears up its infrastructure and develops smart cities.

JNCASR scientists develop a natural product based Alzheimer inhibitor

Scientists from Jawaharlal Nehru Centre For Advanced Scientific Research
(JNCASR) an autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology
(DST), Govt. of India have modified the structure of Berberine, a natural and cheap
product similar to curcumin, available commercially, into Ber-D to use as a
Alzheimer’s inhibitor. Their research work has been published in the scientific journal
iSceince.

 

NIF boosts new varieties of Anthurium, a flower with high market value, by lady
innovator from Kerala

D Vasini Bai, a women innovator from Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, has developed
ten varieties of Anthurium, a flower with high market value, by cross-pollination.
Anthurium (Anthurium spp.) is a vast group of beautiful blooming plants available in a
wide range of colors. The plants of the varieties are having high demands due to its
use as indoor decorative plants. The National Innovation Foundation-India has
facilitated mass multiplication and large scale production of four highly demanded
varieties through tissue culture technique at the Indian Institute of Horticultural
Research (IIHR), Bangalore, for the diffusion of the varieties in similar agroclimatic
zones of the country. Anthurium is one of the best domestic flowering plants in the
world. They are beautiful but also purify the surrounding air and remove harmful
airborne chemicals like formaldehyde, ammonia, toluene, xylene, and allergens. Its
importance of removing toxic substances from the air, NASA has placed it in the list
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of air purifier plants. Anthurium has larger economic importance because of its eye-
catching and beautiful inflorescence and fetches a good market price.

New model  to  predic t  ionospher ic  e lect ron densi ty  can he lp
communication/navigation

Researchers from Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG), Navi Mumbai, an
autonomous institute of the Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India,
have developed a global model to predict the ionospheric electron density with larger
data coverage—a crucial need for communication and navigation.

 

Stable material for organic pseudocapacitor can offer a low-cost scalable
energy storage solution

Scientists at the Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Mohali, an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India,
have developed a stable material for pseudocapacitors or supercapacitors which
store electrical energy by electron charge transfer. The material can offer a low-cost
scalable energy storage solution as an alternative to batteries.

IASST Inspire fellow developing plasmonic semiconductor nanomaterials to
remove toxic materials from water

Biswajit Choudhury working as an Assistant Professorat the Institute of Advanced
Study in Science and Technology Assam is exploring ways to develop plasmonic
semiconductor nanomaterials (which are metal-like materials with free electrons on
the surface that oscillate collectively when hit by light) for removal of toxic organic
compounds from water by harvesting solar light. He is utilizing of solar light to
increase the photocatalytic efficiency of nanomaterials to degrade pollutants as well
as generate renewable Hydrogen. In order to achieve this, the recipient of the
INSPIRE Faculty Scheme initiated by the Department of Science &Technology, Govt.
of India, is trying to understand the science behind the photon accumulation and
amplification of incident light by the plasmonic materials for this purpose. Dr.
Choudhury who is clustering the disciplines of physics, chemistry, and
nanotechnology has published two papers on his current work in Solar Energy
M a t e r i a l s  a n d  S o l a r  C e l l s  ( 2 0 1 9 ,  2 0 1 ,  1 1 0 0 5 3 )
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2019.110053and ACS Sustainable Chemistry and
E n g i n e e r i n g  ( 2 0 1 9 ,  7 ,  2 3 ,  1 9 2 9 5 - 1 9 3 0 2 )
https://doi.org/10.1021/acssuschemeng.9b05823which focus on the use of plasmonic
semiconductor nanomaterials for removal of toxic organic compounds from water by
harvesting solar light. The materials he is developing can easily adsorb toxic ions like
arsenic and fluoride, which are often found in water in North East India and convert it
to its not toxic forms when they are exposed to sunlight.

Biofortified carrot variety developed by farmer scientist benefits local farmers

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2019.110053
https://doi.org/10.1021/acssuschemeng.9b05823
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Madhuban Gajar, a biofortified carrot variety with high -carotene and iron content
developed by Shri Vallabhhai Vasrambhai Marvaniya, a farmer scientist from
Junagadh district, Gujarat is benefitting more than 150 local farmers in the area. It is
being planted in an area of over 200 hectares in Junagadh, and the average yield,
which is 40-50 t/ha, has become the main source of income to the local farmers. The
variety is being cultivated in more than 1000 hectares of land in Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh during the last three years.

Inspire faculty from NIT Srinagar working on marriage of material science &
electrochemistry for sustainable energy

Dr. Malik Abdul Wahid from National Institute of Technology (NIT) Srinagar is a
recipient of the INSPIRE Faculty award instituted by the Department of Science &
Technology, Govt. of India working in the area of energy research towards marriage
of material science and electrochemistry to develop sustainable energy and
affordable energy sources. His focus is mainly on electrodes and electrolyte material
electrochemistry. Along with his collaborators at IISER Pune, Dr. Malik developed a
Si-Phosphorene nano-composite material for efficient Si stabilization as an anode in
Li-ion battery, which was published in the journal Sustainable Energy Fuels. The
obtained material delivers five times more capacity than carbon-based electrodes and
can be fully charged in about 15 minutes.

IASST develops electrochemical sensing platform for detecting carcinogenic &
mutagenic compounds in food

Institute of Advanced Study in Science and Technology (IASST), Guwahati, has
developed an electrochemical sensing platform for detecting carcinogenic or
mutagenic compound N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) and N-nitrosodiethanolamine
(NDEA) sometimes found in food items like cured meat, bacon, some cheese, and
low-fat milk. It was achieved by developing a modified electrode by immobilizing
carbon nanomaterials (carbon dots) in DNA.

IIT Guwahati discovers new ways to prevent memory loss due to Alzheimer

Researchers at Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Guwahati has worked on out-of-
the-box ideas that can help prevent or reduce short-term memory losses associated
with Alzheimer’s disease. The IIT Guwahati team reports interesting methods such as
application of low-voltage electric field, and the use of ‘trojan peptides’ to arrest
aggregation of neurotoxic molecules in the brain. The scientists are assisted by
research scholars Dr. Gaurav Pandey and Mr. JahnuSaikia in their work. The results
of their studies have been published in reputed journals such as ACS Chemical
Neuroscience, RSC Advances of Royal Society of Chemistry, BBA and
Neuropeptides. The development of a cure for Alzheimer’s disease assumes
importance India as it has the third highest number of Alzheimer’s patients in the
world, after China and US, with more than four million people falling prey to the
memory loss associated with it.

JNCASR Professor elected as International Honorary Member to the American

https://doi.org/10.1039/2398-4902/2017
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Academy of Arts and Sciences

Professor Shobhana Narasimhan from the Theoretical Sciences Unit (TSU) at the
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, has been
elected as an International Honorary Member to the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. The American Academy of Arts and Sciences honours scholars and
leaders who have distinguished themselves in the sciences, arts, humanities and
public life. The list of previous International Honorary Members includes Charles
Darwin, Albert Einstein and Nelson Mandela. Prof Narasimhan heads the
Computational Nanoscience group at JNCASR. She has done significant work on the
rational design of nanomaterials, examining how the lowering of dimensionality and
reduction of size affect material properties.

 

RRI comes up with simulation toolkit to ensure safety in secure quantum
communication platforms

The recent advisories by the Ministry of Home Affairs to ensure online communication
via secure platforms have highlighted the increasing need for measures to ensure
security in the virtual world as Covid-19 confines most day to day activities to the
digital space. To tackle this challenge, researchers from Raman Research Institute
(RRI), an autonomous institute of the Department of Science & Technology (DST),
Government of India have come up with a unique simulation toolkit for end-to-end
QKD simulation named as ‘qkdSim’, which is based on modular principles that allow it
to be grown to different classes of protocols using various underpinning technologies.

Scientists detect ionospheric irregularities during major space weather events
that influence communication & navigation systems

A multi-instrument based ionospheric study of space weather storms over India by
the Scientists from the Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG) an autonomous
institute under the Department of Science & Technology (DST) have found that the
occurrence of equatorial spread F (ESF) irregularities and GPS scintillations are
significantly affected by the geomagnetic storms depending upon the time of the
onset of the geomagnetic storm. In this present study conducted by Dr. Ram Singh
under the guidance of Dr. S. Sripathi from IIG, the coupling of high latitude electric
fields, winds, and traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) on the equatorial and low
latitude ionosphere were investigated during three major space weather events that
occurred on 17th March, 23 June, and 20 December 2015.

 

New information on atmospheric turbulence parameters of Himalaya region can
help weather prediction

Preventing the air traffic disasters may now be easier and weather predictions more
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certain, especially in the Himalaya region. Thanks to certain atmospheric turbulence
parameters specific to the Himalaya region that scientists have calculated. Scientists
at the Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational Sciences (ARIES), an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Govt. of
India, have estimated turbulence parameters in the lower troposphere over the
central Himalayan region for the first time.

https://dst.gov.in/new-information-atmospheric-turbulence-parameters-himalaya-
region-can-help-weather-prediction

Asian elephant cubs show handedness in trunk behaviour earlier than adult
usage of trunks

Asian elephant calves offer an interesting system to study the development of
behaviour. They are born with a well-developed sensory system technically called
precocial and are capable of locomotion hours after birth. However, they are
dependent on their mothers for nutrition, physical protection, and social support for a
prolonged period, allowing them ample time and opportunity to learn and perfect the
skills necessary for independent survival. The calves can walk soon after birth but are
incapable of using their trunk to pick up objects and pull grass.

Trying to probe the peculiarity of behaviour of elephants which stands out against
many precocial species, researchers from Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced
Scientific Research (JNCASR) an autonomous institute of the Department of Science
& Technology, Government of India found that though their trunks take time to
develop adult-like usage, they develop handedness (right or left-side bias) in trunk
usage quite early. The study was published recently in the ‘International Journal of
Developmental Biology’.

https://dst.gov.in/asian-elephant-cubs-show-handedness-trunk-behaviour-earlier-
adult-usage-trunks

Low-cost supercapacitor from industrial waste cotton & natural seawater
electrolyte can help energy storage

Scientists at the International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and
New Materials (ARCI), an autonomous organization of the Department of Science
and Technology, Govt. of India have developed a simple, low-cost, environmentally
friendly, and sustainable supercapacitor electrode derived from industrial waste
cotton which can be used as an energy harvester storage device. For the first time,
natural seawater is explored as an environmentally friendly, cost-effective, scalable,
and alternative aqueous electrolyte, which may replace the existing aqueous-based
electrolytes for the economic fabrication of supercapacitor. Supercapacitor is a next-
generation energy storage device that has received extensive research attention
owing to advantages such as high power density, long durability, and ultrafast
charging characteristic as compared to conventional capacitors and lithium-ion
batteries (LIB).

https://dst.gov.in/new-information-atmospheric-turbulence-parameters-himalaya-region-can-help-weather-prediction
https://dst.gov.in/new-information-atmospheric-turbulence-parameters-himalaya-region-can-help-weather-prediction
https://dst.gov.in/asian-elephant-cubs-show-handedness-trunk-behaviour-earlier-adult-usage-trunks
https://dst.gov.in/asian-elephant-cubs-show-handedness-trunk-behaviour-earlier-adult-usage-trunks
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https://dst.gov.in/low-cost-supercapacitor-industrial-waste-cotton-natural-seawater-
electrolyte-can-help-energy-storage

 

Bengaluru Scientists develop smart switchable window that can ‘fog’ on
demand

Scientists from the Centre for Nano and Soft Matter Sciences (CeNS), Bengaluru
have developed an electrically switchable device that can be flipped between
transparent and translucent modes. The device titled ‘Fog on-demand’ was
developed by Dr S. Krishna Prasad and his group from CeNS, Bengaluru, an
autonomous Science & technology Institute under Department of Science &
Technology. It can be changed from transparent to scattering states by the
application of an electric field and would be useful as screens for windows along with
applications in household, healthcare, privacy creation, smart displays, and saving
energy. Currently, the inventors are in dialogue with a Bangalore-based industry to
carry out the field tests of the basic design of this device.

 

https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%2
0switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%
20demand.pdf

 

First indigenous Petcoke-based high energy supercapacitor developed by ARCI
would benefit EV industry

The first indigenous Petcoke-based 1200 F supercapacitor device has been
developed with the help of high performance porous activated carbon electrodes, a
move that would be commercially attractive for Electric Vehicles (EVs) industry.The
indigenous supercapacitor device developed by a team of scientists and engineers at
International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New Materials
(ARCI), an autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology
(DST), Govt of India with petroleum coke (petcoke) from Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited (HPCL) is at par with a world-class commercial supercapacitors
in performance.

https://dst.gov.in/first-indigenous-petcoke-based-high-energy-supercapacitor-
developed-arci-would-benefit-ev-industry

INST efforts to make magnetic hyperthermia-mediated cancer therapy as
desired therapy for inoperable tumours

Magnetic hyperthermia-mediated cancer therapy (MHCT), a non-invasive cancer
treatment technique involves the delivery and localisation of magnetic materials within

https://dst.gov.in/low-cost-supercapacitor-industrial-waste-cotton-natural-seawater-electrolyte-can-help-energy-storage
https://dst.gov.in/low-cost-supercapacitor-industrial-waste-cotton-natural-seawater-electrolyte-can-help-energy-storage
https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%20switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%20demand.pdf
https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%20switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%20demand.pdf
https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%20switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%20demand.pdf
https://dst.gov.in/first-indigenous-petcoke-based-high-energy-supercapacitor-developed-arci-would-benefit-ev-industry
https://dst.gov.in/first-indigenous-petcoke-based-high-energy-supercapacitor-developed-arci-would-benefit-ev-industry
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the targeted tumour site followed by subsequent application of an alternating
magnetic field (AMF), thereby generating heat at the tumour site. It can efficiently act
against deep-seated inaccessible solid tumours like glioblastoma and is highly
thermo-sensitive towards normal cells with minimal toxicity against healthy
counterparts. Scientists are on the lookout for new materials which can make this
treatment more efficient.

Scientists from Institute of Nano Science & Technology an autonomous institute of
Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India have
synthesised different magnetic nano-transducers like Stevioside-coated magnetite
nanoparticles; Citric acid-coated Magnetic nanoclusters and Manganese and Zinc
doped magnetite nanoparticles for successful application as magnetic hyperthermia
agents for cancer therapy.

https://dst.gov.in/inst-efforts-make-magnetic-hyperthermia-mediated-cancer-therapy-
desired-therapy-inoperable-tumours

INST scientists develop simple economical nonsurgical prevention of cataract

Cataract a major form of blindness that occurs when the structure of crystallin
proteins that make up the lens in our eyes deteriorates, causing damaged or
disorganised proteins to aggregate and form a milky blue or brown layer, which
ultimately affects lens transparency. Thus, prevention of the formation of these
aggregates as well as their destruction in the early stage of disease progression is a
major treatment strategy for cataracts, and materials that can carry out this task could
make cataract prevention affordable and accessible.

A team of scientists from the Institute of Nano Science & Technology (INST) an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, Government of
India has developed nanorods from the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)
Aspirin, a popular medication used to reduce pain, fever, or inflammation and found it
to be an effective non–invasive small molecule-based nanotherapeutics against
cataract.

https://dst.gov.in/inst-scientists-develop-simple-economical-nonsurgical-prevention-
cataract

Shadesmart & Radiant Cooling technologies supported by DST promotes
energy-efficient cooling in buildings

Indian building sector has realized the importance of energy efficiency; it is yet to be
effectively integrated in the construction industry. Smart, dynamic shading devices to
keep rooms cool in climate zones and latitudes of India and low energy technologies
for air-conditioning can help progress towards energy efficiency in the country, a large
part of which experiences high-temperature conditions.

The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) in partnership with the Department of
Science & Technology, Government of India has developed novel external shading

https://dst.gov.in/inst-efforts-make-magnetic-hyperthermia-mediated-cancer-therapy-desired-therapy-inoperable-tumours
https://dst.gov.in/inst-efforts-make-magnetic-hyperthermia-mediated-cancer-therapy-desired-therapy-inoperable-tumours
https://dst.gov.in/inst-scientists-develop-simple-economical-nonsurgical-prevention-cataract
https://dst.gov.in/inst-scientists-develop-simple-economical-nonsurgical-prevention-cataract
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solution for windows in residential and commercial buildings under the project Habitat
Model for Efficiency and Comfort. The shading system named as “ShadeSmart” has
been developed as an innovative and cost-effective solution for achieving indoor
comfort with reduced electricity consumption in air conditioning and lighting.

https://dst.gov.in/shadesmart-radiant-cooling-technologies-supported-dst-promotes-
energy-efficient-cooling-buildings

SNBNCBS develops a No-touch & Painless device for non-invasive screening
of bilirubin level in new-borns

Careful screening of bilirubin level in new-borns is mandatory as per American
Academy of Paediatrics (2004), to reduce incidents of a type of brain damage called
kernicterus that can result from high levels of bilirubin in a baby's blood. Although
invasive capillary collection of blood and the subsequent biochemical test is
considered a gold standard for jaundice detection in neonates, transcutaneous
bilirubin measurement using non-invasive instruments has obvious added
advantages.

The device called “AJO-Neo” is developed by Professor Samir K. Pal & his group at
S.N. Bose National Centre For Basic Sciences (SNBNCBS), Kolkata, an autonomous
research Institute under the Department of Science and Technology (DST),
Government of India. The institute is also hosting one of the Technical Research
Centres (TRC) funded by DST and in scientific collaboration with Nil-Ratan Sircar
(NRS) Medical College and Hospital, Kolkata. The operation of the device is based
on non-contact and non-invasive spectrometry-based techniques for measurement of
neonatal bilirubin level as an alternative of total serum bilirubin (TSB) test without
limitations of other available bilirubin meters.

https://dst.gov.in/snbncbs-develops-no-touch-painless-device-non-invasive-
screening-bilirubin-level-new-borns

IIA scientists model to redraw co-evolution of the black hole and galaxy and
stellar capture scenarios

 

Researchers from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA), Bangalore, an
autonomous institute of the Department of Science & Technology, Government of
India, have modeled the evolution of this relation which can help building
demographics of the Black Holes and scenarios involving stellar capture.

 

The study on cosmic spin and mass evolution of black holes by D. Bhattacharyya and
A. Mangalam, from IIA which has been published in the Astrophysical Journal, 2020
can help chalk out black hole archaeology, where one can look into the past and
redraw the black hole properties at the formation from the present-day values as

https://dst.gov.in/shadesmart-radiant-cooling-technologies-supported-dst-promotes-energy-efficient-cooling-buildings
https://dst.gov.in/shadesmart-radiant-cooling-technologies-supported-dst-promotes-energy-efficient-cooling-buildings
https://dst.gov.in/snbncbs-develops-no-touch-painless-device-non-invasive-screening-bilirubin-level-new-borns
https://dst.gov.in/snbncbs-develops-no-touch-painless-device-non-invasive-screening-bilirubin-level-new-borns
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initial conditions, and also estimate SMBH seed properties at formation from stellar-
mass black holes via the stellar capture process.

 

https://dst.gov.in/iia-scientists-model-redraw-co-evolution-black-hole-and-galaxy-and-
stellar-capture-scenarios

 

 

Please CLICK HERE for details of Success stories.

*****

NB/KGS/(DST Media Cell)

Major Highlights:20 Major Success Stories of DST in 2020

The major challenges that 2020 put before the world helped India emerge as a
forerunner in underscoring the critical role of science and technology in bringing
positive transformations for a safe, secure, better society well prepared for the future.
The country pole-vaulted into one of the top nations in science & technology indices
and reached laudable positions in several domains of science technology and
innovations.

The year 2020 has been the ‘Year of Science’ when the best of humanity has shone
through the gloom that descended upon us due to the COVID19 pandemic. It is a
matter of record that as the spread of the disease accelerated, so did the research
efforts to mitigate this.-Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Health &
Family Welfare Dr. Harsh Vardhan

Science and technology is one of the most powerful departments of the country for
solving all kinds of problems - agriculture, potable water, energy, health and so on.  --
Minister for Science & Technology, Earth Sciences, Health & Family Welfare Dr.
Harsh Vardhan

Science and Technology are the strongest foundations on which the future canbe
built. India is progressing rapidly towards self reliance by connecting the invention
ecosystem to the innovation ecosystem with democratisation and diversity of science
becoming the drivers of development.--Secretary, Department Of Science &
Technology, Professor Ashutosh Sharma

India is placed 3rd among countries in scientific publication as per NSF database.
The country has featured within the top 50 innovative economies globally (at 48th
rank), as per Global Innovation Index (GII). It has also reached 3rd Position in terms
of no of PhDs, in size of Higher Education System; as well as in terms of No of
Startups.

https://dst.gov.in/iia-scientists-model-redraw-co-evolution-black-hole-and-galaxy-and-stellar-capture-scenarios
https://dst.gov.in/iia-scientists-model-redraw-co-evolution-black-hole-and-galaxy-and-stellar-capture-scenarios
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India has emerged as an inevitable member of leading international scientific
coalitions– notably, global efforts in vaccine research, development and supply, and
global partnership on artificial intelligence (GPAI) to name a few. India was elected as
Chair of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) executive board which is a yet
another remarkable achievement and recognition of India’s S&T prowess.

 

The draft of the 5th National Science Technology and Innovation Policy has been
finalized and is now available for public consultation. The policy drafted through a 4
track process of consultations during last 6 months aims to bring about profound
changes through short, medium and long- term mission mode projects by building
anurtured ecosystem that promotes research and innovation on the part of both
individuals and organizations.

It aims to foster, develop, and nurture a robust system for evidence and stakeholder-
driven STI planning, information, evaluation, and policy research in India. The
objective of the policy is to identify and address strengths and weaknesses of the
Indian STI ecosystem to catalyse socio-economic developmentof the country and
also make the Indian STI ecosystem globally competitive.

‘Science’ and ‘Science-Advice’ became the core of decision making. The share of
scientific and science-informed debates inmainstream media jumped manifold, and
the confidence of general population and trust in Science & Technology increased
significantly.

Seamless industry-academia collaborations and inter-disciplinary partnerships ledto
quicker solutions and products in an energised STI ecosystem in 2020.

The National Initiative for Developing and Harnessing Innovation (NIDHI) made some
major impacts on India’s Innovation ecosystem by nurturing 3,681 startups through a
network of 153 incubators created by DST, which generated 65,864 jobs as
cumulative direct employment, created a wealth of Rs 27,262 crores and generated
1,992 intellectual property.

The “Million Minds Augmenting National Aspirations and Knowledge (MANAK)”
programme brought 3.8 mn ideas from middle and high schools across the country,
out of which some brilliant ones have been shortlisted for showcasing at district, state
and then at the National Level Exhibition & Project Competition.

 The collective strength and power of NIDHI, its incubator network and its startups
was tested successfully during the COVID-19 pandemic through the “Centre for
Augmenting WAR with COVID-19 Health Crisis (CAWACH)” program by
supporting various solutions to resolve the crisis. The efforts of CAWACH to scout,
evaluate and support the innovations and startups that address COVID-19 challenges
led to a slew of technologies, diagnostics & drugs, disinfectants & sanitizers,
ventilators & medical equipment, PPEs and informatics as solutions to contain, treat
and manage the pandemic.
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India National Supermodel Committee predicted the rise and fall of the pandemic
over time. The modelling study called the ‘COVID-19 India National Supermodel’
deduced that India passed its COVID-19 peak in September and,if current trends
continue, there will be ‘minimal cases’ by February.

However, they warned that there is no place for complacence and existing personal
safety protocols need tocontinue in full measure. The deduction is the result of
analysis by an expert committee consisting of mathematicians and epidemiologists.

The National Super Computing Mission (NSM) is rapidly boosting High-Performance
Computing (HPC) in the country to meet the increasing computational demands of
academia, researchers, MSMEs,and startups in oil exploration, flood prediction,
genomics, and drug discovery. Param Shivay, the first supercomputer assembled
indigenously, was installed in IIT (BHU), followed by Param Shakti and Param
Brahma at IIT-Kharagpur and IISER, Pune, respectively. Thereafter facilities were set
up in two more institutions, and MoUs signed for providing itto 13 institutions. Param
Siddhi the high-performance computing-artificial intelligence (HPC-AI) achieved
global ranking of 63 among the top 500 most powerful non-distributed computer
systems.

Sophisticated Analytical & Technical Help Institutes (SATHI) centres to house major
analytical instruments have been established to provide common servicesof high-end
analytical testing, thus reducing dependency on foreign sources. TheST has set up
three such centres—at IIT Kharagpur, IIT Delhi and BHU under the SATHI
programme which are being operated with a transparent, open-access policy to make
professionally managed,S&T infrastructure readily accessible to academia, start-ups,
industry and R&D labs. Five SATHI centres every year have been planned for the
next four years.

New S&T areas of Cyberphysical systems like AI, Robotics, IOT receive big boost
with the launch of the National Mission on Interdisciplinary Cyber-Physical Systems
(ICPS). Its unique architecture of 25 innovation hubs and parks set up across
thecountry is bringing about strong collaboration and co-ownership among industry,
academia, and government, connecting them with full flexibility.

Three Centres of Excellence (CoE) were established in Himalayan Universities in
Kashmir, and North Eastern States of Sikkim & Assam to lead climate change
research. Research on monsoons, aerosols, glacial lake outburst floods saw
significant publications. A study published in journal Science showed planetary wave
from the North Atlantic is capable of derailing the Indian monsoon. Research
published in the journal Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics’ showed that aerosols
increased incidents of high rainfall in the Himalayan foothills.

            12.       CELEBRATION OF SCIENCE INVITES ATTENTION OF TOP
DIGNITARIES

 President of India Ram Nath Kovind announced three key initiatives for gender
advancement and equality in academic and research institutions on occasion and
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conferred national awards for science communication and popularization, including
women excellence awards.

President of India graced the celebration of the National Science Day (NSD) for the
first time. NSD is celebrated on 28th February tocommemorate the announcement of
the discovery of the ‘Raman Effect’ by Sir C.V. Raman for which he was awarded the
Nobel Prize in 1930.

Gender Advancement for Transforming Institutions (GATI), an innovative pilot project
launched by the DST ushered a novel intervention for promoting gender equity in
science and technology. It nudges institutions of higher education and research
towards supporting diversity, inclusion and the full spectrum of talent for their own
success and progression. In particular, it aspires to create an enabling environment
for equal participation of women in Science, Technology, Engineering, Medicine
andMathematics (STEMM) disciplines at all levels.

            14. SRI CHITRA’S PROACTIVE EFFORTS HELP COMBAT THE
PANDEMIC

Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology (SCTIMST)
brought out several technologies and products that could be crucial to combat the
diseases.

It’s one step confirmatory diagnostic kit for COVID 19 that responded to India’s urgent
need for rapid testing. The other R&D work on the issue included a UV Based
Facemask Disposal Bin, which can be used by health workers in hospitals and in
public places for decontamination of used facemask, overhead covers and face
shields, a superabsorbent material for liquid respiratory and other body fluid
solidification and disinfection for the safe management of infected respiratory
secretions.

            15. SURVEY OF INDIA LAUNCHED PAN INDIA HIGHRESOLUTION
GEOSPATIAL MAPPING

The Survey of India (SoI), a subordinate department under the Department of
Science & Technology has embarked on a pan-India geospatial mapping of the
country at a very high resolution of 10 cm scale usingmost advanced technologies
like drone technology. With this, India joins the select club of few nations to have
Ultra High-resolution National Topographic Data as foundation data.

This effort has been launched in three States -- Haryana, Maharashtra, and
Karnataka and also for the Ganga basin. SoI has undertaken mapping of the Village
Gaothan (Aabadi) areas in Maharashtra, covering more than 40,000 villages. Drone-
based mapping for five districts of the state of Karnataka for the revenue department,
including the village, semiurban and urban areas, and LSM mapping for the complete
state of Haryana has also been undertaken.

Drone survey will be pivotal to fix locations of village boundaries, canals, canal limits,
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agriculture field limits, and roads in these villages.

SoI has also launched web portals to facilitate the access of the digital map or data to
every citizen of the country and help centre and state organizations in decision
making, planning, monitoring, and governance. SoI has also provided a free to use
mobile app, “SAHYOG”.

            16. SERB LAUNCHES POWER FOR WOMEN RESEARCHERS

Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB), a Statutory body of the
Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India, initiateda
Scheme to mitigate gender disparity in science and engineering research funding in
Indian academic institutions and R&D laboratories. A well-thought- out Scheme titled
“SERB-POWER (Promoting Opportunities for Women in Exploratory Research)” has
beendesigned exclusively for women scientists and was launched on 29 October
2020. SERB-POWER promotes women researchers in regular service in academic
and research institutions to take upR&D at the highest level through two categories of
research support, namely, SERB – POWER Fellowship and SERB – POWER
Research Grants.

SERB – Power Fellowship offers a personal Fellowship and a research grant to top
performing women researchers for a period of three years, while SERB – Power
Research Grants ensure funding to undertake highly impactful research across all
disciplines of S&T. Call for projects for this program is already announced.

             1 7 .  P H E N O M E N A L  W H I T E  P A P E R  B Y  T I F A C  P R O V I D E D
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOCUSED INTERVENTIONS FOR ‘MAKE IN INDIA
AFTER THE COVID 19 PANDEMIC

A phenomenal white paper on “Focused Interventions for ‘Make in India’: Post COVID
19” prepared byTechnology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council
(TIFAC) provided recommendations for giving immediate technology and policy
impetus to make India “ATMANIRBHAR,” specially in the aftermath of the pandemic.
It captured sector-specific strengths, market trends, and opportunities in five sectors,
critical from the country’s perspective, including healthcare, machinery, ICT,
agriculture, manufacturing, and electronics with reference to supply and demand,
self- sufficiency, and mass-scale production capacity. It has identified policy options
primarily in the public health system, MSME sector, global relations: FDI,
recalibratedtrade alignments, new-age technologies, etc.

            18. SCIENTISTS FROM IIA & ARIES COLLABORATED WITH NOBEL
LAUREATE ON TMT

Indian astronomers have worked with 2020 Physics Nobel Laureate Prof. Andrea
Ghez on the design of backend instruments and possible science prospects of the
Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) project being installed at Maunakea in Hawaii which
can revolutionize the understanding of the universe and the enigmas in it. Scientists
from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA) and Aryabhatta Research Instituteof
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Observational Sciences (ARIES) have collaborated with Prof. Ghez in the ongoing
research and developmental activities of the TMT project.

            19. BSIP SCALES UP COVID TESTING FACILITIES, BECOMING THE TOP
INSTITUTION THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY IN TERMS OF AVERAGE
PROCESSING TIME OF SAMPLES

BSIP joined hands with the Government of Uttar Pradesh to combat COVID-19 in the
state, becoming one of the five Central Government research institutes in Lucknow,
which took initial steps to start laboratory testing of COVID-19. With 1000 to 1200
samples being tested per day, BSIP is the top institution not only in the state but
throughout the country in terms of the average processing time of samples.

            20. RRI ACHIEVES FIRST SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF A
HIGHLY SECURE EFFICIENT QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEME

The QuIC lab at RRI achieved the first successful implementation in Indiaof a highly
secure efficient Quantum Cryptographic scheme for an end to end free space QKD
under the RRI-ISRO project on “Quantum Experiments using Satellite Technology”.
The lab has also come up with an end-to-end simulation toolkit named as “qkdSim” to
ensure safety in secure quantum communication platforms, a first of its kind that
enables Quantum Key Distribution Protocol (QKD) experimentalists to obtain a
realistic estimate of the result from an experimental setup meant to demonstrate a
QKD protocol. They have also performed an experiment in collaboration with HRI
Allahabad that demonstratesa novel quantum state estimation tool opening up a new
paradigm in quantum state estimation.

There were many other research/innovations by scientists of various scientific
institutes under the DST. Some of them are enumerated below:

IIT Bombay INSPIRE fellow developing quantum chemistrybased software
useful for radiation therapy

Dr. Achintya Kumar Dutta from IIT Bombay along with his research group is working
to develop new methods for quantum chemistry and implement them in efficient and
free software to study electron attachment to aqueous DNA which has big
implications in radiation therapy-based treatment of cancer. This study can help in the
development of a new class of radio-sensitizers, which makes tumor cells more
sensitive to radiation therapy and thereby protects the normal cells. Computational
modeling can greatly reduce the development cost of new radio-sensitizers, both in
terms of money and time.

Scientists from Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology (WIHG), Dehradun an
autonomous research institute for the study of Geology of the Himalaya under the
Department of Science and Technology, have found that glaciers in Sikkim are
melting at a higher magnitude as compared to other Himalayan regions. The study
published in Science of the Total Environment assessed the response of 23 glaciers
of Sikkim to climate change for the period of 1991-2015 and revealed that glaciers in
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Sikkim have retreated and deglaciated significantly from 1991 to 2015. Small-sized
glaciers in Sikkim are retreating while larger glaciers are thinning due to climate
change. Accurate knowledge of magnitude as well as the direction of glacier
changes, as highlighted in the present study, can lead to awareness among common
people regarding water supplies and possible glacier hazards, particularly to those
communities that are living in close proximity.

International Advanced Centre for Powder Metallurgy & New Materials (ARCI), an
autonomous R&D Centre of Department of Science and Technology (DST), has
developed ultrafast laser surface texturing technology, which can improve the fuel
efficiency of internal combustion engines.

 

Starch-based materials developed to stop rapid blood loss during accidents
Scientists from the Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, have
developed a starch-based ‘hemostat’ material that concentrates the natural
clotting factors in blood by physically absorbing excess fluid. The product has
increased absorption capacity, improved absorption, inexpensive,
biocompatible as well as biodegradable.

Groundwater affects Himalayan slip and climate as the mountains dance to its
tune

Researchers from Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG), an autonomous institute
under the Department of Science & Technology, have found the mighty Himalayas
subside and move up depending on the seasonal changes in groundwater. Since
Himalayas play a very important role in influencing climate in the Indian subcontinent,
the study funded by DST will help in understanding how hydrology affects climate.

ARCI’s cost-effective technology can convert solar energy to industrial process
heat

Scientists from the International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy
and New Materials (ARCI), Hyderabad, an autonomous institution under the
Department of Science and Technology (DST), have developed a cost-effective solar
receiver tube technology for industrial process heat applications. The receiver tube
technology developed by the ARCI team efficiently absorbs solar radiation and
converts it into heat for the targeted applications, specially in industries. It exhibits
high corrosion resistance suitable for Indian weather conditions. Two patent
applications have been filed for this technology, and an MoU has been signed
with M/s. Greenera Energy India Private Limited for technology transfer, which plans
to mass-produce the solar receiver tube for wider market absorption.

Black carbon concentration in the Gangotri glacier region increases by 400 times
during summer, according to a study. The study suggests agricultural burning and
forest fire as the reason behind this seasonal increase. This can trigger glacial melt
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because of the light-absorbing nature of black carbon. Scientists from Wadia Institute
of Himalayan Geology, (WIHG), an autonomous institution under Department of
Science & Technology, in a study conducted at Chirbasa station near Gangotri
Glacier, for the Year 2016, found that black carbon (BC) concentration in this region
has changed drastically during summer. The research led by Dr. P.S. Negi from
WIHG was published in the scientific journal Atmospheric Environment.

SCTIMST develops Flow Diverter Stents Technology for the treatment of
Aneurysms of brain

Flow diverters have the advantages of being flexible and adaptable to the shape and
course of the vessel.
They also promote healing of the vessel wall by removing the constant stress of blood
flow on it.
SCTIMST has filed separate patents for the stent and the delivery system. The
research team of Sree Chitra Thirunal Institute of Medical Science and Technology
(SCTIMST),Thiruvanthapuram, an Institute of National Importance under the
Department of Science and Technology has developed an innovative intracranial flow
diverter stent for the treatment of aneurysms of the blood vessels of the brain. It is
ready for transfer and further testing in animals, followed by human trials.

WIHG reveals 35 thousand-year history of river erosion in Ladakh Himalayas
The study by the WIHG team will help to understand river-borne erosion and
sedimentation. Scientists and students from Wadia Institute of Himalayan
Geology (WIHG), an autonomous institute under the Department of Science
&Technology, Govt. of India studied rivers in Ladakh Himalaya, bringing out 35
thousand-year history of river erosion and identified hotspots of erosion and
wide valleys that act a buffer zones. The study showed how rivers in drier
Ladakh Himalaya operated in longer time scales and how they responded to
varying climate, an understanding of water and sediment routing,which is
crucial as the country gears up its infrastructure and develops smart cities.

JNCASR scientists develop a natural product based Alzheimer inhibitor

Scientists from Jawaharlal Nehru Centre For Advanced Scientific Research
(JNCASR) an autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology
(DST), Govt. of India have modified the structure of Berberine, a natural and cheap
product similar to curcumin, available commercially, into Ber-D to use as a
Alzheimer’s inhibitor. Their research work has been published in the scientific journal
iSceince.

 

NIF boosts new varieties of Anthurium, a flower with high market value, by lady
innovator from Kerala

D Vasini Bai, a women innovator from Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, has developed
ten varieties of Anthurium, a flower with high market value, by cross-pollination.
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Anthurium (Anthurium spp.) is a vast group of beautiful blooming plants available in a
wide range of colors. The plants of the varieties are having high demands due to its
use as indoor decorative plants. The National Innovation Foundation-India has
facilitated mass multiplication and large scale production of four highly demanded
varieties through tissue culture technique at the Indian Institute of Horticultural
Research (IIHR), Bangalore, for the diffusion of the varieties in similar agroclimatic
zones of the country. Anthurium is one of the best domestic flowering plants in the
world. They are beautiful but also purify the surrounding air and remove harmful
airborne chemicals like formaldehyde, ammonia, toluene, xylene, and allergens. Its
importance of removing toxic substances from the air, NASA has placed it in the list
of air purifier plants. Anthurium has larger economic importance because of its eye-
catching and beautiful inflorescence and fetches a good market price.

New model  to  predic t  ionospher ic  e lect ron densi ty  can he lp
communication/navigation

Researchers from Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG), Navi Mumbai, an
autonomous institute of the Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India,
have developed a global model to predict the ionospheric electron density with larger
data coverage—a crucial need for communication and navigation.

 

Stable material for organic pseudocapacitor can offer a low-cost scalable
energy storage solution

Scientists at the Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Mohali, an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India,
have developed a stable material for pseudocapacitors or supercapacitors which
store electrical energy by electron charge transfer. The material can offer a low-cost
scalable energy storage solution as an alternative to batteries.

IASST Inspire fellow developing plasmonic semiconductor nanomaterials to
remove toxic materials from water

Biswajit Choudhury working as an Assistant Professorat the Institute of Advanced
Study in Science and Technology Assam is exploring ways to develop plasmonic
semiconductor nanomaterials (which are metal-like materials with free electrons on
the surface that oscillate collectively when hit by light) for removal of toxic organic
compounds from water by harvesting solar light. He is utilizing of solar light to
increase the photocatalytic efficiency of nanomaterials to degrade pollutants as well
as generate renewable Hydrogen. In order to achieve this, the recipient of the
INSPIRE Faculty Scheme initiated by the Department of Science &Technology, Govt.
of India, is trying to understand the science behind the photon accumulation and
amplification of incident light by the plasmonic materials for this purpose. Dr.
Choudhury who is clustering the disciplines of physics, chemistry, and
nanotechnology has published two papers on his current work in Solar Energy
M a t e r i a l s  a n d  S o l a r  C e l l s  ( 2 0 1 9 ,  2 0 1 ,  1 1 0 0 5 3 )
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2019.110053and ACS Sustainable Chemistry and
E n g i n e e r i n g  ( 2 0 1 9 ,  7 ,  2 3 ,  1 9 2 9 5 - 1 9 3 0 2 )
https://doi.org/10.1021/acssuschemeng.9b05823which focus on the use of plasmonic
semiconductor nanomaterials for removal of toxic organic compounds from water by
harvesting solar light. The materials he is developing can easily adsorb toxic ions like
arsenic and fluoride, which are often found in water in North East India and convert it
to its not toxic forms when they are exposed to sunlight.

Biofortified carrot variety developed by farmer scientist benefits local farmers

Madhuban Gajar, a biofortified carrot variety with high -carotene and iron content
developed by Shri Vallabhhai Vasrambhai Marvaniya, a farmer scientist from
Junagadh district, Gujarat is benefitting more than 150 local farmers in the area. It is
being planted in an area of over 200 hectares in Junagadh, and the average yield,
which is 40-50 t/ha, has become the main source of income to the local farmers. The
variety is being cultivated in more than 1000 hectares of land in Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh during the last three years.

Inspire faculty from NIT Srinagar working on marriage of material science &
electrochemistry for sustainable energy

Dr. Malik Abdul Wahid from National Institute of Technology (NIT) Srinagar is a
recipient of the INSPIRE Faculty award instituted by the Department of Science &
Technology, Govt. of India working in the area of energy research towards marriage
of material science and electrochemistry to develop sustainable energy and
affordable energy sources. His focus is mainly on electrodes and electrolyte material
electrochemistry. Along with his collaborators at IISER Pune, Dr. Malik developed a
Si-Phosphorene nano-composite material for efficient Si stabilization as an anode in
Li-ion battery, which was published in the journal Sustainable Energy Fuels. The
obtained material delivers five times more capacity than carbon-based electrodes and
can be fully charged in about 15 minutes.

IASST develops electrochemical sensing platform for detecting carcinogenic &
mutagenic compounds in food

Institute of Advanced Study in Science and Technology (IASST), Guwahati, has
developed an electrochemical sensing platform for detecting carcinogenic or
mutagenic compound N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) and N-nitrosodiethanolamine
(NDEA) sometimes found in food items like cured meat, bacon, some cheese, and
low-fat milk. It was achieved by developing a modified electrode by immobilizing
carbon nanomaterials (carbon dots) in DNA.

IIT Guwahati discovers new ways to prevent memory loss due to Alzheimer

Researchers at Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Guwahati has worked on out-of-
the-box ideas that can help prevent or reduce short-term memory losses associated
with Alzheimer’s disease. The IIT Guwahati team reports interesting methods such as
application of low-voltage electric field, and the use of ‘trojan peptides’ to arrest

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.solmat.2019.110053
https://doi.org/10.1021/acssuschemeng.9b05823
https://doi.org/10.1039/2398-4902/2017
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aggregation of neurotoxic molecules in the brain. The scientists are assisted by
research scholars Dr. Gaurav Pandey and Mr. JahnuSaikia in their work. The results
of their studies have been published in reputed journals such as ACS Chemical
Neuroscience, RSC Advances of Royal Society of Chemistry, BBA and
Neuropeptides. The development of a cure for Alzheimer’s disease assumes
importance India as it has the third highest number of Alzheimer’s patients in the
world, after China and US, with more than four million people falling prey to the
memory loss associated with it.

JNCASR Professor elected as International Honorary Member to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences

Professor Shobhana Narasimhan from the Theoretical Sciences Unit (TSU) at the
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, has been
elected as an International Honorary Member to the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. The American Academy of Arts and Sciences honours scholars and
leaders who have distinguished themselves in the sciences, arts, humanities and
public life. The list of previous International Honorary Members includes Charles
Darwin, Albert Einstein and Nelson Mandela. Prof Narasimhan heads the
Computational Nanoscience group at JNCASR. She has done significant work on the
rational design of nanomaterials, examining how the lowering of dimensionality and
reduction of size affect material properties.

 

RRI comes up with simulation toolkit to ensure safety in secure quantum
communication platforms

The recent advisories by the Ministry of Home Affairs to ensure online communication
via secure platforms have highlighted the increasing need for measures to ensure
security in the virtual world as Covid-19 confines most day to day activities to the
digital space. To tackle this challenge, researchers from Raman Research Institute
(RRI), an autonomous institute of the Department of Science & Technology (DST),
Government of India have come up with a unique simulation toolkit for end-to-end
QKD simulation named as ‘qkdSim’, which is based on modular principles that allow it
to be grown to different classes of protocols using various underpinning technologies.

Scientists detect ionospheric irregularities during major space weather events
that influence communication & navigation systems

A multi-instrument based ionospheric study of space weather storms over India by
the Scientists from the Indian Institute of Geomagnetism (IIG) an autonomous
institute under the Department of Science & Technology (DST) have found that the
occurrence of equatorial spread F (ESF) irregularities and GPS scintillations are
significantly affected by the geomagnetic storms depending upon the time of the
onset of the geomagnetic storm. In this present study conducted by Dr. Ram Singh
under the guidance of Dr. S. Sripathi from IIG, the coupling of high latitude electric
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fields, winds, and traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) on the equatorial and low
latitude ionosphere were investigated during three major space weather events that
occurred on 17th March, 23 June, and 20 December 2015.

 

New information on atmospheric turbulence parameters of Himalaya region can
help weather prediction

Preventing the air traffic disasters may now be easier and weather predictions more
certain, especially in the Himalaya region. Thanks to certain atmospheric turbulence
parameters specific to the Himalaya region that scientists have calculated. Scientists
at the Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational Sciences (ARIES), an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Govt. of
India, have estimated turbulence parameters in the lower troposphere over the
central Himalayan region for the first time.

https://dst.gov.in/new-information-atmospheric-turbulence-parameters-himalaya-
region-can-help-weather-prediction

Asian elephant cubs show handedness in trunk behaviour earlier than adult
usage of trunks

Asian elephant calves offer an interesting system to study the development of
behaviour. They are born with a well-developed sensory system technically called
precocial and are capable of locomotion hours after birth. However, they are
dependent on their mothers for nutrition, physical protection, and social support for a
prolonged period, allowing them ample time and opportunity to learn and perfect the
skills necessary for independent survival. The calves can walk soon after birth but are
incapable of using their trunk to pick up objects and pull grass.

Trying to probe the peculiarity of behaviour of elephants which stands out against
many precocial species, researchers from Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced
Scientific Research (JNCASR) an autonomous institute of the Department of Science
& Technology, Government of India found that though their trunks take time to
develop adult-like usage, they develop handedness (right or left-side bias) in trunk
usage quite early. The study was published recently in the ‘International Journal of
Developmental Biology’.

https://dst.gov.in/asian-elephant-cubs-show-handedness-trunk-behaviour-earlier-
adult-usage-trunks

Low-cost supercapacitor from industrial waste cotton & natural seawater
electrolyte can help energy storage

Scientists at the International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and
New Materials (ARCI), an autonomous organization of the Department of Science
and Technology, Govt. of India have developed a simple, low-cost, environmentally

https://dst.gov.in/new-information-atmospheric-turbulence-parameters-himalaya-region-can-help-weather-prediction
https://dst.gov.in/new-information-atmospheric-turbulence-parameters-himalaya-region-can-help-weather-prediction
https://dst.gov.in/asian-elephant-cubs-show-handedness-trunk-behaviour-earlier-adult-usage-trunks
https://dst.gov.in/asian-elephant-cubs-show-handedness-trunk-behaviour-earlier-adult-usage-trunks
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friendly, and sustainable supercapacitor electrode derived from industrial waste
cotton which can be used as an energy harvester storage device. For the first time,
natural seawater is explored as an environmentally friendly, cost-effective, scalable,
and alternative aqueous electrolyte, which may replace the existing aqueous-based
electrolytes for the economic fabrication of supercapacitor. Supercapacitor is a next-
generation energy storage device that has received extensive research attention
owing to advantages such as high power density, long durability, and ultrafast
charging characteristic as compared to conventional capacitors and lithium-ion
batteries (LIB).

https://dst.gov.in/low-cost-supercapacitor-industrial-waste-cotton-natural-seawater-
electrolyte-can-help-energy-storage

 

Bengaluru Scientists develop smart switchable window that can ‘fog’ on
demand

Scientists from the Centre for Nano and Soft Matter Sciences (CeNS), Bengaluru
have developed an electrically switchable device that can be flipped between
transparent and translucent modes. The device titled ‘Fog on-demand’ was
developed by Dr S. Krishna Prasad and his group from CeNS, Bengaluru, an
autonomous Science & technology Institute under Department of Science &
Technology. It can be changed from transparent to scattering states by the
application of an electric field and would be useful as screens for windows along with
applications in household, healthcare, privacy creation, smart displays, and saving
energy. Currently, the inventors are in dialogue with a Bangalore-based industry to
carry out the field tests of the basic design of this device.

 

https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%2
0switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%
20demand.pdf

 

First indigenous Petcoke-based high energy supercapacitor developed by ARCI
would benefit EV industry

The first indigenous Petcoke-based 1200 F supercapacitor device has been
developed with the help of high performance porous activated carbon electrodes, a
move that would be commercially attractive for Electric Vehicles (EVs) industry.The
indigenous supercapacitor device developed by a team of scientists and engineers at
International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New Materials
(ARCI), an autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology
(DST), Govt of India with petroleum coke (petcoke) from Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited (HPCL) is at par with a world-class commercial supercapacitors

https://dst.gov.in/low-cost-supercapacitor-industrial-waste-cotton-natural-seawater-electrolyte-can-help-energy-storage
https://dst.gov.in/low-cost-supercapacitor-industrial-waste-cotton-natural-seawater-electrolyte-can-help-energy-storage
https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%20switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%20demand.pdf
https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%20switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%20demand.pdf
https://dst.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bengaluru%20Scientists%20develop%20smart%20switchable%20window%20that%20can%20%E2%80%98fog%E2%80%99%20on%20demand.pdf
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in performance.

https://dst.gov.in/first-indigenous-petcoke-based-high-energy-supercapacitor-
developed-arci-would-benefit-ev-industry

INST efforts to make magnetic hyperthermia-mediated cancer therapy as
desired therapy for inoperable tumours

Magnetic hyperthermia-mediated cancer therapy (MHCT), a non-invasive cancer
treatment technique involves the delivery and localisation of magnetic materials within
the targeted tumour site followed by subsequent application of an alternating
magnetic field (AMF), thereby generating heat at the tumour site. It can efficiently act
against deep-seated inaccessible solid tumours like glioblastoma and is highly
thermo-sensitive towards normal cells with minimal toxicity against healthy
counterparts. Scientists are on the lookout for new materials which can make this
treatment more efficient.

Scientists from Institute of Nano Science & Technology an autonomous institute of
Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India have
synthesised different magnetic nano-transducers like Stevioside-coated magnetite
nanoparticles; Citric acid-coated Magnetic nanoclusters and Manganese and Zinc
doped magnetite nanoparticles for successful application as magnetic hyperthermia
agents for cancer therapy.

https://dst.gov.in/inst-efforts-make-magnetic-hyperthermia-mediated-cancer-therapy-
desired-therapy-inoperable-tumours

INST scientists develop simple economical nonsurgical prevention of cataract

Cataract a major form of blindness that occurs when the structure of crystallin
proteins that make up the lens in our eyes deteriorates, causing damaged or
disorganised proteins to aggregate and form a milky blue or brown layer, which
ultimately affects lens transparency. Thus, prevention of the formation of these
aggregates as well as their destruction in the early stage of disease progression is a
major treatment strategy for cataracts, and materials that can carry out this task could
make cataract prevention affordable and accessible.

A team of scientists from the Institute of Nano Science & Technology (INST) an
autonomous institute under the Department of Science & Technology, Government of
India has developed nanorods from the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)
Aspirin, a popular medication used to reduce pain, fever, or inflammation and found it
to be an effective non–invasive small molecule-based nanotherapeutics against
cataract.

https://dst.gov.in/inst-scientists-develop-simple-economical-nonsurgical-prevention-
cataract

Shadesmart & Radiant Cooling technologies supported by DST promotes

https://dst.gov.in/first-indigenous-petcoke-based-high-energy-supercapacitor-developed-arci-would-benefit-ev-industry
https://dst.gov.in/first-indigenous-petcoke-based-high-energy-supercapacitor-developed-arci-would-benefit-ev-industry
https://dst.gov.in/inst-efforts-make-magnetic-hyperthermia-mediated-cancer-therapy-desired-therapy-inoperable-tumours
https://dst.gov.in/inst-efforts-make-magnetic-hyperthermia-mediated-cancer-therapy-desired-therapy-inoperable-tumours
https://dst.gov.in/inst-scientists-develop-simple-economical-nonsurgical-prevention-cataract
https://dst.gov.in/inst-scientists-develop-simple-economical-nonsurgical-prevention-cataract
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energy-efficient cooling in buildings

Indian building sector has realized the importance of energy efficiency; it is yet to be
effectively integrated in the construction industry. Smart, dynamic shading devices to
keep rooms cool in climate zones and latitudes of India and low energy technologies
for air-conditioning can help progress towards energy efficiency in the country, a large
part of which experiences high-temperature conditions.

The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) in partnership with the Department of
Science & Technology, Government of India has developed novel external shading
solution for windows in residential and commercial buildings under the project Habitat
Model for Efficiency and Comfort. The shading system named as “ShadeSmart” has
been developed as an innovative and cost-effective solution for achieving indoor
comfort with reduced electricity consumption in air conditioning and lighting.

https://dst.gov.in/shadesmart-radiant-cooling-technologies-supported-dst-promotes-
energy-efficient-cooling-buildings

SNBNCBS develops a No-touch & Painless device for non-invasive screening
of bilirubin level in new-borns

Careful screening of bilirubin level in new-borns is mandatory as per American
Academy of Paediatrics (2004), to reduce incidents of a type of brain damage called
kernicterus that can result from high levels of bilirubin in a baby's blood. Although
invasive capillary collection of blood and the subsequent biochemical test is
considered a gold standard for jaundice detection in neonates, transcutaneous
bilirubin measurement using non-invasive instruments has obvious added
advantages.

The device called “AJO-Neo” is developed by Professor Samir K. Pal & his group at
S.N. Bose National Centre For Basic Sciences (SNBNCBS), Kolkata, an autonomous
research Institute under the Department of Science and Technology (DST),
Government of India. The institute is also hosting one of the Technical Research
Centres (TRC) funded by DST and in scientific collaboration with Nil-Ratan Sircar
(NRS) Medical College and Hospital, Kolkata. The operation of the device is based
on non-contact and non-invasive spectrometry-based techniques for measurement of
neonatal bilirubin level as an alternative of total serum bilirubin (TSB) test without
limitations of other available bilirubin meters.

https://dst.gov.in/snbncbs-develops-no-touch-painless-device-non-invasive-
screening-bilirubin-level-new-borns

IIA scientists model to redraw co-evolution of the black hole and galaxy and
stellar capture scenarios

 

Researchers from the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA), Bangalore, an

https://dst.gov.in/shadesmart-radiant-cooling-technologies-supported-dst-promotes-energy-efficient-cooling-buildings
https://dst.gov.in/shadesmart-radiant-cooling-technologies-supported-dst-promotes-energy-efficient-cooling-buildings
https://dst.gov.in/snbncbs-develops-no-touch-painless-device-non-invasive-screening-bilirubin-level-new-borns
https://dst.gov.in/snbncbs-develops-no-touch-painless-device-non-invasive-screening-bilirubin-level-new-borns
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autonomous institute of the Department of Science & Technology, Government of
India, have modeled the evolution of this relation which can help building
demographics of the Black Holes and scenarios involving stellar capture.

 

The study on cosmic spin and mass evolution of black holes by D. Bhattacharyya and
A. Mangalam, from IIA which has been published in the Astrophysical Journal, 2020
can help chalk out black hole archaeology, where one can look into the past and
redraw the black hole properties at the formation from the present-day values as
initial conditions, and also estimate SMBH seed properties at formation from stellar-
mass black holes via the stellar capture process.

 

https://dst.gov.in/iia-scientists-model-redraw-co-evolution-black-hole-and-galaxy-and-
stellar-capture-scenarios
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-20

INDIA TO SUPPLY COVID VACCINES TO 6 COUNTRIES
FROM TOMORROW IN A PHASED MANNER: MEA

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

MEA also said that India is awaiting confirmation of necessary regulatory clearances from Sri
Lanka, Afghanistan and Mauritius for supply of the vaccines

The Indian government Tuesday said that it has received several requests from neighbouring
counties for the supply of Indian manufactured Covid-19 vaccines. Following the request, the
government announced that it will supply COVID-19 vaccines under grant assistance to Bhutan,
Maldives, Bangladesh, Nepal, Myanmar and Seychelles from Wednesday.

The Ministry of External Affairs said India will supply COVID-19 vaccines to partner countries
over the coming weeks and months in a phased manner keeping in view the domestic
requirements.

"Domestic manufacturers will have adequate stocks to meet domestic requirements while
supplying abroad," the ministry said.

The ministry also said that India is awaiting confirmation of necessary regulatory clearances
from Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and Mauritius for supply of the vaccines.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi expressed his admiration in India's efforts in the field of
healthcare needs of the global community. Taking to twitter, he said, "India is deeply honoured
to be a long-trusted partner in meeting the healthcare needs of the global community. Supplies
of COVID vaccines to several countries will commence tomorrow, and more will follow in the
days ahead."

India is deeply honoured to be a long-trusted partner in meeting the healthcare needs of the
global community. Supplies of Covid vaccines to several countries will commence tomorrow,
and more will follow in the days ahead. #VaccineMaitri https://t.co/9Czfkuk8h7

The Indian government Tuesday said that it has received several requests from neighbouring
counties for the supply of Indian manufactured Covid-19 vaccines. Following the request, the
government announced that it will supply COVID-19 vaccines under grant assistance to Bhutan,
Maldives, Bangladesh, Nepal, Myanmar and Seychelles from Wednesday.

The Ministry of External Affairs said India will supply COVID-19 vaccines to partner countries
over the coming weeks and months in a phased manner keeping in view the domestic
requirements.

"Domestic manufacturers will have adequate stocks to meet domestic requirements while
supplying abroad," the ministry said.

The ministry also said that India is awaiting confirmation of necessary regulatory clearances
from Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and Mauritius for supply of the vaccines.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi expressed his admiration in India's efforts in the field of
healthcare needs of the global community. Taking to twitter, he said, "India is deeply honoured
to be a long-trusted partner in meeting the healthcare needs of the global community. Supplies

https://www.livemint.com/science/health/number-of-people-vaccinated-against-covid-19-more-than-double-number-of-active-11611055491271.html
https://twitter.com/hashtag/VaccineMaitri?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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of COVID vaccines to several countries will commence tomorrow, and more will follow in the
days ahead."

In a statement, the MEA said India has received several requests for the supply of Indian-
manufactured vaccines from neighbouring and key partner countries.

"In response to these requests, and in keeping with India's stated commitment to use India's
vaccine production and delivery capacity to help all of humanity fight the COVID pandemic,
supplies under grant assistance to Bhutan, Maldives, Bangladesh, Nepal, Myanmar and
Seychelles will begin from January 20," it said.

"In respect of Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and Mauritius, we are awaiting their confirmation of
necessary regulatory clearances," it added.

India has already rolled out a massive coronavirus vaccination drive under which two vaccines,
Covishield and Covaxin, are being administered to frontline health workers across the country.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday launched the vaccination programme covering the
entire length and breadth of the country and urged people to show patience during the COVID-
19 immunisation drive as they had shown till now in fighting the pandemic.

The Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI) had earlier this month approved Oxford COVID-19
vaccine Covishield, manufactured by the Serum Institute, and indigenously developed Covaxin
of Bharat Biotech for restricted emergency use in the country.

According to the government, the shots will be offered first to an estimated one crore healthcare
workers and around two crore frontline workers, and then to persons above 50 years of age,
followed by persons younger than 50 years of age with associated comorbidities.

As of today, a total of 4,54,049 beneficiaries have so far been vaccinated against COVID-19 in
the country, which is more than double the number of coronavirus active cases, the Union
Health Ministry said.
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BEST FROM SCIENCE JOURNALS: WHEN
MOSQUITOES WERE GIVEN MALARIA
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Image for representative purposes only   | Photo Credit: AP

(Subscribe to Science For All, our weekly newsletter, where we aim to take the jargon out of
science and put the fun in. Click here.)

Published in Nature Communications

By giving malaria-infected blood meals to mosquitoes, researchers have now identified a few
compounds that can kill the disease-causing parasite (Plasmodium falciparum). The team
studied 400 chemical compounds and were able to pinpoint a few that were able to kill the
parasites circulating in the human blood and also within the mosquitoes that ate the infected
blood meal.

Published in Science

Many plants produce chemicals to protect themselves from being eaten. But how do they protect
themselves from these chemicals? To understand this, researchers studied a chemical
(diterpene glycosides) produced by wild tobacco plants. They found that these substances were
stored in a non-toxic form inside the plant and when the insect feeds on it, the non-toxic
molecule cleaves off and the chemical turns toxic.

 

Published in PNAS

The beach sand on a remote island in eastern Papua New Guinea has stunned geologists.
Tectonic processes usually move grains of sand from the surface of the Earth to the deep (about
120 km into the Earth) and then back to the surface. The garnet sand showed that this cycle of
subduction and exhumation took place in less than about 10 million years on the island, which is
an extremely short period for geologic processes.

Published in Nature Communications

Our biological or circadian clock (sleep-wake cycle) is controlled by many factors including CRY-
1. A new study that analysed human cancer data, saw that CRY-1 increased in late-stage
prostate cancers. Ayesha Shafi, the first author of the study explains in a release: “As we looked
further into the role of CRY1, we unexpectedly found that the circadian factor was altering the
way that cancer cells repair DNA.”

Published in Communications Biology

A biodegradable expandable stent has been developed which can be used to treat pediatric
laryngotracheal stenosis, a condition in children that leads to narrowing of airways. “Using
commercial non-biodegradable metal or silicone-based tracheal stents has a risk of severe
complications and doesn't achieve optimal clinical outcomes, even in adults,” said corresponding

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/AP/
https://www.thehindu.com/static/content/edm/science/index.html
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs41467-020-20629-8&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7Ce43219ba8cdb49cbba4608d8bc713962%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637466541758408188%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Orctl5c9YnkzXAxW1HQ0xKEOhJXRDt5V%2BUOiCiVezzg%3D&reserved=0
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author of the study Prashant N. Kumta in a release. “Using advanced biomaterials could offer a
less invasive, and more successful, treatment option.”
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Study reveals genes’ roles in regulating glucose utilisation by breast cancer cells
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INDIA INNOVATION INDEX 2.0: HOW NITI AAYOG
RANKED THE STATES? DETAILS HERE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

NITI Aayog will release the second edition of its India Innovation Index in a virtual event
tomorrow. The index that ranks different states and UTs based on how they support innovation
will be launched by the Vice-Chairman Dr Rajiv Kumar. NITI Aayog Member Dr VK Saraswat
and CEO Amitabh Kant will also be present at the event.

The first edition of the index was launched in October 2019. The motif of the index is to
showcase the government's initiative to create an innovation-driven economy.

Also Read | What 2020 did to India’s inequality

What is India Innovation Index?

The India Innovation Index 2020 ranks the states and union territories based on their relative
performance of supporting innovation. This competitive measure will empower them to improve
their innovation policies by highlighting their strengths and weaknesses.

The ranking methodology is designed in a way that states can draw lessons from the national
leaders in innovation. Hopefully, this will lead to healthy competition among the states and union
territories, thereby fostering competitive federalism.

How states are evaluated

India Innovation Index 2020 The framework has been updated to include globally considered
parameters for measuring innovation (such as the percentage of gross domestic product spent
on research and development), while also retaining the parameters specific to the Indian
economy.
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YEAR ENDER 2020---DEPARTMENT OF
BIOTECHNOLOGY (DBT)-M/O S & T

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Salient  Achievements 2020-2021

The Department of Biotechnology has made tremendous efforts in promoting Bioscience
research, translational education and entrepreneurship. The Department has laid emphasis on
the generation of biotech products, processes and technologies for enhanced efficiency,
productivity and cost-effectiveness in the areas of agriculture, food and nutritional security;
affordable health care and wellness; environmental safety; clean energy and biofuel, bio-
manufacturing etc. Skill development programmes have been developed in close coordination
with State Governments. The Department has contributed through its various programmes to
the National Missions launched by the Prime Minister- Swasth Bharat, Swatch Bharat, Start-up
India, Make in India and Digital India. The Department has also risen to the challenge for
mitigation of COVID Pandemic by supporting vaccines, therapeutics, diagnostics, genomics,
bioreporsitories and a National Platform (NBRIC) for achievement of Atmanirbharta.

Snap shot of achievements: The coordinated efforts of all the stakeholders resulted in
supporting more than1642 projects, 2731Scientists and 5145 project fellows, more than 1
Lakh students were trained under Star college scheme, 40 Ramalingaswami Re-entry
fellows secured regular appointment, 20,000 rural, SC,ST and Women beneficiaries were
supported through Societal programme and more than 25,000 farmers supported
thorough Biotech KISAN scheme.

 

UNATI Atal Jai Anusandhan Mission Programmes

 

UNATI Atal Jai Anusandhan Mission has been implemented by DBT with a major focus on
improved agriculture, affordable healthcare, clean energy and cutting-edge frontier
science as per details given below:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ind-CEPI MISSION is an India centric collaborative mission of DBT aligned to the global
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initiatives of CEPI (Coalition of Epidemic Preparedness Innovations). DBT is supporting
the implementation of the Ind-CEPIs mission “Epidemic preparedness through rapid
vaccine development: Support of Indian vaccine development is aligned with the global
initiative of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI)”, at BIRAC, PSU
of DBT.

Ind-CEPI Mission initiated the eCourse Series entitled “Strengthening Clinical Trial Research
Capacity in Neighbouring Countries” primarily aimed towards skill development, capacity
building and regional networking and coordination. A total of 4-Program 10 sessions series were
conducted via online platform with total engagement of more than 750 participants from
neighbouring countries like Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Mauritius, Nepal and
Srilanka.

 

DBTs response to COVID

Mission COVID Suraksha was announced with a provision of Rs. 900 Cr. to DBT for
supporting development of a comprehensive ecosystem for enabling the development of a
safe, efficacious and affordable vaccine for COVID-19. The milestone is to accelerate the
development of at least 5-6 vaccine candidates and ensure that some of these are brought
closer to licensure for consideration of regulatory authorities and for introduction in public
health systems.

 

Highlights of major activities include:

 

 

COVID Vaccines:

 

MEA accorded 'in principle' approval for financial support for phase 3 trial of COVAXIN in
Bangladesh by Bharat Biotech International ltd. (BBIL). Signing of a tripartite HoA with BBIL and
ICMR, to finalize the modalities and issues related to the conduct of a COVAXIN based Phase III
Efficacy trial in Bangladesh is under consideration. The revised budgetary requirement provided
by BBIL has been shared with MEA. The semi-executed tripartite Heads of Agreement was
shared with ICMR, to finalize the modalities and issues related to the conduct of a COVAXIN
based Phase III Efficacy trial in Bangladesh is under consideration. The proposal for the conduct
of clinical trials of indigenously developed inactivated vaccine (COVAXIN) by Bharat Biotech
International Ltd.(BBIL), in Bangladesh, is under consideration by the Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA). DBT-BIRAC is facilitating the same.

· CDSCO had undertaken an inspection of the laboratory infrastructure and the facilities, at
NCCS, Pune and NIAB, Hyderabad, for assessing their functioning as Central Drug Laboratories
for COVID-19 vaccine testing. A detailed project report is being prepared for consideration of
MoH&FW for expansion of the facilities.

· A discussion of Secretary, DBT with Officials from Myanmar was held on 21st December, 2020
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to explore opportunities for association with DBT and procurement and deployment of Indian
COVID-19 vaccines in Myanmar.

· A discussion was held with the leadership of CEPI on 21st December 2020 to discuss the
potential contribution of CEPI to the clinical development of the RBD based protein subunit
vaccine candidate for COVID-19, which was positively reviewed in the third call for proposals
given by CEPI for COVID-19 vaccine candidate development. 

 

COVID Therapeutics:

DBT-AYUSH partnership

 

DCGI approved First Phytopharma drug

 

Immunoglobulin based therapeutics

 

Clinical trial for equine immunoglobulin therapy to start shortly

 

DBT-RCB has set an in vitro cell culture-based assay to test the antiviral activity of
potential molecules against SARS-CoV2. Services have been widely utilized by the
academia and industry. Cytotoxicity Testing and anti-viral testing was done on 679 and
313 samples respectively

 

COVID Diagnostics:

 

Covid Genomics:

Augmentation of self reliance and support to Start-ups:

COVID Start-up solutions:

 

 

COVID Biorepositories:

Sectoral Achievements:
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Health:

 

Product Development

Shared Facilities

Skill Development

Technology Transfer

Vaccines

11 vaccine candidates for Flu, Cholera, Dengue, Pneumonia, and COVID, under different stages
of development are being supported

National Facilities

Creation of GLP, GMP, GCLP facilities besides cell line repositories and facilities for medical
device testing and prototyping. Establishment of 19 national facilities  are ongoing, out of which
04 are already operational.

Trainings & Workshops

1406 candidates have been trained in the areas of clinical research, regulatory compliances,
technology transfer, biopharmaceuticals and medical devices. 37.12% of the participants were
female.

Tech Transfer Offices (TTO)

Five TTO’s have been established with a view to strengthen the technology transfer capacity of
the country.

Biotherapeutic mAbs

About 12 mAbs which are not presently existing in Indian market and 03 clones for diseases like
cancer, diabetes, psoriatic arthritis, wet macular degeneration and lung infections caused by
RSV are being supported. Additionally, one antibody-drug conjugate (ADC), one novel biologic,
one recombinant monoclonal and one bio-better are also being supported.

Translational Research Consortia (TRC)

The Mission has supported two consortia

(i.) TRC for Dengue: 3 clinical sites and 5 premier institutes across the country led by ICGEB,
Delhi.

(ii.) TRC for Chikungunya (CHKV): 4 hospitals and 3 premier research institutes across the
county, led by Manipal Academy of Higher Education. 
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Device & Diagnostics

Currently 17 devices and 13 diagnostics are being supported. Support is being given for
development of products in the areas of hospital-use equipment, diagnostic imaging, implants,
wound-care products etc. Many diagnostic devices and reagents used for diagnostic kits are
also supported including Molecular diagnostics, ELISA, LFT, sample transport reagents etc.

Clinical Trial Networks (CTN)

CTN for hospital-based trials in patients for testing biologicals in different specialties of oncology,
diabetology, rheumatology and ophthalmology. Currently, 05 consortia including 36 hospitals are
being supported. Strengthening the capacity of vaccine clinical trials, in already existing
Demographic Surveillance sites and establishing new sites is another major focus area. Ten (10)
Field Sites have been prepared for the same.
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Agriculture and Allied Areas:
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Agriculture Biotechnology

A few crop wise major achievements are placed below:

 

 

 

 

 

Animal Biotechnology:

 

 

 

 

 

 

Process/Product/ Technology Developed:

 

Process/Product/Technology Transferred to User Agency/ Industry/ Stakeholders:

Process/Product/Technology Commercialized:    
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Aquaculture:

Energy,  Bioresources, Environment and Forest Biotechnology:

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Generation:

 

 

 

DBT-HRD Salient Achievements 2020-21:

DBT-Skill Vigyan Programme:

DBT Star College Scheme

 

Infrastructure

 

· Initiation of 3rd Phase of the “Access to Structural Biology Facilities at ESRF,
France”: The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), located in Grenoble,
France, is the world's most intense X-ray source and a centre of excellence for
fundamental and innovation-driven research in condensed and living matter science.
More than 300 Ph.D students and 1.52 lakhs researchers have utilized the services till
date and has led to publication of more than 500 high impact research articles.

Conference, Travel, Exhibition and Popular Lectures (CTEP)

Societal Programme

 

 

 

Biotech-KISAN has created a platform in each of 15 agro-climatic zones of the country,
which aims to connect farmers and scientists to promote Agriculture Innovation and take
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the new interventions to the farmers and farms. Biotech-KISAN Hubs have been
established at pilot-scale level in all agro-climatic zones. The programme has now been
scaled up and expanded its activities covering 105 Aspirational Districts in the country.
The programme will lead to link the farmers with the latest scientific innovations with a
view to enhance agricultural production and increasing farmers’ income. The programme
has introduced 200 interventions for the benefit of farming community and more than
25000 farmers have been benefitted so far.

 

International Cooperation:

 

 

 

 

 

NER Program

 

Personals Trained in NER

Publications

Patents filed/Granted

Technologies transferred

Bioformulations developed at CoE AAU Jorhat –NECAB include Talc based
formulations (Bio-Time; Biozin-PTB; Bio-Sona; Biollium, Bio-Meta; Bio-Zium; Bio-veer;
Biogreen; Biogreen-L) and Organic based (Biofor-Pf). MoU was signed for transferring
Bio-input (Biopesticide production technology) Technology to the three companies:
VRS Agritech, Guwahati, School of Livelihood & Rural Development (SLRD), Shillong,
M/s Orgaman R&D Division, Jorhat.

Entrepreneurship Development

 

 

Biotechnology Industry Research Assistant Council (BIRAC) 
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`

DBT - Autonomous Institutions

16 Autonomous Institutions are functioning under the aegis of the Department of Biotechnology.
These institutions are pursuing basic, discovery and translational research in line with the
National missions in the areas of Agriculture Biotechnology, Animal Biotechnology and health,
Medical Biotechnology, Clean energy and Bioresourse development, Secondary Agriculture etc.
The institutions also have a mandate of human resource development and societal outreach.
Some of the achievements during the year are given below:

DBT-National Institute of Immunology (DBT-NII) has developed Mycobacterium
indicuspranii based leprosy vaccine and immunomodulator. This is being marketed by
Cadila Pharmaceuticals, Ahmedabad as Immuvac.  DBT-NII has published 85 research
papers in reputed journals, was granted 5 patents and filed 11 patent applications. In
order to protect intellectual property rights of the research endeavors, two trademarks,
ASPAGNII and PANII have been filed for vaccine and biotechnological composition
respectively. During this year, the Institute has also sealed a Technology Transfer
Agreement with Vitane Biologicals.

DBT-Center of Innovative and Applied Bioprocessing (DBT-CIAB) has received the
granted status of its 7 patents on various bioprocess based technologies/products
developed by the institute. 5 new technologies were also developed in the areas of
biomass valorization and bioprocess technology. R & D has established that low-
methoxyl pectin stabilizes low-fat set yoghurt and improves their physicochemical
properties, rheology, microstructure and sensory liking. Processes for removal of
bitterness from kinnow pomace and kinnow pulp residue were also developed.

DBT-National Institute of Animal Biotechnology (DBT-NIAB), Hyderabad has developed a
high-density SNP chip using NGS of 43 Indian breeds of cows.  This chip is currently
under validation using 50 samples of each breed to identify breed specific signatures.
NIAB developed a kit for detection of subclinical and clinical mastitis and assessment of
microbial quality of milk using magnetic nanoparticles, without the need of any high end
equipment . The overall cost to perform one test is less than US $ 0.50/test.

DBT-Regional Centre for Biotechnology (DBT-RCB): RCB has been providing service to
academia and industry for testing potential antivirals against SARS-CoV-2 in the cell
culture model. So far, over 900 compounds or herbal preparations have been tested.
More than 100 students are pursuing doctoral degree programs in Biotechnology,
Bioinformatics, and Biostatistics in different RCB laboratories. 25 students are currently
registered with RCB for integrated MSc-PhD degree program.

DBT-National Agri-Food Biotechnology Institute (DBT-NABI) has developed a wheat straw
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polysaccharide derived novel edible coating formulation to prevent the post-harvest
shelf-life of perishable fruit crops such as Apple, Peach and Banana. In addition to that,
antibody assisted graphene oxide coated gold nanoparticles for rapid bacterial detection
and near infrared light enhanced antibacterial activity has been developed which detects
food borne pathogens.

DBT- Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology (DBT-RGCB): DBT- RGCB has established a
nationwide investigator network   for research on Head and Neck Cancer ( HNC)
alongwith a HNC Bio-repository Utroside-B was identified as a potential anticancer agent
against liver Cancer. This compound was licenced to Q-Biomed for further development
in a joint initiative with RGCB and OMRF.

DBT-inStem: DBT- inStem was ranked in the top 50 among Indian institutions and 7th in
the Life Sciences in India by Nature insex 2020 and has more than thirty publications to
its credit since April 2020. InStem scientists have devised probes to enable
understanding the many roles of cellular actin which is an important conserved protein
from microorganisms to complex organisms and is an emerging drug-target in malaria,
leishmaniasis amongst others. Under the aegis of the ADBS programme a recent study
examined the consequences of adverse childhood experiences and published a study
that has taken an impressive leap forward in modelling Autism – a major and growing
public health challenge – in the culture dish. Together, these observations offer new
potential therapeutic targets that can be assessed in pre-clinical platforms and eventually
lead to more efficient translation to the clinic.

 

DBT- National Centre for Cell Science (DBT-NCCS): A GMP-Compliant National
Repository for banking, safe deposit and supply of characterized mammalian cells for
use in Bio-Pharma under BIRAC’s National Biopharma Mission was established in the
institute. Promising proteins were identified that could serve as biomarkers and
therapeutic targets for multiple myeloma, the second most prevalent blood cancer at the
global level.

DBT- Institute of Bioresources and Sustainable Development (DBT-IBSD): Himalayan
Bioresources Mission was initiated to connect the East and West, with major emphasis
on the development of bio resources of Himalaya and their utilization for future
development. In microbial resource programme, microbial repository deposits have
increased to more than 72,000 cultures including bacteria, fungi, actinomycetes and
yeasts.

DBT-Centre for DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics (DBT-CDFD) has provided a) High
quality forensic DNA fingerprinting services in 33 cases to the various courts of law, law
enforcement and investigative agencies of the country; b) Genetic diagnostic services,
prenatal diagnosis, and clinical genetic counselling services to more than 500 people, c)
Plant DNA fingerprinting services for 490 samples. 33 research papers have been
published and 1 patent was filed. 

 

DBT-National Institute of Plant Genome Research New Delhi: Through marker-assisted
selection, large seed characteristic has been transferred into a commercially important
desi chickpea variety, JG11 (ICCV 93954). The Improved JG1 variety has a 15-20%
increase in yield over the parent.  This variety is undergoing Advanced Varietal Trial-2
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(AVT-2) at 16 different rainfed areas of India.

 

Translational Health Science and Technology Institute (THSTI), Faridabad established a
dengue virus repository of 40 isolates that are being characterized for vaccine
development, dengue structural E protein platform to support antibody-based therapeutic
discovery and development and AG129 mouse breeding and colony to facilitate dengue
research, Identified a novel HIV-1 Indian clade C native like trimer antigen that has
demonstrated favourable immunogenicity in rabbit model, solved the crystal structure of
vapB12 antitoxin and generated a hetero-octameric model of vapBC12 toxin-antitoxin
complex etc. DBT-THSTI established the following national facilities to support vaccine
development:

 

 

•           The institute has published 28 papers, filed 8 patent applications, one copyright
application, one trademark application,4 technology developed, 4 technologies transferred, and
1 technology has been commercialized during the year.

DBT- Institute of Life Sciences (DBT-ILS): The institute published 35 research
publications during the year 2020. A novel target for regaining sensitivity towards
Tamoxifen in case of breast cancer was identified.  Human IRGM was shown as a master
suppressor of interferon-signaling and targeting IRGM induces a broad antiviral response
which can be further developed for anti-viral therapeutics. The Institute of Life Sciences
has transferred a technology for production of curcumin sponge for wound healing for
commercialization.

DBT-International Center for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (DBT-ICGEB):
ICGEB scientists during the year were able to raise 4.92 million USD through competitive
external project funding and also published 104 publications in peer-reviewed journals.
Institute has filed one (1) national and three (3) international Patents and was granted one
(1) Patent in 2020.

A link was established between Mtb infection, epigenetics and host immune response, which
can be exploited to achieve therapeutic benefits. Using in silico and in vitro screening strategies,
potent inhibitors of major cysteine proteases of Plasmodium falciparum, falcipain-2/3, were
identified (Bioorg Med Chem. 2020. 28:115155.). Trehalose accumulation was achieved in
transgenic rice plants which enabled these plants to tolerate multiple abiotic stresses such as
salinity, drought and sodicity and show minimum yield penalty under stress conditions.

DBT- National Institute of Biomedical Genomics (DBT-NIBMG), Kalyani: The ICGC – India
Project team of NIBMG participated in the Pan Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes, a
large scale international collaborative initiative of ICGC and TCGA which undertook
integrative analysis of 2,658 whole-cancer genomes and their matching normal tissues
across 38 tumour types from the Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes (PCAWG)
Consortium of the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) and The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA). The habit of using RAN/tobacco and GSTP1 AA-genotype together
play a significant role in predisposition to oral cancer risk. progress. The institute has
published 29 articles, has supported 30 PhD students and 17 iPhD students.
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DBT-National Brain Research Institute (DBT-NBRC), Manesar: Japanese Encephalitis
virus (JEV) infection was found to induce classical activation (M1) of microglia that drives
the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, while suppressing alternative activation
(M2) that could serve to dampen the inflammatory response, thereby inducing
inflammatory response, microglial activation, and neuronal apoptosis.Sleep loss, a
pathological condition during aging and Alzheimer’s disease, led to impairment of
translation at synapses associated with memory storage. DBT- NBRC offers neurological
outpatient services at Civil Hospital, Gurgaon to patients from the city as well as
neighbouring districts. Patients with epilepsy continue to come to NBRC for
sophisticated investigations using the Magnetoencephalography (MEG) facility set up in
collaboration with AIIMS, New Delhi. ‘DALI’ a tool in Indian languages for dyslexia
assessment in children developed at NBRC remains in high demand and is being
increasingly adopted countrywide.

NBRC scientists have developed specialized tools named BRAHMA and ANSH for integrating
inputs from neuroimaging data and the clinical information to help in diagnosis of various brain
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. The tool is standardized on a robust Indian brain
template that is representative of the Indian population-specific brain anatomy.

Bharat Immunologicals & Biologicals Corporation Limited (BIBCOL),
Bulandshahar, Uttar Pradesh

Hand sanitizer against COVID - 19

Zinc + Vitamin Tablets were developed and license has been obtained as an immunity
booster tablets under FSSAI Act under food supplement category. The formulation
consists of Zn, vitamin D3 and Vitamin C as active ingredients as per RDA
recommendations. The formulation is being targeted as general immunity enhancement
food supplement. The product is also being promoted through e-commerce.     

*****

NB/KGS/(DBT inputs)

Salient  Achievements 2020-2021

The Department of Biotechnology has made tremendous efforts in promoting Bioscience
research, translational education and entrepreneurship. The Department has laid emphasis on
the generation of biotech products, processes and technologies for enhanced efficiency,
productivity and cost-effectiveness in the areas of agriculture, food and nutritional security;
affordable health care and wellness; environmental safety; clean energy and biofuel, bio-
manufacturing etc. Skill development programmes have been developed in close coordination
with State Governments. The Department has contributed through its various programmes to
the National Missions launched by the Prime Minister- Swasth Bharat, Swatch Bharat, Start-up
India, Make in India and Digital India. The Department has also risen to the challenge for
mitigation of COVID Pandemic by supporting vaccines, therapeutics, diagnostics, genomics,
bioreporsitories and a National Platform (NBRIC) for achievement of Atmanirbharta.

Snap shot of achievements: The coordinated efforts of all the stakeholders resulted in
supporting more than1642 projects, 2731Scientists and 5145 project fellows, more than 1
Lakh students were trained under Star college scheme, 40 Ramalingaswami Re-entry
fellows secured regular appointment, 20,000 rural, SC,ST and Women beneficiaries were
supported through Societal programme and more than 25,000 farmers supported
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thorough Biotech KISAN scheme.

 

UNATI Atal Jai Anusandhan Mission Programmes

 

UNATI Atal Jai Anusandhan Mission has been implemented by DBT with a major focus on
improved agriculture, affordable healthcare, clean energy and cutting-edge frontier
science as per details given below:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ind-CEPI MISSION is an India centric collaborative mission of DBT aligned to the global
initiatives of CEPI (Coalition of Epidemic Preparedness Innovations). DBT is supporting
the implementation of the Ind-CEPIs mission “Epidemic preparedness through rapid
vaccine development: Support of Indian vaccine development is aligned with the global
initiative of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI)”, at BIRAC, PSU
of DBT.

Ind-CEPI Mission initiated the eCourse Series entitled “Strengthening Clinical Trial Research
Capacity in Neighbouring Countries” primarily aimed towards skill development, capacity
building and regional networking and coordination. A total of 4-Program 10 sessions series were
conducted via online platform with total engagement of more than 750 participants from
neighbouring countries like Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Mauritius, Nepal and
Srilanka.

 

DBTs response to COVID

Mission COVID Suraksha was announced with a provision of Rs. 900 Cr. to DBT for
supporting development of a comprehensive ecosystem for enabling the development of a
safe, efficacious and affordable vaccine for COVID-19. The milestone is to accelerate the
development of at least 5-6 vaccine candidates and ensure that some of these are brought
closer to licensure for consideration of regulatory authorities and for introduction in public
health systems.
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Highlights of major activities include:

 

 

COVID Vaccines:

 

MEA accorded 'in principle' approval for financial support for phase 3 trial of COVAXIN in
Bangladesh by Bharat Biotech International ltd. (BBIL). Signing of a tripartite HoA with BBIL and
ICMR, to finalize the modalities and issues related to the conduct of a COVAXIN based Phase III
Efficacy trial in Bangladesh is under consideration. The revised budgetary requirement provided
by BBIL has been shared with MEA. The semi-executed tripartite Heads of Agreement was
shared with ICMR, to finalize the modalities and issues related to the conduct of a COVAXIN
based Phase III Efficacy trial in Bangladesh is under consideration. The proposal for the conduct
of clinical trials of indigenously developed inactivated vaccine (COVAXIN) by Bharat Biotech
International Ltd.(BBIL), in Bangladesh, is under consideration by the Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA). DBT-BIRAC is facilitating the same.

· CDSCO had undertaken an inspection of the laboratory infrastructure and the facilities, at
NCCS, Pune and NIAB, Hyderabad, for assessing their functioning as Central Drug Laboratories
for COVID-19 vaccine testing. A detailed project report is being prepared for consideration of
MoH&FW for expansion of the facilities.

· A discussion of Secretary, DBT with Officials from Myanmar was held on 21st December, 2020
to explore opportunities for association with DBT and procurement and deployment of Indian
COVID-19 vaccines in Myanmar.

· A discussion was held with the leadership of CEPI on 21st December 2020 to discuss the
potential contribution of CEPI to the clinical development of the RBD based protein subunit
vaccine candidate for COVID-19, which was positively reviewed in the third call for proposals
given by CEPI for COVID-19 vaccine candidate development. 

 

COVID Therapeutics:

DBT-AYUSH partnership

 

DCGI approved First Phytopharma drug

 

Immunoglobulin based therapeutics

 

Clinical trial for equine immunoglobulin therapy to start shortly
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DBT-RCB has set an in vitro cell culture-based assay to test the antiviral activity of
potential molecules against SARS-CoV2. Services have been widely utilized by the
academia and industry. Cytotoxicity Testing and anti-viral testing was done on 679 and
313 samples respectively

 

COVID Diagnostics:

 

Covid Genomics:

Augmentation of self reliance and support to Start-ups:

COVID Start-up solutions:

 

 

COVID Biorepositories:

Sectoral Achievements:

 

Health:

 

Product Development

Shared Facilities

Skill Development

Technology Transfer

Vaccines

11 vaccine candidates for Flu, Cholera, Dengue, Pneumonia, and COVID, under different stages
of development are being supported

National Facilities

Creation of GLP, GMP, GCLP facilities besides cell line repositories and facilities for medical
device testing and prototyping. Establishment of 19 national facilities  are ongoing, out of which
04 are already operational.

Trainings & Workshops
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1406 candidates have been trained in the areas of clinical research, regulatory compliances,
technology transfer, biopharmaceuticals and medical devices. 37.12% of the participants were
female.

Tech Transfer Offices (TTO)

Five TTO’s have been established with a view to strengthen the technology transfer capacity of
the country.

Biotherapeutic mAbs

About 12 mAbs which are not presently existing in Indian market and 03 clones for diseases like
cancer, diabetes, psoriatic arthritis, wet macular degeneration and lung infections caused by
RSV are being supported. Additionally, one antibody-drug conjugate (ADC), one novel biologic,
one recombinant monoclonal and one bio-better are also being supported.

Translational Research Consortia (TRC)

The Mission has supported two consortia

(i.) TRC for Dengue: 3 clinical sites and 5 premier institutes across the country led by ICGEB,
Delhi.

(ii.) TRC for Chikungunya (CHKV): 4 hospitals and 3 premier research institutes across the
county, led by Manipal Academy of Higher Education. 

 

 

Device & Diagnostics

Currently 17 devices and 13 diagnostics are being supported. Support is being given for
development of products in the areas of hospital-use equipment, diagnostic imaging, implants,
wound-care products etc. Many diagnostic devices and reagents used for diagnostic kits are
also supported including Molecular diagnostics, ELISA, LFT, sample transport reagents etc.

Clinical Trial Networks (CTN)

CTN for hospital-based trials in patients for testing biologicals in different specialties of oncology,
diabetology, rheumatology and ophthalmology. Currently, 05 consortia including 36 hospitals are
being supported. Strengthening the capacity of vaccine clinical trials, in already existing
Demographic Surveillance sites and establishing new sites is another major focus area. Ten (10)
Field Sites have been prepared for the same.
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Agriculture and Allied Areas:

 

Agriculture Biotechnology

A few crop wise major achievements are placed below:

 

 

 

 

 

Animal Biotechnology:

 

 

 

 

 

 

Process/Product/ Technology Developed:
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Process/Product/Technology Transferred to User Agency/ Industry/ Stakeholders:

Process/Product/Technology Commercialized:    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aquaculture:

Energy,  Bioresources, Environment and Forest Biotechnology:

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Generation:

 

 

 

DBT-HRD Salient Achievements 2020-21:

DBT-Skill Vigyan Programme:

DBT Star College Scheme

 

Infrastructure
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· Initiation of 3rd Phase of the “Access to Structural Biology Facilities at ESRF,
France”: The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), located in Grenoble,
France, is the world's most intense X-ray source and a centre of excellence for
fundamental and innovation-driven research in condensed and living matter science.
More than 300 Ph.D students and 1.52 lakhs researchers have utilized the services till
date and has led to publication of more than 500 high impact research articles.

Conference, Travel, Exhibition and Popular Lectures (CTEP)

Societal Programme

 

 

 

Biotech-KISAN has created a platform in each of 15 agro-climatic zones of the country,
which aims to connect farmers and scientists to promote Agriculture Innovation and take
the new interventions to the farmers and farms. Biotech-KISAN Hubs have been
established at pilot-scale level in all agro-climatic zones. The programme has now been
scaled up and expanded its activities covering 105 Aspirational Districts in the country.
The programme will lead to link the farmers with the latest scientific innovations with a
view to enhance agricultural production and increasing farmers’ income. The programme
has introduced 200 interventions for the benefit of farming community and more than
25000 farmers have been benefitted so far.

 

International Cooperation:

 

 

 

 

 

NER Program

 

Personals Trained in NER

Publications

Patents filed/Granted
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Technologies transferred

Bioformulations developed at CoE AAU Jorhat –NECAB include Talc based
formulations (Bio-Time; Biozin-PTB; Bio-Sona; Biollium, Bio-Meta; Bio-Zium; Bio-veer;
Biogreen; Biogreen-L) and Organic based (Biofor-Pf). MoU was signed for transferring
Bio-input (Biopesticide production technology) Technology to the three companies:
VRS Agritech, Guwahati, School of Livelihood & Rural Development (SLRD), Shillong,
M/s Orgaman R&D Division, Jorhat.

Entrepreneurship Development

 

 

Biotechnology Industry Research Assistant Council (BIRAC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

`

DBT - Autonomous Institutions

16 Autonomous Institutions are functioning under the aegis of the Department of Biotechnology.
These institutions are pursuing basic, discovery and translational research in line with the
National missions in the areas of Agriculture Biotechnology, Animal Biotechnology and health,
Medical Biotechnology, Clean energy and Bioresourse development, Secondary Agriculture etc.
The institutions also have a mandate of human resource development and societal outreach.
Some of the achievements during the year are given below:

DBT-National Institute of Immunology (DBT-NII) has developed Mycobacterium
indicuspranii based leprosy vaccine and immunomodulator. This is being marketed by
Cadila Pharmaceuticals, Ahmedabad as Immuvac.  DBT-NII has published 85 research
papers in reputed journals, was granted 5 patents and filed 11 patent applications. In
order to protect intellectual property rights of the research endeavors, two trademarks,
ASPAGNII and PANII have been filed for vaccine and biotechnological composition
respectively. During this year, the Institute has also sealed a Technology Transfer
Agreement with Vitane Biologicals.

DBT-Center of Innovative and Applied Bioprocessing (DBT-CIAB) has received the
granted status of its 7 patents on various bioprocess based technologies/products
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developed by the institute. 5 new technologies were also developed in the areas of
biomass valorization and bioprocess technology. R & D has established that low-
methoxyl pectin stabilizes low-fat set yoghurt and improves their physicochemical
properties, rheology, microstructure and sensory liking. Processes for removal of
bitterness from kinnow pomace and kinnow pulp residue were also developed.

DBT-National Institute of Animal Biotechnology (DBT-NIAB), Hyderabad has developed a
high-density SNP chip using NGS of 43 Indian breeds of cows.  This chip is currently
under validation using 50 samples of each breed to identify breed specific signatures.
NIAB developed a kit for detection of subclinical and clinical mastitis and assessment of
microbial quality of milk using magnetic nanoparticles, without the need of any high end
equipment . The overall cost to perform one test is less than US $ 0.50/test.

DBT-Regional Centre for Biotechnology (DBT-RCB): RCB has been providing service to
academia and industry for testing potential antivirals against SARS-CoV-2 in the cell
culture model. So far, over 900 compounds or herbal preparations have been tested.
More than 100 students are pursuing doctoral degree programs in Biotechnology,
Bioinformatics, and Biostatistics in different RCB laboratories. 25 students are currently
registered with RCB for integrated MSc-PhD degree program.

DBT-National Agri-Food Biotechnology Institute (DBT-NABI) has developed a wheat straw
polysaccharide derived novel edible coating formulation to prevent the post-harvest
shelf-life of perishable fruit crops such as Apple, Peach and Banana. In addition to that,
antibody assisted graphene oxide coated gold nanoparticles for rapid bacterial detection
and near infrared light enhanced antibacterial activity has been developed which detects
food borne pathogens.

DBT- Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology (DBT-RGCB): DBT- RGCB has established a
nationwide investigator network   for research on Head and Neck Cancer ( HNC)
alongwith a HNC Bio-repository Utroside-B was identified as a potential anticancer agent
against liver Cancer. This compound was licenced to Q-Biomed for further development
in a joint initiative with RGCB and OMRF.

DBT-inStem: DBT- inStem was ranked in the top 50 among Indian institutions and 7th in
the Life Sciences in India by Nature insex 2020 and has more than thirty publications to
its credit since April 2020. InStem scientists have devised probes to enable
understanding the many roles of cellular actin which is an important conserved protein
from microorganisms to complex organisms and is an emerging drug-target in malaria,
leishmaniasis amongst others. Under the aegis of the ADBS programme a recent study
examined the consequences of adverse childhood experiences and published a study
that has taken an impressive leap forward in modelling Autism – a major and growing
public health challenge – in the culture dish. Together, these observations offer new
potential therapeutic targets that can be assessed in pre-clinical platforms and eventually
lead to more efficient translation to the clinic.

 

DBT- National Centre for Cell Science (DBT-NCCS): A GMP-Compliant National
Repository for banking, safe deposit and supply of characterized mammalian cells for
use in Bio-Pharma under BIRAC’s National Biopharma Mission was established in the
institute. Promising proteins were identified that could serve as biomarkers and
therapeutic targets for multiple myeloma, the second most prevalent blood cancer at the
global level.
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DBT- Institute of Bioresources and Sustainable Development (DBT-IBSD): Himalayan
Bioresources Mission was initiated to connect the East and West, with major emphasis
on the development of bio resources of Himalaya and their utilization for future
development. In microbial resource programme, microbial repository deposits have
increased to more than 72,000 cultures including bacteria, fungi, actinomycetes and
yeasts.

DBT-Centre for DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics (DBT-CDFD) has provided a) High
quality forensic DNA fingerprinting services in 33 cases to the various courts of law, law
enforcement and investigative agencies of the country; b) Genetic diagnostic services,
prenatal diagnosis, and clinical genetic counselling services to more than 500 people, c)
Plant DNA fingerprinting services for 490 samples. 33 research papers have been
published and 1 patent was filed. 

 

DBT-National Institute of Plant Genome Research New Delhi: Through marker-assisted
selection, large seed characteristic has been transferred into a commercially important
desi chickpea variety, JG11 (ICCV 93954). The Improved JG1 variety has a 15-20%
increase in yield over the parent.  This variety is undergoing Advanced Varietal Trial-2
(AVT-2) at 16 different rainfed areas of India.

 

Translational Health Science and Technology Institute (THSTI), Faridabad established a
dengue virus repository of 40 isolates that are being characterized for vaccine
development, dengue structural E protein platform to support antibody-based therapeutic
discovery and development and AG129 mouse breeding and colony to facilitate dengue
research, Identified a novel HIV-1 Indian clade C native like trimer antigen that has
demonstrated favourable immunogenicity in rabbit model, solved the crystal structure of
vapB12 antitoxin and generated a hetero-octameric model of vapBC12 toxin-antitoxin
complex etc. DBT-THSTI established the following national facilities to support vaccine
development:

 

 

•           The institute has published 28 papers, filed 8 patent applications, one copyright
application, one trademark application,4 technology developed, 4 technologies transferred, and
1 technology has been commercialized during the year.

DBT- Institute of Life Sciences (DBT-ILS): The institute published 35 research
publications during the year 2020. A novel target for regaining sensitivity towards
Tamoxifen in case of breast cancer was identified.  Human IRGM was shown as a master
suppressor of interferon-signaling and targeting IRGM induces a broad antiviral response
which can be further developed for anti-viral therapeutics. The Institute of Life Sciences
has transferred a technology for production of curcumin sponge for wound healing for
commercialization.

DBT-International Center for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (DBT-ICGEB):
ICGEB scientists during the year were able to raise 4.92 million USD through competitive
external project funding and also published 104 publications in peer-reviewed journals.
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Institute has filed one (1) national and three (3) international Patents and was granted one
(1) Patent in 2020.

A link was established between Mtb infection, epigenetics and host immune response, which
can be exploited to achieve therapeutic benefits. Using in silico and in vitro screening strategies,
potent inhibitors of major cysteine proteases of Plasmodium falciparum, falcipain-2/3, were
identified (Bioorg Med Chem. 2020. 28:115155.). Trehalose accumulation was achieved in
transgenic rice plants which enabled these plants to tolerate multiple abiotic stresses such as
salinity, drought and sodicity and show minimum yield penalty under stress conditions.

DBT- National Institute of Biomedical Genomics (DBT-NIBMG), Kalyani: The ICGC – India
Project team of NIBMG participated in the Pan Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes, a
large scale international collaborative initiative of ICGC and TCGA which undertook
integrative analysis of 2,658 whole-cancer genomes and their matching normal tissues
across 38 tumour types from the Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes (PCAWG)
Consortium of the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) and The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA). The habit of using RAN/tobacco and GSTP1 AA-genotype together
play a significant role in predisposition to oral cancer risk. progress. The institute has
published 29 articles, has supported 30 PhD students and 17 iPhD students.

DBT-National Brain Research Institute (DBT-NBRC), Manesar: Japanese Encephalitis
virus (JEV) infection was found to induce classical activation (M1) of microglia that drives
the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, while suppressing alternative activation
(M2) that could serve to dampen the inflammatory response, thereby inducing
inflammatory response, microglial activation, and neuronal apoptosis.Sleep loss, a
pathological condition during aging and Alzheimer’s disease, led to impairment of
translation at synapses associated with memory storage. DBT- NBRC offers neurological
outpatient services at Civil Hospital, Gurgaon to patients from the city as well as
neighbouring districts. Patients with epilepsy continue to come to NBRC for
sophisticated investigations using the Magnetoencephalography (MEG) facility set up in
collaboration with AIIMS, New Delhi. ‘DALI’ a tool in Indian languages for dyslexia
assessment in children developed at NBRC remains in high demand and is being
increasingly adopted countrywide.

NBRC scientists have developed specialized tools named BRAHMA and ANSH for integrating
inputs from neuroimaging data and the clinical information to help in diagnosis of various brain
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. The tool is standardized on a robust Indian brain
template that is representative of the Indian population-specific brain anatomy.

Bharat Immunologicals & Biologicals Corporation Limited (BIBCOL),
Bulandshahar, Uttar Pradesh

Hand sanitizer against COVID - 19

Zinc + Vitamin Tablets were developed and license has been obtained as an immunity
booster tablets under FSSAI Act under food supplement category. The formulation
consists of Zn, vitamin D3 and Vitamin C as active ingredients as per RDA
recommendations. The formulation is being targeted as general immunity enhancement
food supplement. The product is also being promoted through e-commerce.     

*****
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-01-20

DRDO LAB DEVELOPS BIKE-BASED AMBULANCE
RAKSHITA FOR MEDICAL AID IN REMOTE AREAS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Indigenization of technology and developing new technology

A DRDO laboratory on Monday handed over to the Central Reserve Police Force a bike-based
ambulance that has been developed to provide quicker medical support to those living in
congested streets and remote locations, the defence ministry said.

A DRDO laboratory on Monday handed over to the Central Reserve Police Force a bike-based
ambulance that has been developed to provide quicker medical support to those living in
congested streets and remote locations, the defence ministry said.

The vehicle named 'Rakshita' has been developed by the Institute of Nuclear Medicine and
Allied Sciences (INMAS), a premier laboratory of the Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO).

Also Read | What 2020 did to India’s inequality

"It will provide life-saving aid for evacuation of injured patients from low intensity conflict areas.
This will be handy in the congested streets and remote locations, where access through
ambulances is difficult and time consuming," the defence ministry said in a release.

"The bike can respond to a medical emergency need of patients faster than a four-wheeler due
to its functionality and integrated emergency medical support system," it said.

It said Rakshita is fitted with a customised reclining casualty evacuation seat (CES) which can
be fitted in and taken out as per requirement.

"The vital parameters of the patient can be monitored on the dashboard mounted LCD. It is also
equipped with air splint, medical and oxygen kit for on spot medical care," it added.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-21

WORLD WIDE WEB INVENTOR OPPOSES
AUSTRALIA'S NEWS PAYMENT PLAN

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

The Office of the US Trade Representative has also urged Australia to abandon its
"burdensome" plan, saying there could be "long-lasting negative consequences" for consumers
and companies.   | Photo Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

World Wide Web inventor Tim Berners-Lee says Australia's plan to force digital giants to pay
media outlets for news content is "unworkable" and undermines a "fundamental principle" of the
internet.

Canberra is pursuing world-first laws that would require Google and Facebook to compensate
Australian news organisations, or pay millions of dollars in fines.

The aggressive move to check the tech giants' power has prompted blowback from the US
firms, with Facebook warning Australians could be blocked from sharing articles on its "News
Feed", while Google has been experimenting with hiding local news in searches.

Berners-Lee, a computer scientist who created the web in 1989, said in a submission to an
Australian Senate inquiry he is "concerned that the code risks breaching a fundamental principle
of the web by requiring payment for linking between certain content online".

Also Read | U.S. asks Australia to scrap proposed laws to make Facebook, Google pay for news

"The ability to link freely -- meaning without limitations regarding the content of the linked site
and without monetary fees -- is fundamental to how the web operates, how it has flourished till
present, and how it will continue to grow in decades to come," he wrote.

In the submission dated January 18, Berners-Lee said he supports the need for publishers to be
"properly rewarded" for their work but "constraints on the use of hypertext links are not the
correct way to achieve this goal".

"If this precedent were followed elsewhere it could make the web unworkable around the world,"
he wrote.

"I therefore respectfully urge the committee to remove this mechanism from the code."

Also Read | Father of the Web Tim Berners-Lee wants to re-make cyber space

The Office of the US Trade Representative has also urged Australia to abandon its
"burdensome" plan, saying there could be "long-lasting negative consequences" for consumers
and companies.

Canberra's initiative has been closely watched around the globe, as news media worldwide
suffer in an increasingly digital economy where big tech firms overwhelmingly capture
advertising revenue.
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The planned legislation has received widespread support from Australian media organisations,
many of which have been hit hard by a drop in revenue during the coronavirus pandemic.

The digital giants have also made submissions to the inquiry, with Facebook urging a return to
the voluntary code of conduct first mooted by Canberra.

"Facebook remains willing to pay Australian news publishers for news content made available
on Facebook, as long as it is subject to genuine commercial considerations," it said.

Google has said some revisions to the draft proposal have improved the law but called for
several further amendments to the rules.

Australia plans to introduce the new rules this year, with the Senate committee set to hold public
hearings from Friday.
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The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

WhatsApp is facing criticism for the recent update in its privacy policy. This has led to a surge in
Telegram users. But how different is Telegram from WhatsApp?

Facebook bought the platform in 2014, and gradually changed the way it accessed user data
from WhatsApp. The social networking company is now showing WhatsApp users a ‘take it or
leave it’ attitude with the latest policy update.

Subscribe to The Hindu now and get unlimited access.

Already have an account? Sign In

Start your 14 days free trial Sign Up

You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
unlimited access to The Hindu.

Sign up for a 30 day free trial.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-21

SCIENTISTS DEVELOP GOLD MICROSTRUCTURE
SUBSTRATE WITH TUNABLE WETTABILITY USEFUL IN
WATER TRANSPORTATION & SELF-CLEANING

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology

Scientists have developed a gold microstructure substrate with the ability to repel water as well
as bubbles with tunable wettability, which can be used in designing microfluidic devices,
biosensors and useful in water transportation and self-cleaning.

Wettability, or the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a solid surface, is an important
property in surface and interface science. Its influence is seen in many biochemical processes,
sensing, microfluidics, water transportation, self-cleaning, industrial processes. The tunable
wettability results from tunability in surface energy of the substrate, which can be utilized to
regulate the direction of flow in water transportation and self-cleaning applications.

According to the recent work published in ‘Journal of Applied Physics’, Dr. P. Viswanath and
his group from the Centre for Nano and Soft Matter Sciences (CeNS), an autonomous
institute of the Department of Science and Technology (DST), have developed a substrate
exhibiting morphological gradient that helps one to tune the wettability because of surface
energy change. The morphological gradient in the substrate ranges from domes to elliptical
holes.

Water and oil wetting studies at each position on the substrate revealed that wetting is tunable
with morphology. The substrate showed hydrophobic nature, which gets magnified when coated
with a self-assembled monolayer of octadecane thiol - a water-soluble sulfur compound with a
carbon alkyl chain. The coating results in a reduction in surface energy, which in turn facilitates
an enhancement in hydrophobic behaviour.

Underwater wettability investigations on the substrate showed that it mainly repelled bubbles
and when functionalised with coating of octadecanethiol, it repels mainly oil. Ms. Brindhu Malani
S, a research scholar working on this, pointed out that these studies would be useful in
designing microfluidic devices, biosensors, and water transportation.

[Publication link: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0017763

 

For more details, contact Dr. P. Viswanath (Email: viswanath@cens.res.in).]
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Scientists have developed a gold microstructure substrate with the ability to repel water as well
as bubbles with tunable wettability, which can be used in designing microfluidic devices,
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biosensors and useful in water transportation and self-cleaning.

Wettability, or the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a solid surface, is an important
property in surface and interface science. Its influence is seen in many biochemical processes,
sensing, microfluidics, water transportation, self-cleaning, industrial processes. The tunable
wettability results from tunability in surface energy of the substrate, which can be utilized to
regulate the direction of flow in water transportation and self-cleaning applications.

According to the recent work published in ‘Journal of Applied Physics’, Dr. P. Viswanath and
his group from the Centre for Nano and Soft Matter Sciences (CeNS), an autonomous
institute of the Department of Science and Technology (DST), have developed a substrate
exhibiting morphological gradient that helps one to tune the wettability because of surface
energy change. The morphological gradient in the substrate ranges from domes to elliptical
holes.

Water and oil wetting studies at each position on the substrate revealed that wetting is tunable
with morphology. The substrate showed hydrophobic nature, which gets magnified when coated
with a self-assembled monolayer of octadecane thiol - a water-soluble sulfur compound with a
carbon alkyl chain. The coating results in a reduction in surface energy, which in turn facilitates
an enhancement in hydrophobic behaviour.

Underwater wettability investigations on the substrate showed that it mainly repelled bubbles
and when functionalised with coating of octadecanethiol, it repels mainly oil. Ms. Brindhu Malani
S, a research scholar working on this, pointed out that these studies would be useful in
designing microfluidic devices, biosensors, and water transportation.

[Publication link: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0017763

 

For more details, contact Dr. P. Viswanath (Email: viswanath@cens.res.in).]
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-21

DST INSPIRE FACULTY FROM CHENNAI WORKING ON
ALTERNATIVE ANTI-CANCER THERAPY USING
TRANSGENIC ZEBRAFISH

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology

Scientists are exploring an alternative anti-cancer therapy that involves targeting tumor
generated the formation of new blood vessels which allow the delivery of oxygen and nutrients
to the body's tissues, technically called angiogenesis.

Angiogenesis is critical in the growth of cancer because tumors need blood supply to grow.
Tumors trigger the growth of blood cells by giving off chemical signals that stimulate
angiogenesis. Deregulation of angiogenesis is the main reason for tumor growth and
progression.

Inhibition of tumor angiogenesis has become a popular anti-cancer strategy after chemotherapy.
However, the clinically approved anti-angiogenic drugs are ineffective due to parallel activation
of various compensatory mechanisms involving a cascade of molecules, which aids tumor
angiogenesis and investigation of these mechanisms are essential for developing anti-
angiogenic therapies. 

Dr. Vimalraj Selvaraj from Centre for Biotechnology, Anna University, Chennai, a recipient of the
INSPIRE Faculty Fellowship instituted by the Department of Science & Technology, Government
of India, is exploring the role of compensatory angiogenesis signaling cues as key targets for
cancer therapy.

He has already found that nitric oxide (NO) plays a key role in switching off angiogenesis under
tumor microenvironment and that the melatonin hormone suppresses tumor angiogenesis. The
research published in the journals Microvascular Research, Life Sciences and Nitric Oxide, has
shown that compensatory mechanisms could be a potential therapeutic target for developing
effective anti-cancer treatment regimes.

Using the INSPIRE Faculty program Dr. Vimalraj and his research team is further working to
develop transgenic zebrafish (which have exogenous genes added to their genome) model by
use of the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing tool to further study the compensatory angiogenesis
mechanism in tumor microenvironment. Differential expression of biomolecules between two
types of angiogenesis (sprouting angiogenesis and intussusceptive angiogenesis ) and their
molecular mechanism will be analysed using transgenic zebrafish models in tumor
microenvironment.

The transgenic or  CRISPR/Cas9 edited Zebrafish platform (TZP) can be used for studying the
efficacy of a  drug as anti or pro-angiogenesis in the next phase of the project.

The transgenic zebrafish model has been selected for the intussusceptive angiogenesis study
because of its rapid development, optically transparent, high yield in offspring, and easy
techniques for forward and reverse gene manipulation. The CRISPR/Cas9 edited zebrafish
platform will also be used for studying the efficacy of a drug as anti or pro-angiogenesis in the
next phase of the project.
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Vimalraj Selvaraj, DST-INSPIRE Faculty

 

For more details, Dr. Vimalraj Selvaraj (vimalr50@yahoo.com, vimalr50@annauniv.edu) can be
contacted.
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Scientists are exploring an alternative anti-cancer therapy that involves targeting tumor
generated the formation of new blood vessels which allow the delivery of oxygen and nutrients
to the body's tissues, technically called angiogenesis.

Angiogenesis is critical in the growth of cancer because tumors need blood supply to grow.
Tumors trigger the growth of blood cells by giving off chemical signals that stimulate
angiogenesis. Deregulation of angiogenesis is the main reason for tumor growth and
progression.

Inhibition of tumor angiogenesis has become a popular anti-cancer strategy after chemotherapy.
However, the clinically approved anti-angiogenic drugs are ineffective due to parallel activation
of various compensatory mechanisms involving a cascade of molecules, which aids tumor
angiogenesis and investigation of these mechanisms are essential for developing anti-
angiogenic therapies. 

Dr. Vimalraj Selvaraj from Centre for Biotechnology, Anna University, Chennai, a recipient of the
INSPIRE Faculty Fellowship instituted by the Department of Science & Technology, Government
of India, is exploring the role of compensatory angiogenesis signaling cues as key targets for
cancer therapy.

He has already found that nitric oxide (NO) plays a key role in switching off angiogenesis under
tumor microenvironment and that the melatonin hormone suppresses tumor angiogenesis. The
research published in the journals Microvascular Research, Life Sciences and Nitric Oxide, has
shown that compensatory mechanisms could be a potential therapeutic target for developing
effective anti-cancer treatment regimes.

Using the INSPIRE Faculty program Dr. Vimalraj and his research team is further working to
develop transgenic zebrafish (which have exogenous genes added to their genome) model by
use of the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing tool to further study the compensatory angiogenesis
mechanism in tumor microenvironment. Differential expression of biomolecules between two
types of angiogenesis (sprouting angiogenesis and intussusceptive angiogenesis ) and their
molecular mechanism will be analysed using transgenic zebrafish models in tumor
microenvironment.

The transgenic or  CRISPR/Cas9 edited Zebrafish platform (TZP) can be used for studying the
efficacy of a  drug as anti or pro-angiogenesis in the next phase of the project.

The transgenic zebrafish model has been selected for the intussusceptive angiogenesis study
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because of its rapid development, optically transparent, high yield in offspring, and easy
techniques for forward and reverse gene manipulation. The CRISPR/Cas9 edited zebrafish
platform will also be used for studying the efficacy of a drug as anti or pro-angiogenesis in the
next phase of the project.

 

Vimalraj Selvaraj, DST-INSPIRE Faculty

 

For more details, Dr. Vimalraj Selvaraj (vimalr50@yahoo.com, vimalr50@annauniv.edu) can be
contacted.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-22

PRIVACY AND SURVEILLANCE: THE HINDU EDITORIAL
ON WHATSAPP USER POLICY CHANGE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Following an exodus of its users from its messaging service, WhatsApp, to apps such as Signal
and Telegram, which promise more privacy options, the Facebook-owned service might have
been forced to postpone the date for users to accept its new privacy policy terms to May 15. In
just days after the earlier announcement by WhatsApp, Signal has emerged as the leading app
on “app-stores” as Indian users signalled their discomfort with the former’s data sharing policies.
WhatsApp, with 459 million users, had emerged as the leading communications application for
most Indians. What has caused patrons discomfort is WhatsApp’s ability to seamlessly share
user metadata and mobile information with its parent company and social media behemoth,
Facebook. Facebook Inc., which also owns Instagram, has sought to integrate the offerings from
WhatsApp, Instagram and Facebook, with the former acting also as a tool that secures
payments for services and ads posted on the latter two applications, beyond its primary use as a
messaging service.

This integration of three large consumption products is a means to monetise their everyday use
by consumers and considering the fact that Facebook’s revenue model uses data on its platform
to allow advertisers to target ads towards users, the algorithms would benefit from the
WhatsApp data as well. Such data transfer from WhatsApp to Facebook is not possible in
regions such as the EU, where data protection laws have stringent restrictions on storage and
transfer of user data. This regionally differential treatment has attracted the attention of the
Ministry of Electronics and IT, which has sent WhatsApp a series of queries, including on why
Indian users would be sharing information with Facebook, unlike in Europe. The onus is also on
the Indian government to quickly take up the legislation for robust data protection, that aligns
with the recommendations of the Srikrishna Committee, which tried to address concerns about
online data privacy in line with the 2018 Puttaswamy judgment. The draft Bill proposed by the
government in 2019 diluted some of the provisos, for example, by limiting data localisation in
proposing that only sensitive personal data needed to be mirrored in the country, and not all
personal data as mandated by the committee. But data localisation as proposed by the
committee may not necessarily lead to better data privacy, as it carries the possibility of
domestic surveillance over Indian citizens. Privacy is better addressed by stronger contractual
conditions on data sharing and better security tools being adopted by the applications that
secure user data. The proposed Bill has some of these features, similar to Europe’s General
Data Protection Regulation, but it also requires stronger checks on state surveillance before it is
passed.
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From the abrogation of the special status of Jammu and Kashmir, to the landmark Ayodhya
verdict, 2019 proved to be an eventful year.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-22

SOUTH AFRICAN CORONAVIRUS VARIANT MAY
ESCAPE ANTIBODIES, CAUSE REINFECTION, SAY
SCIENTISTS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

City of Tshwane Healthcare official waiting to take throat swabs for the COVID-19 coronavirus
testing at the Denlyn Mall taxi rank in Mamelodi township, East of Pretoria on January 20, 2021.
  | Photo Credit: AFP

A lineage of the novel coronavirus, first reported to have emerged in South Africa, escapes
neutralisation by antibodies from recovered COVID-19 patients, says a new study which raises
questions on the possibility of reinfection by this strain.

According to the yet-to-be peer reviewed study, published in the preprint platform bioRxiv, the
novel lineage of the coronavirus — 501Y.V2 — has mutations in nine parts of its spike protein,
which enables it to infect human cells.

In the research, the scientists, including those from the University of the Witwatersrand in South
Africa, tested the neutralisation activity of plasma from patients who recovered from prior
infection with other strains of the coronavirus against the 501Y.V2 variant.

They found that nearly half — 21 of 44 — of the samples had no detectable neutralising activity
against this variant.

According to the scientists, 501Y.V2 shows "substantial or complete escape from neutralizing
antibodies in COVID-19 convalescent plasma." "Here we show that the 501Y.V2 lineage, that
contains nine spike mutations, and rapidly emerged in South Africa during the second half of
2020, is largely resistant to neutralizing antibodies elicited by infection with previously circulating
lineages," the researchers wrote in the study.

They believe the findings underscore the prospect of reinfection with such distinct variants of the
virus carrying these mutations, and "may foreshadow reduced efficacy of current spike-based
vaccines."

Commenting on the study, clinical virologist Julian Tang from the University of Leicester in the
U.K., said this variant can escape neutralising antibody responses largely due to the presence of
two mutations in the spike (S) region — one in the 484th amino acid position and the other in the
417th molecule of the protein.

"This may reduce some efficacy from S-protein-based vaccine-induced antibodies in some
people," Dr. Tang said.

However, he added that the study also notes considerable binding to the 501Y.V2 virus by other
non-neutralising antibodies, which the virologist believes can still offer some significant
protection against this variant.

"The study also acknowledges that it cannot assess the impact of this virus variant on T-cell
responses so some additional defense will arise from this, as well as other naturally existing
innate components of the immune system in those infected in addition to any residual vaccine
protection," Dr. Tang said.
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"Further real life studies will be needed to assess the true impact of this South African 501Y.V2
variant on the vaccinated South African population outside of a laboratory context and in the
presence of other natural human immune responses," he added.

Calling the findings are "potentially concerning," Liam Smeeth, Professor of Clinical
Epidemiology at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, however said these are
laboratory findings, adding that "it would be unwise to extrapolate to clinical effects in humans at
this stage." Prof. Smeeth said the study does, however, raise the possibility that immunity
gained from past COVID-19 infection may be lower for re-infection with the South African
variant.

Lawrence Young, Virologist and Professor of Molecular Oncology, Warwick Medical School,
concurred.

"This study suggests that previously infected individuals may be susceptible to reinfection with
virus variants," Dr. Young said.

He added that the findings also have implications for the effectiveness of current COVID-19
vaccines based on the spike protein of the original virus.

"It is important that we now determine the neutralising ability of antibodies against virus variants
generated in response to vaccination and study the immune response in individuals infected with
virus variants," Dr. Young said.
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GOOGLE SAYS IT WILL SHUT SEARCH ENGINE IN
AUSTRALIA IF FORCED TO PAY FOR NEWS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Photo for representation.   | Photo Credit: Reuters

Google said on Friday it will disable its search function in Australia if the government proceeds
with a media code that would force it and Facebook Inc to pay local media companies for
sharing their content.

Australia is on course to pass laws that would make the Big Tech giants negotiate payments
with local publishers and broadcasters for content. If they can't strike a deal, a government-
appointed arbitrator will decide the price.

“The code’s arbitration model with bias criteria presents unmanageable financial and operational
risk for Google,” MelSilva, managing director for Australia and New Zealand, told a senate
committee. “If this version of the code were to become law, it would give us no real choice but to
stop making Google Search available in Australia.”

Google’s comments drew sharp rebuke from Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison who said
the country makes its rules for “things you can do in Australia.”

“People who want to work with that in Australia, you’re very welcome. But we don’t respond to
threats,” Mr. Morrison told reporters.

The United States government this week asked Australia to scrap the proposed laws, which
have broad political support, and suggested Australia should pursue a voluntary code instead.

Australia announced the legislation last month after an investigation found Alphabet Inc-owned
Google and social media giant Facebook held too much market power in the media industry, a
situation it said posed a potential threat to a well-functioning democracy.

Google’s threat to limit its services in Australia came just hours after the internet giant reached a
content-payment deal with some French news publishers.

Google’s testimony “is part of a pattern of threatening behaviour that is chilling for anyone who
values our democracy,” said Peter Lewis, director of the Australia Institute’s Centre for
Responsible Technology.
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Co-founder of Signal Foundation says its non-profit status protects it from ‘outside interests
demanding rapid returns’ and it is ramping up infrastructure.

Facebook bought the platform in 2014, and gradually changed the way it accessed user data
from WhatsApp. The social networking company is now showing WhatsApp users a ‘take it or
leave it’ attitude with the latest policy update.
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INDIA PROPOSES TO EXPAND RESEARCH, TOURISM
IN THE ARCTIC

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology

India launched its first scientific expedition to the Arctic in 2007.  

India has unveiled a new draft ‘Arctic’ policy that, among other things, commits to expanding
scientific research, “sustainable tourism” and mineral oil and gas exploration in the Arctic region.

The draft policy is open to public comments until January 26 and has been prepared after
deliberations among several ministries.

India expects the Goa-based National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research to lead scientific
research and act as a nodal body to coordinate among various scientific bodies to promote
domestic scientific research capacities by expanding “earth sciences, biological sciences,
geosciences, climate change and space related programmes, dove-tailed with Arctic imperatives
in Indian Universities.”

Other objectives of the policy include “...putting in place Arctic related programmes for
mineral/oil and gas exploration in petroleum research institutes and encouraging tourism and
hospitality sectors in building specialised capacities and awareness to engage with Arctic
enterprises,” according to the says the document available online atwww.arcticpolicy.nic.in.

“Arctic research will help India’s scientific community to study melting rates of the third pole —
the Himalayan glaciers, which are endowed with the largest freshwater reserves in the world
outside the geographic poles,” the document notes.

India launched its first scientific expedition to the Arctic in 2007.
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IISC. DEVELOPS ANVESHAK FOR ‘SMART’ VIDEO
TRACKING

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

The platform can be used to track an object across a 1,000-camera network.Sudhakara
JainSudhakara Jain  

Machine learning models scour through feeds from thousands of cameras set up in many cities
across the world for specific purposes, such as tracking a stolen car. These models cannot work
by themselves, and have to run on a software platform. But existing platforms usually do not
offer much flexibility to modify the model as the situation changes, or test new models over the
same camera network.

Researchers at the Indian Institute of Science (IISc.) have developed a software platform from
which, the institute says, apps and algorithms can intelligently track and analyse video feeds
from cameras spread across cities, which in turn would prove to be useful not only for tracking
missing persons or objects, but also for “smart city” initiatives such as automated traffic control.

Yogesh Simmhan, Associate Professor in the Department of Computational and Data Sciences
(CDS), and his team developed ‘ Anveshak’, which not only runs these tracking models
efficiently, but also plugs in advanced computer vision tools and intelligently adjust different
parameters, such as a camera network’s search radius, in real time, an IISc. release said.

‘Anveshak’ can be used to track an object across a 1,000-camera network. A key feature of the
platform is that it allows a tracking model or algorithm to focus only on feeds from certain
cameras along an expected route, and tune out other feeds. It can also automatically increase or
decrease the search radius or “spotlight” based on the object’s last known position. The platform
enables the tracking to continue uninterrupted even if the resources - the type and number of
computers that analyse the feeds - are limited, the release said.

“In 2019, as part of a winning entry for the IEEE TCSC SCALE Challenge Award, Simmhan’s lab
showed how Anveshak could potentially be used to control traffic signals and automatically open
up “green routes” for ambulances to move faster. The platform used a machine learning model
to track an ambulance on a simulated Bengaluru road network with about 4,000 cameras. It also
employed a ‘spotlight tracking algorithm’ to automatically restrict which feeds needed to be
analysed based on where the ambulance was expected to go,” the release explained.

The researchers are working on incorporating privacy restrictions within the platform, as well as
ways to use Anveshak to track multiple objects at the same time.
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SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT TEST OF SMART ANTI AIRFIELD
WEAPON

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

In yet another milestone, DRDO successfully conducted captive and release trial of indigenously
developed Smart Anti-Airfield Weapon (SAAW) from Hawk-I of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) off the Odisha coast on 21 January 2021. 

The smart weapon was successfully test fired from Indian Hawk-Mk132 of HAL. This was the 9th
successful mission of SAAW conducted by DRDO till now. It was a text book launch, which met
all mission objectives. The telemetry and tracking systems installed at Interim Test Range (ITR),
Balasore captured all the mission events.

SAAW is indigenously designed and developed by DRDO’s Research Centre Imarat (RCI)
Hyderabad. This is 125 Kg class smart weapon, capable of engaging ground enemy airfield
assets such as radars, bunkers, taxi tracks, and runways etc. up to a range of 100 kms. The
high precision guided bomb is light weight as compared to weapon system of the same class.
The weapon was earlier successfully test fired from Jaguar aircraft.

Dr G Satheesh Reddy, Secretary DDR&D & Chairman DRDO congratulated the teams involved
in the successful trial.

ABB/Nampi/KA/Rajib

In yet another milestone, DRDO successfully conducted captive and release trial of indigenously
developed Smart Anti-Airfield Weapon (SAAW) from Hawk-I of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) off the Odisha coast on 21 January 2021. 

The smart weapon was successfully test fired from Indian Hawk-Mk132 of HAL. This was the 9th
successful mission of SAAW conducted by DRDO till now. It was a text book launch, which met
all mission objectives. The telemetry and tracking systems installed at Interim Test Range (ITR),
Balasore captured all the mission events.

SAAW is indigenously designed and developed by DRDO’s Research Centre Imarat (RCI)
Hyderabad. This is 125 Kg class smart weapon, capable of engaging ground enemy airfield
assets such as radars, bunkers, taxi tracks, and runways etc. up to a range of 100 kms. The
high precision guided bomb is light weight as compared to weapon system of the same class.
The weapon was earlier successfully test fired from Jaguar aircraft.

Dr G Satheesh Reddy, Secretary DDR&D & Chairman DRDO congratulated the teams involved
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EXPERTS HIGHLIGHT THE NEED FOR
STRENGTHENING CENTRE-STATE COOPERATION,
DEVELOPING RESEARCHER’S NETWORK AT STATE
LEVEL
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Experts highlighted the need for centre-state cooperation, developing researchers’ network at
state level and connecting them to national level, establishing centres of excellence in
technologically backward areas and inter-institutional collaboration at the first post-draft
consultation meeting of the 5th National Science Technology and Innovation Policy (STIP)
organized on 21st January 2021.

“Suggestions, feedback and comments came up through this consultation have been quite
insightful and will be taken forward in revising the draft STIP” Dr. Akhilesh Gupta, Head STIP
Secretariat, pointed out at the Post-draft STIP consultation with thought leaders and
representatives of Govt., Academia, and Industry from the Northern Region of India.

He highlighted recommendations of the STIP like a National STI observatory as a central
repository for all kinds of data related to and generated from the STI ecosystem, INDSTA- a
dedicated portal to provide access to the outputs of all public-funded research, one nation one
subscription, research addressing solutions with focus on rural problems in India, support to
grassroots innovators, creation of ‘engaged universities to the needs of community, equity and
inclusion, greater engagement of Indian diaspora, positioning a national policy research institute,
etc ’.

The draft STIP was put together by STIP Secretariat led by Dr Gupta with support available from
the Office of Principal Scientific Adviser (PSA) to the Government of India (GoI) and the
Department of Science & Technology (DST), GoI. The Secretariat carried out an extensive
consultation process involving more than 43,000 stakeholders in India and abroad through over
300 rounds of discussions. The STIP was released for public consultation on 31st December
2020. Since then, a number of post-draft consultations have already been initiated to invite
suggestions and recommendations. A series of consultations have been planned during next 2
weeks.

Professor Raj Kumar, Vice-Chancellor Panjab University, Chandigarh, who presided over the
event, stressed the need for revisiting and refocusing of priorities taking in consideration the
requirement of local people and connecting R&D with industry.

Representatives of government, academia, and industry came up with comments and
suggestions on aspects like building data repositories, setting up of technology facilitation
centres, and so on.

The STIP Secretariat and DST-Centre for Policy Research at Panjab University, Chandigarh,
invited public feedback on the STIP draft Document on email india-stip@gov.in by 31st January
2021.
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Experts highlighted the need for centre-state cooperation, developing researchers’ network at
state level and connecting them to national level, establishing centres of excellence in
technologically backward areas and inter-institutional collaboration at the first post-draft
consultation meeting of the 5th National Science Technology and Innovation Policy (STIP)
organized on 21st January 2021.

“Suggestions, feedback and comments came up through this consultation have been quite
insightful and will be taken forward in revising the draft STIP” Dr. Akhilesh Gupta, Head STIP
Secretariat, pointed out at the Post-draft STIP consultation with thought leaders and
representatives of Govt., Academia, and Industry from the Northern Region of India.

He highlighted recommendations of the STIP like a National STI observatory as a central
repository for all kinds of data related to and generated from the STI ecosystem, INDSTA- a
dedicated portal to provide access to the outputs of all public-funded research, one nation one
subscription, research addressing solutions with focus on rural problems in India, support to
grassroots innovators, creation of ‘engaged universities to the needs of community, equity and
inclusion, greater engagement of Indian diaspora, positioning a national policy research institute,
etc ’.

The draft STIP was put together by STIP Secretariat led by Dr Gupta with support available from
the Office of Principal Scientific Adviser (PSA) to the Government of India (GoI) and the
Department of Science & Technology (DST), GoI. The Secretariat carried out an extensive
consultation process involving more than 43,000 stakeholders in India and abroad through over
300 rounds of discussions. The STIP was released for public consultation on 31st December
2020. Since then, a number of post-draft consultations have already been initiated to invite
suggestions and recommendations. A series of consultations have been planned during next 2
weeks.

Professor Raj Kumar, Vice-Chancellor Panjab University, Chandigarh, who presided over the
event, stressed the need for revisiting and refocusing of priorities taking in consideration the
requirement of local people and connecting R&D with industry.

Representatives of government, academia, and industry came up with comments and
suggestions on aspects like building data repositories, setting up of technology facilitation
centres, and so on.

The STIP Secretariat and DST-Centre for Policy Research at Panjab University, Chandigarh,
invited public feedback on the STIP draft Document on email india-stip@gov.in by 31st January
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THE HINDU EXPLAINS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

Flu virus spread caused by influenza with human symptoms of fever infecting the nose and
throat as deadly microscopic microbe cells with 3d illustration elements.   | Photo Credit: Getty
Images/iStockphoto

The story so far: Recently, the Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation recommended
granting permission for phase 1 human clinical trials for Bharat Biotech’s nasal COVID-19
vaccine, BBV154. On its website, Bharat Biotech said, “The nasal route has excellent potential
for vaccination due to the organised immune systems of the nasal mucosa”. Effectively,
intranasal candidates have shown good potential for protection in animal studies conducted thus
far.

An intranasal vaccine does exactly what it says it does — deliver a vaccine through a spritz
through the nostrils. The advantages of this method of vaccine delivery over the injection and
oral forms are quite apparent. The method comes with the guarantee of better compliance and
the advantage of lower costs. But only clinical trials can determine whether such a vaccine with
an easy delivery mechanism can be efficacious too.

Also read | Bharat Biotech to collaborate with Washington University School of Medicine on
COVID-19 nasal vaccine

In August 2020, scientists at Washington University School of Medicine said they had developed
a nasal vaccine that targets the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Science Daily reported the study published
in Cell, a journal, specifying that the vaccine could be given in one dose via the nose and was
effective in preventing infection in mice susceptible to the novel coronavirus. The investigators
then revealed their plan to test the vaccine further on non-human primates and humans. “We
were happily surprised to see a strong immune response in the cells of the inner lining of the
nose and upper airway — and profound protection from infection with this virus,” said senior
author Michael S. Diamond, Herbert S. Gasser Professor of Medicine. “These mice were well
protected from disease. And in some of the mice, we saw evidence of sterilising immunity,
where there is no sign of infection whatsoever after the mouse is challenged with the virus.”

The Washington University study, while doing a comparison, found that while a COVID-19
vaccine injection (at that stage) induced an immune response that prevented pneumonia, it did
not prevent infection in the nose and lungs. Such a vaccine might reduce the severity of COVID-
19, but it could not prevent infected individuals from spreading the virus, said the study.

A study published in Science Direct in December 2020 showed the pre-clinical efficacy of a
lentiviral vector, delivered nasally, as a COVID-19 vaccine. The authors said targeting the
immune response to the upper respiratory tract provides critical protection, and intranasal
vaccination induces protective mucosal immunity against the SARS-CoV-2 in rodents. Given
that the SARS-CoV-2 virus shows a proclivity to dwell in the upper respiratory tract for a
prolonged period of time, a safe and efficacious nasal vaccine is well-placed to target the literal
entry point of the virus into the body.

Earlier this month, researchers at Lancaster University working with the Biomedical Research
Institute in Texas claimed they had administered two doses of a COVID-19 vaccine via a nasal
spray in animals, and this had elicited robust antibodies and T-cell responses that were enough
to be able to neutralise SARS-CoV-2.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Getty-Images-iStockphoto/
https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Getty-Images-iStockphoto/
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https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/bharat-biotech-to-begin-phase-1-trials-of-its-intranasal-vaccine-for-covid-19-in-feb-march/article33527212.ece
https://www.bharatbiotech.com/intranasal-vaccine.html
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So far, intranasal vaccination is being used only for influenza. However, it cannot be used on
certain groups of people, particularly those who have compromised immune systems. Science
Daily reports that “the new COVID-19 intranasal vaccine in the Washington University study
does not use a live virus capable of replication, presumably making it safer”. The Bharat Biotech
vaccine also rides on an adenovirus vector.

Dr. V.K. Paul, a neonatologist and member of the NITI Aayog, said, “It looks like an exciting
development because potentially, yes, this route can be used to deliver the safe antigen against
which an immunological response would happen. If it does work, it can be a game-changer
because it is so easy to use and we look forward to this development.” AIIMS director Randeep
Guleria recently commented in an interaction that if the nasal vaccine was approved, it will be
easier to give. “In half-an-hour, you can vaccinate an entire class,” he said. The injectable
vaccine being used now is not recommended for children.
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becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

Daily new cases touched a new low on Jan. 19 with 10,064 daily new infections being added to
the national tally after seven months

From a ASHA worker to the keeper of the cold chain, here, the unseen people responsible for
the COVID-19 vaccine reaching you

You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
unlimited access to The Hindu.

Sign up for a 30 day free trial.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-24

THE HINDU EXPLAINS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

A nurse fills a dose of Covishield vaccine in an injection to administer it to a frontline worker at
Rajawadi hospital in Mumbai on January 16, 2021.   | Photo Credit: PTI

The story so far: Two COVID-19 vaccines, Covaxin and Covishield, after being granted
emergency use authorisation, were rolled out on January 16 across India to inoculate 3 crore
healthcare and frontline workers in the first phase of the vaccination drive. Both the vaccines
have been manufactured in India. While Covaxin is produced under a collaboration between
Bharat Biotech and the Indian Council of Medical Research, Covishield has been developed by
AstraZeneca and Oxford University with the Serum Institute of India conducting clinical trials of
the vaccine in the country and also manufacturing the vaccine for India and low- and middle-
income countries.

Covishield is made of a weakened and modified version of adenovirus (a common cold virus)
that causes infections in chimpanzees and contains the genetic material of the SARS-CoV-2
virus spike protein. After vaccination, the surface spike protein is produced, priming the immune
system to attack the SARS-CoV-2 virus if it later infects the body.

Also read | Covaxin not to be used in cases of allergy, fever, poor immunity

Common side effects of the vaccine include tenderness, pain, redness, itching, swelling or
bruising, fatigue, chills or feeling feverish, headache, nausea, joint pain or muscle ache, a lump
at the injection site, fever, vomiting and flu-like symptoms, such as high temperature, sore
throat, runny nose, cough and chills. Feeling dizzy, decreased appetite, abdominal pain,
enlarged lymph nodes, excessive sweating, itchy skin or rash are the uncommon side effects of
the vaccines. Apart from this, “serious and unexpected side effects may occur”, the SII has
stated.

Bharat Biotech in its fact sheet notes that besides the listed side effects, Covaxin, in rare cases,
can also cause a severe allergic reaction. “Although rare, signs of this include difficulty in
breathing, swelling of your face and throat, a fast heart rate, rash all over the body and dizziness
and weakness,” the company said.

Cross-use of either of the vaccines is not permitted and the vaccines are contraindicated for
pregnant and lactating women.

Also read | Vaccine dilemma — to take or not to take Covaxin

Besides this, Covaxin should not be given to those who are immunocompromised or are on
medication for the same, individuals with a history of allergies, those who have a fever, a
bleeding disorder or are on a blood thinner, as per information released by the company.
Similarly, Covishield, which is allowed for restricted use in emergency situations in individuals 18
years of age and older, should not be used by people who have had a severe allergic reaction to
any ingredient of the vaccine or had a severe allergic reaction after a previous dose.
Beneficiaries are also to tell medical staff about any bleeding disorder, an immunocompromised
medical condition, and the medication for that. Healthcare workers should also be informed if the
beneficiary has got another vaccine shot.

The development of safe, effective, affordable, and deployable vaccines against COVID-19 is
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paramount for tackling the COVID-19 crisis and re-establishing normality.

Also read | Covaxin recipients asked to sign consent form on ‘clinical trial mode’

“We report on the first clinical efficacy results of ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 [Covishield] in a pooled
analysis of phase 2/3 trials in the UK and Brazil, and safety data from more than 20,000
participants enrolled across four clinical trials in the UK, Brazil, and South Africa. ChAdOx1
nCoV-19 has an acceptable safety profile and is efficacious against symptomatic COVID-19,
with no hospital admissions or severe cases reported in the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 arm. The
vaccine can be stored and distributed at 2–8°C, making it particularly suitable for global
distribution,” noted an interim study published in The Lancet recently.

Similarly, Bharat Biotech, in its fact sheet released this week, said in phase 1 and 2 clinical trials,
Covaxin has demonstrated the ability to produce antibodies against COVID-19. However, the
clinical efficacy of the vaccine is yet to be established and it is still being studied in phase 3
clinical trials, said the company.

Both the vaccine makers note that receiving the vaccine does not mean that other precautions
against COVID-19 need not be followed.

Also read | Indian scientists divided over nod for Covaxin

While the Health Ministry has claimed that so far, there have been no serious or severe
reactions after vaccination, it is advised that you call a healthcare provider if you have any side
effects that bother you or which do not go away. The Ministry says that if one experiences a
severe allergic reaction, they must go to the nearest hospital. The Health Ministry has now also
updated its Co-WIN system for “enhanced safety of the beneficiaries”. It said the enhanced
system allows tagging of contraindications in the vaccinator module. “The improved module also
allows the creation of more session sites and change in site location. It also facilitates the
planning and scheduling of the sessions for the entire week,” added the Ministry.
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We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

Daily new cases touched a new low on Jan. 19 with 10,064 daily new infections being added to
the national tally after seven months

From a ASHA worker to the keeper of the cold chain, here, the unseen people responsible for
the COVID-19 vaccine reaching you

You can support quality journalism by turning off ad blocker or purchase a subscription for
unlimited access to The Hindu.

Sign up for a 30 day free trial.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-01-24

IAF AND FASF CONCLUDE EX DESERT KNIGHT 2021
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

The Indian Air Force and French Air and Space Force participated in Ex Desert Knight  2021 at
Air Force Station Jodhpur. A first of its kind bilateral exercise (Ex DK-21), Rafale aircraft from
both sides along with Su-30 MKI and Mirage 2000 aircraft of the IAF undertook complex
missions including Large Force Engagements. Combat enablers included AWACS, AEW&C
aircraft of the IAF as well as A400M and A330 based MRTT (Medium Range Tanker and
Transport) aircraft of the FASF. Both Air Forces exercised in realistic settings with an aim to
enhance operational capabilities and interoperability. The exercise provided an opportunity to
share best practices and evolve operational concepts; particularly for effective combat
employment of the Rafale fleet.

Chief of Defence Staff, General Bipin Rawat PVSM UYSM AVSM YSM SM VSM ADC visited Air
Force Station Jodhpur on 21st January 2021 and interacted with participating forces. He also
flew on-board the MRTT along with Maj Gen Laurent Lherbette, the FASF contingent leader
where he was given an overview on conduct of the exercise and witnessed air-to-air refuelling
operations by IAF & FASF fighters.

On 23rd January 2021, Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal RKS Bhadauria PVSM AVSM VM
ADC visited Air Force Station Jodhpur along with the Ambassador of France to India, H.E. Mr
Emmanuel Lenain. The Distinguished Visitors were received by Air Marshal SK Ghotia PVSM
VSM AOC-in-C SWAC. CAS interacted with members of IAF and FASF contingents. He
expressed his appreciation on the complexity of operations conducted and interoperability
achieved by participants within a short span of 4 days. He also commended the planning,
operational and maintenance staff from both sides for smooth and safe conduct of the exercise.
CAS wished the FASF contingent the very best for the next phase of their Skyros deployment.

 

***
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The Indian Air Force and French Air and Space Force participated in Ex Desert Knight  2021 at
Air Force Station Jodhpur. A first of its kind bilateral exercise (Ex DK-21), Rafale aircraft from
both sides along with Su-30 MKI and Mirage 2000 aircraft of the IAF undertook complex
missions including Large Force Engagements. Combat enablers included AWACS, AEW&C
aircraft of the IAF as well as A400M and A330 based MRTT (Medium Range Tanker and
Transport) aircraft of the FASF. Both Air Forces exercised in realistic settings with an aim to
enhance operational capabilities and interoperability. The exercise provided an opportunity to
share best practices and evolve operational concepts; particularly for effective combat
employment of the Rafale fleet.

Chief of Defence Staff, General Bipin Rawat PVSM UYSM AVSM YSM SM VSM ADC visited Air
Force Station Jodhpur on 21st January 2021 and interacted with participating forces. He also
flew on-board the MRTT along with Maj Gen Laurent Lherbette, the FASF contingent leader
where he was given an overview on conduct of the exercise and witnessed air-to-air refuelling
operations by IAF & FASF fighters.

On 23rd January 2021, Chief of the Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal RKS Bhadauria PVSM AVSM VM
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ADC visited Air Force Station Jodhpur along with the Ambassador of France to India, H.E. Mr
Emmanuel Lenain. The Distinguished Visitors were received by Air Marshal SK Ghotia PVSM
VSM AOC-in-C SWAC. CAS interacted with members of IAF and FASF contingents. He
expressed his appreciation on the complexity of operations conducted and interoperability
achieved by participants within a short span of 4 days. He also commended the planning,
operational and maintenance staff from both sides for smooth and safe conduct of the exercise.
CAS wished the FASF contingent the very best for the next phase of their Skyros deployment.

 

***
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HELMETS TO PREDICT ALZHEIMER’S, A STRESS-
CANCELLER, AN APP TO TRACK SEIZURES : HEALTH
TECH AT CES 2021
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

While a part of the world is going back to work, the topic of ‘health at home’ has remained
prevalent — and Consumer Electronics Show 2021 was no different. Taking place virtually
instead of the usual Las Vegas setting, the globally popular tech expo saw more than 2,000
exhibitors, of which more than a quarter were in the health-tech space.

We look at some of the technologies which are bound to have a profound impact on the way we
look at our bodies, inside out.

A hydration device

Not drinking enough water? Last year saw people waking up to how truly hydrated they were,
often downloading apps or setting alarms to remind themselves to drink water.

HidrateSpark’s new STEEL rechargeable smart bottle is a gadget that blinks when it’s time to
top up and syncs with its own app to keep your daily goal updated. The glow can be customised
as per the user’s liking, too. HidrateSpark has formulated a ‘Hydration Equation’ which
calculates your daily goal based on age, height, weight, sex, altitude, activity (whether you are
swimming, hiking).

The native app is calculated daily to give you the most accurate hydration level whether you’re
travelling, hiking in the mountains, or swimming at the pool. One can opt for text notifications
that offer additional reminders. Of course, there is a social aspect that connects the user with
friends through the app in the name of friendly competition.

Available in the U.S. ($65) via hidratespark.com

A digital epilepsy journal

An award-winner at this year’s CES, Epsy took home ‘Best of Innovation Award’ for Health and
Wellness, and an ‘Innovation Award’ for Software and Mobile Apps. Yes, it is just an app
available for iOS and Android; no wearable here! Epsy helps those with epilepsy track seizures
and medication, as well as help identify triggers.

This data collection — a HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996)-
compliant platform that uses secure data encryption — is helpful to share with a doctor for future
steps forward for living with the neurological disorder.

A stress-canceller

If you were not paying attention to your mental health before 2020, chances are you became
aware of it while house-bound. This in mind, Feelmore Labs unveiled their digital therapeutics
non-invasive headset, Cove, which claims to be a ‘stress-cancelling’ device. Through 20-minute
sessions, Cove applies specific vibrations behind your ears to gently activate the part of your
brain that regulates anxiety, so you can stress less and sleep better.

http://hidratespark.com
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In trial studies, 90% of subjects reported reduced stress and improved sleep after using Cove.
Extensive EEG and MRI studies performed by Feelmore Labs and validated by world-class
neuroscientists have demonstrated that Cove has the ability to can modulate a deep part of the
brain controlling emotional response, the insula.

As expected, there is a free companion app (available for iPhones and Androids) that can be
used to get set up and stay on track

Available in the U.S. ($490) from feelcove.com

A helmet to predict Alzheimer’s

Artificial Intelligence has long been a tool for neurologists, and the Alzheimer’s space is part of
the solution drive. Korea-based iMediSync unveiled an electroencephalogram (EEG) digital
biomarker for early detection of Alzheimer’s and dementia on their AI cloud platform, iSyncBrain.

How does this work? The platform’s mild cognitive impairment (MCI) classifier screens and
discriminates Alzheimer or non-Alzheimer type of amnestic MCI to prevent dementia at the
preclinical stage. This endured multicentre clinical trials with results of over 90% accuracy,
states the company. However, the product is awaiting clearance from the USFDA and has not
hit the market yet.

A sleep sticker kit

Curious and curiouser about sleep tech? This is only natural given the pandemic of ‘COVID-
somnia’. These unprecedented shifts in our sleep patterns are finally being addressed on a data
level. Meet TatchSleep, a sticker wearable kit that comprises Bluetooth-connected patches and
a native app for data collection of sleeping positions, breathing quality, and other key
parameters.

This data is shared securely with a sleep specialist at Tatch who provides actionable,
personalised insights delivered to users the next day.

Join the waiting list for Tatch ($60) at tatchsleep.com

“Oftentimes, policy is a bit of a laggard with the technology which advances much more rapidly
than policy. We should not lose hope though.” — Dr Hassan A Tetteh, Warfighter Health Mission
Chief, Joint Artificial Intelligence Centre, U.S. Department of Defense at the CES 2021 talk ‘The
Trade-Off Between Staying Secure and Staying Healthy’

“With smart health principles guiding design, the care location of the future is everywhere...
Human-centred design techniques really drive a degree of empathy and trust in the way in which
care is delivered across different venues.” — Aloha McBride, Global Health Leader, Ernst &
Young, at CES 2021 talk ‘Next-gen Technologies to Transform Health Care’

“There’s this funny thing in the technology industry where folks are so afraid about scaling
human-to-human connection, and it’s not for lack of humans, there are billions of us. Connecting
human with humans is inherently possible and scalable. We have to bring in a lot of technology
to make those intimate connections, the immediacy of that connection.” — Rishi Mandal, CEO
co-founder and Future, at CES 2021 talk ‘Starting with Sports: The Health & Wellness Future’

You have reached your limit for free articles this month.

http://feelcove.com
http://tatchsleep.com
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Already have an account ? Sign in

Start your 14 days free trial. Sign Up

Find mobile-friendly version of articles from the day's newspaper in one easy-to-read list.

Enjoy reading as many articles as you wish without any limitations.

A select list of articles that match your interests and tastes.

Move smoothly between articles as our pages load instantly.

A one-stop-shop for seeing the latest updates, and managing your preferences.

We brief you on the latest and most important developments, three times a day.

*Our Digital Subscription plans do not currently include the e-paper, crossword and print.

Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.

We also reiterate here the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers,
designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
and political propaganda.

Suresh Nambath

Please enter a valid email address.

Daily new cases touched a new low on Jan. 19 with 10,064 daily new infections being added to
the national tally after seven months

From a ASHA worker to the keeper of the cold chain, here, the unseen people responsible for
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the COVID-19 vaccine reaching you
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USE OF FACIAL RECOGNITION TECH SPARKS
PRIVACY FEARS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

The government has to create strict regulations before it allows cops to use FRT for policing,
experts said

The Lucknow police’s decision to use facial recognition technology (FRT) to monitor women’s
expressions to prevent street harassment has spurred privacy concerns among Indians. The
government needs to create strict and clear regulations before it allows law enforcement
agencies to use facial recognition for policing, privacy advocates said.

“Considering the explicit and expansive findings on privacy by the Supreme Court, one of the
first set of laws or regulations ought to have been on CCTV camera usage and FRT," said N.S.
Nappinai, cyber-law expert and SC lawyer. “My concern is that intrusive technologies are being
used in the name of protection of women and children but without checks and balances."

The accuracy of FRT is also a problem and authorities are reluctant to admit that it is error-
prone, said Anushka Jain, associate counsel, transparency and RTI, at the Internet Freedom
Foundation.

Also Read | Revenge of the lambs at the Gabbatoir

“In the case of the Telangana state election commission, which is using FRT for voter
verification, the information they gave us through RTI was that their system is accurate only up
to 78%. With people wearing masks because of the new normal, the accuracy is going to get
impacted further," she said.

A study by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the US in 2020 found
that pre-covid algorithms “give increased false non-match rates" when used for images with
people wearing masks. The study tested 89 one-to-one facial recognition algorithms made
before the pandemic and found that some of the algorithms failed 30-50% of the time.

The goal of startups building facial recognition technologies is solely to make their algorithm as
good as it can be to sell their products, Jain said. “Privacy often takes a backseat," she said.
Privacy experts said citizens won’t know who can access the data when it goes to private
companies, which is even more worrying given the absence of data protection laws.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-01-25

‘NUCLEAR ENERGY USAGE IN NON-ENERGY FIELDS
IS UP’

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology

Seminar held on Peaceful Applications of Nuclear Energy.  

The words “nuclear” and “atomic” can trigger fear but very few realise that nuclear energy and
related technology have been critical tools in uplifting human life since more than half a century,
said Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) scientist Tirumalesh Keesari.

“About 30 countries, including India and China, use nuclear power for generating electricity.
Applications of nuclear energy have also grown tremendously in non-energy fields such as food
production, human health and environmental protection,” he said.

Participating in a seminar on ‘Peaceful and Societal Applications of Nuclear Energy’ organised
by voluntary agency Social Cause on the 124th birth anniversary of Netaji Subhash Chandra
Bose, he said India is playing a key role in promoting use of radioisotopes for food, agriculture,
industry, medicine, water resources and the environment.

Of late, isotope hydrology has been the focus area. Naturally-occurring as well as reactor-
produced isotopes have been applied to understand f hydrological processes and provide simple
solutions to the growing water issues in the country.

He said success stories include identification of source of fluoride in groundwater, estimation of
groundwater ages in deep zones, rejuvenating drying springs in Himalayan states, impact of
climate change on glaciers and role of paleochannels on groundwater recharge. In Telangana,
he said, isotope techniques were employed to verify positive impact of desiltation of natural
tanks on groundwater levels, and fluoride contamination.
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STATES TOLD TO PREVENT RUMOURS ON VACCINES
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

A vial of Covishield.  

Union Home Secretary Ajay Bhalla has written to all the States and the Union Territories to
check the spread of misinformation on the two COVID-19 vaccines, and advised them to take
penal action against those disseminating wrong and ill-informed news.

In a communication dated January 19 to the Chief Secretaries of all the States and the Union
Territories, Mr. Bhalla also “strongly emphasised that the National Regulatory Authority in the
country has found that the two vaccines — Covishield and Covaxin — were safe and
immunogenic.”

The Centre, in close collaboration with the State governments and the Union Territory
administrations, had launched the COVID-19 vaccination drive from January 16 across the
country with the two vaccines, the communication said.

Mr. Bhalla said healthcare workers and frontline workers are being inoculated as per the priority
decided by the National Expert Group on Vaccine Administration for COVID-19 (NEGVAC), and
subsequently the priority groups 2 and 3 will be vaccinated.

‘Creating doubts’

“I would like to strongly emphasise that the National Regulatory Authority in the country has
found both the vaccines safe and immunogenic.However, it has been reported that unfounded
and misleading rumours are circulating on social and other media, creating doubt about the
safety and efficacy of these vaccines. Such rumour mongering, particularly by vested interests,
can create unwarranted doubts among people,” the letter said.

“There is, therefore, a need to check all such kinds of unfounded scare-mongering relating to the
safety and immunogenicity of the vaccines,” the letter said.

Urging the States and the UTs to put in place an appropriate mechanism to check the spread of
such ill-informed rumours,

Mr. Bhalla asked the Chief Secretaries to direct all the authorities concerned under the State
governments to take appropriate measures to counter the spread of all such kind of “false
information” about COVID-19 vaccines as well as promptly disseminate factual messages.

“Penal action may be taken against the person/s or organisation/s who is/ are found to have
indulged in such activities, under the relevant provisions of the Disaster Management Act. 2005
and the Indian Penal Code, 1860,” the letter said.
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DRDO CONDUCTS SUCCESSFUL MAIDEN TEST
LAUNCH OF AKASH-NG MISSILE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

DRDO today conducted the successful maiden launch of Akash-NG (New Generation) missile
from Integrated Test Range off the coast of Odisha.

In a statement issued by the Defence Ministry it said," Akash-NG is a new generation surface-to-
air missile meant for use by the Indian Air Force with an aim of intercepting high maneuvering
low RCS aerial threats."

"The missile intercepted the target with text book precision. The launch met all the test
objectives by performing high maneuvers during the trajectory. The performance of the
Command and Control system, onboard avionics and aerodynamic configuration of the missile
was successfully validated during the trial,"it added

During the test launch, entire flight path of the missile was monitored and the flight data was
captured by various Range instruments such as Radar, EOTS and Telemetry systems deployed
by ITR, Chandipur. The Multi Function Radar was tested for its capability of integration with the
system.

The Akash-NG system has been developed with better deployability compared to other similar
systems with canisterized launcher and much smaller ground system footprint.

The test launch was carried out by a combined team of DRDO, BDL & BEL in the presence of
the representatives of Indian Airforce.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh congratulated the scientists from DRDO, BEL and team from
Indian Air Force for this achievement. Secretary DD R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr. G Satheesh
Reddy congratulated the team for the successful flight trial of Akash NG Missile.
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EMPHASISING SELF-RELIANCE IN SCIENCE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

On March 4, 1958, under the leadership of Jawaharlal Nehru, for the first time in the history of
independent India, Parliament passed a resolution on science policy. The resolution stated:
“Science... has provided new tools of thought and has extended man’s mental horizon. It has
thus influenced even the basic values of life, and given to civilization a new vitality and a new
dynamism.” The resolution said the aim of the scientific policy was, among other things, to
“encourage individual initiative for the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge, and for the
discovery of new knowledge, in an atmosphere of academic freedom.” In effect, this resolution
proved to be a springboard for the development of the country’s scientific infrastructure. Since
that resolution, successive governments issued policy statements with varying emphasis on
chosen objectives and goals, often echoing the existing national and global imperatives and the
ruling dispensation’s ideology.

India’s Department of Science and Technology recently released a draft of the fifth Science,
Technology, and Innovation Policy. This 62-page-long document presents the objectives and
goals of our new science policy. The public is expected to provide feedback on this document
before it gets finalised. But the problem with the document is that it is rambling and full of jargon
and clichés, making the task of separating the grain from the chaff a major exercise in itself.

Also read | Science policy to help researchers access top journals for free

The new policy envisages technological self-reliance and aims to position India among the top
three scientific superpowers. Though the names of the other two nations are not mentioned, it
must be understood that they are the U.S. and China. For that to happen, the draft policy says,
we need to attract our best minds to remain in India by developing a “people-centric” science,
technology, and innovation “ecosystem”. It states that the private sector’s contribution to the
Gross Domestic Expenditure on Research and Development should be doubled every five
years. The 2013 policy had similar aims. The 2020 draft policy fails to discuss what we have
achieved on these fronts since then.

Why does our R&D investment in science continue to hover between 0.5% and 0.6% of the
GDP? Raising it to 2% of the GDP has been a national goal for a while. Despite strong
recommendations in the past by several scientific bodies and leading scientists and
policymakers, we are still well short of that goal. The 2020 draft policy blames this on
“inadequate private sector investment” and adds that “a robust cohesive financial landscape
remains at the core of creating an STI-driven Atmanirbhar Bharat.” It looks as if the government
is trying to shift the responsibility of financing R&D to different agencies such as the States,
private enterprises, and foreign multinational companies. But it is doubtful if the various funding
models that are presented are workable or practical, especially during a pandemic.

The policymakers who drafted this report should have gone back to the self-financing revenue
model proposed in the Dehradun Declaration for the CSIR labs back in 2015 and critically
evaluated its success rate. Common sense informs us that the private sector cannot be
expected to pay for basic research. This is because the return on investment in basic research
takes too long from a private sector perspective. Only the government can have long-term
interest to support such research. Participation of the private sector in basic science has not
happened even in the U.S. The fact is that basic science research in India is suffering from the
lack of adequate funding despite grand proclamations. Even elite institutes like the Indian
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Institutes of Technology are finding it difficult to run their laboratories on a day-to-day basis
because of paucity of funds.

Comment | Academic research is necessary, but not sufficient

The draft policy visualises “a decentralized institutional mechanism balancing top-down and
bottom-up approaches, focusing on administrative and financial management, research
governance, data and regulatory frameworks and system interconnectedness, for a robust STI
Governance”. This is easier said than done. This intention is in fact defeated in the document
itself, where several new authorities, observatories and centres have been proposed, which may
end up feeding up the already fattened bureaucracy in science administration. Decentralisation
of administrative architecture is essential, but we need to explore the practical option of
providing more autonomy to research and academic centres for financial management.

Some points are welcome. These include the fact that policymakers are considering alternative
mechanisms of governance of the financial landscape; that they realise the administrative
burdens of researchers and the problem of journal paywalls; and promise to explore
international best practices of grant management.

It was reported in 2019 that more than 2,400 students dropped out from the 23 IITs in just two
years, with over half of them belonging to the Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe and Other
Backward Classes. The number of suicides of students is also on the increase in the IITs. Caste
discrimination could be one of the reasons for these tendencies. As a part of inculcating an
inclusive culture in academia, the document promises to tackle discriminations “based on
gender, caste, religion, geography, language, disability and other exclusions and inequalities”. It
mentions more representation of women and the LGBTQ community, but is silent on how we are
to achieve their proportionate representation.

Also read | Situation in IIT Madras grave when it comes to SC/ST students and faculty, says
NCSC member Swaraj Vidwaan

In the chapter ‘Science Communication and Public Enagagement’, concerns on the disconnect
between science and society are valid. But the fact is that hyper-nationalism is not conducive to
the propagation of evidence-based science and a rational outlook. It is also heartening to see
that the document harks back to our constitutional obligation to “develop a scientific temper,
humanism and the spirit of inquiry and reform.” But it is silent on how this can be achieved when
pseudoscience is deliberately propagated in the name of traditional science with the help of
some arms of the government. A recent instance is the proposal by the Rashtriya Kamdhenu
Aayog to conduct a national examination under the garb of ‘cow science’.

Comment | Pallbearers of ‘cow science’

The document does not mention how to stem the rot within, although it speaks extensively about
science communication and scientific temperament. Our belief systems, values, and attitudes
have an impact on the quality of research. That partly explains why Indians who have chosen to
work in labs abroad are able to make path-breaking discoveries. The ruling dispensation has a
moral obligation to facilitate an environment that encourages a mindset that constantly
challenges conventional wisdom as well as open-minded inquiry among the students. Only a
dissenting mind can think out of the box.

The document contains nuggets of modern scientific vision and information. But its digressive
style impacts the reader’s attention. The document should prioritise important issues and amplify
first the problems which have cultural and administrative dimensions. With the advent of new
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disruptive technologies, global competitiveness will be increasingly determined by the quality of
science and technology, which in turn will depend on raising the standard of Indian
research/education centres and on the volume of R&D spending. India has no time to waste.

C.P. Rajendran is an adjunct professor in the National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bengaluru.
Views expressed are personal
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BEST FROM SCIENCE JOURNALS: NANOFIBERS
STRONGER THAN STEEL
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Parts of the molecules attracted to or repulsed from water, shown in purple and blue
respectively, orient and guide the molecules to form a nanostructure. Credits: Peter Allen  

(Subscribe to Science For All, our weekly newsletter, where we aim to take the jargon out of
science and put the fun in. Click here.)

Published in Science

It is well known that snakes use their venom to hunt or to kill prey. However, researchers at the
U.K’s Bangor University's School of Natural Sciences have found that, in one group of spitting
cobras, the venom evolves as a means of protection, from their ability to spit venom to escape
from their predators. The study conducted on three different lineages of cobras showed that
these snakes have the ability to spit venom to a distance of up to 2.5 metres during adverse
situations.

Published in Nature Nanotechnology

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have constructed small molecules
which when added with water form nanofibers. These hard and rigid molecules become so
tough that they it can hold about 200 times their own weight.

Published in eLIFE

Researchers have decoded the microbial diversity in sourdough (a type of bread) and studied
how microbes influence the aroma and fluffiness of the bread. "By studying interactions between
microbes in the sourdough microbiome that lead to cooperation and competition, we can better
understand the interactions that occur between microbes more generally — and in more
complex ecosystems," says Elizabeth Landis, co-lead author of the study, in a release.

Published in Nature Astronomy

The obliquity of a planet is referred to as the angle between its equatorial plane and the orbital
plane, i.e the tilt of a planet. During Saturn’s formation, its obliquity was 26.7°. But recent
observations have shown that it has increased to 27°. Scientists say this tilt may have been
caused due to its satellites, which are moving away much faster than what researchers had
estimated before. The scientists predict that in the next few billion years, the inclination of
Saturn's axis could more than double.

Published in Nature Photonics

Scientists from Australia have come up with a better imaging technique that what exists now,
which will now benefit researchers in a better understanding of molecular particles. “This
technique allows scientists to examine cells in their natural state without previously being
stained or labeled. As a result, their structure and function—and perhaps even their
dynamics—can be better understood,” says Professor Brian Abbey, of the La Trobe Institute for
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Molecular Science, in a release.
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HOW NEUTRINOS AID IN THE DEATH OF MASSIVE
STARS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Weak but significant: Most of the energy of the supernova is carried away by neutrinos.   | Photo
Credit: tose

Many stars, towards the end of their lifetimes, form supernovas - massive explosions that send
their outer layers shooting into the surrounding space. Most of the energy of the supernova is
carried away by neutrinos – tiny particles with no charge and which interact weakly with matter.
Researching the mechanisms of the so called Type II supernovas, a team from IIT Guwahati has
come up with new insights into the part played by neutrinos in this dramatic death of massive
stars. The collaboration includes astrophysicists from Max Planck Institute, Munich, Germany;
Northwestern University, Illinois and University of California, Berkeley, in the U.S.

All stars burn nuclear fuel in their cores to produce energy. The heat generates internal pressure
which pushes outwards and prevents the star from collapsing inward due to the action of gravity
on its own mass. But when the star ages and runs out of fuel to burn, it starts to cool inside. This
causes a lowering of its internal pressure and therefore the force of gravity wins; the star starts
to collapse inwards. This builds up shock waves because it happens very suddenly, and the
shock wave sends the outer material of the star flying. This is what is perceived as a supernova.
This happens in very massive stars.

In stars that are more than eight times as massive as the Sun, the supernova is accompanied by
a collapsing of the inner material of the dying star – this is also known as core collapse
supernova or Type II supernova. The collapsing core may form a black hole or a neutron star,
according as its mass. “Our work is on these core-collapse events of type II supernova,” says
Sovan Chakraborty of the physics department of IIT Guwahati, in an email to The Hindu.

Neutrinos come in three ‘flavours’, another name for ‘types’, and each flavour is associated with
a light elementary particle. For instance, the electron-neutrino is associated with the electron;
the muon-neutrino with the muon and the tau-neutrino with the tau particle.

As they spew out of the raging supernova, the neutrinos can change from one flavour to another
in a process known as neutrino oscillations. As Dr. Chakraborty explains, due to the high density
and energy of the supernova, several interesting features emerge as this is a nonlinear
phenomenon: “This [phenomenon] may generate neutrino oscillations happening simultaneously
over different energies (unlike normal neutrino oscillation), termed collective neutrino oscillation.
The oscillation result may dramatically change when one allows the evolution with the angular
asymmetry, the oscillations can happen at a nanosecond time scale, termed fast oscillation.”

Models of this process, dubbed the effective two-flavour models, have only taken into account
the asymmetry between electron neutrino and the corresponding antineutrino. In a paper
published in Physical Review Letters, the researchers from IIT Guwahati claim that a three-
flavour model is needed to predict well the dynamics of the supernova.

The fast oscillations are important because the researchers find that these can decide the
flavour information of the supernova neutrinos.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/tose/
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So far, this has not been done, and models have only kept terms involving a neutrino and its
corresponding anti-neutrino. “We find that fast nonlinear oscillations of neutrinos are sensitive to
three flavours, and neglecting the third flavour may yield the wrong answer,” says Dr.
Chakraborty. “Thus, the presence of …[asymmetry between] the muon neutrinos and
antineutrinos will be crucial for the neutrino oscillations, in turn influencing the supernova
mechanism.”

Understanding this is important when one wants to measure the influence of neutrinos and their
oscillations on supernova mechanism and heavy element synthesis in stellar environments.
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STILL EARLY DAYS OF AI, REAL POTENTIAL TO COME
IN PLACE IN 10-20 YEARS: PICHAI

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google said these are still the early days of AI   | Photo Credit: PTI

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Confident about Artificial Intelligence playing a much bigger role in tackling future pandemics,
Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google and its parent company Alphabet, said on Friday these are still
the early days of AI and its real potential will come into play in 10-20 years.

Speaking at the World Economic Forum's virtual Davos Agenda Summit, he said COVID-19
itself has been a moment of reflection.

"While you see the horrible impact around the world, you also see the role technology plays in
how the economy is still functioning around the world. The vaccine development is happening on
a foundation of technological progress over the past many decades," Pichai said.

Asked whether AI can help with the vaccine distribution, he said, "Today we have tools to help,
could computing, machine learning and algorithms. But these are still the early days of AI, and
the real potential will come into play in 10-20 years." While there are countless examples of how
AI was able to make sure people received the right information about COVID-19, this pandemic
is a one-in-hundred-years global event and AI did not play a significant role in helping the world
to navigate it, he said.

Also Read | Researchers are using AI to improve COVID19 diagnosis

"AI will laying a foundation to tackle future problems and it can play a much bigger role in
tackling future pandemics," he added.

On public attitudes towards Big Tech, Pichai said there are real societal issues to be debated
and what we need for a well-functioning society.

"I am glad there are conversations, including around potential regulatory approaches that would
give clearer rules of the road. Large tech companies have an important role and responsibility to
get this right," he said.

No single country can solve a planetary issue. Just as the world has the Paris Agreement to
tackle climate change, countries need to come together to solve the bigger and longer-term
safety issues from technologies like AI and quantum computing, he said.

"As technology progresses with AI and quantum computing, we're going to need additional
frameworks like that to ensure safety for the planet," he says.

Also Read | Removing space junk using Artificial Intelligence

When will quantum computing be available to a broader market, he said what can be seen over
the next 3-5 years might be a 'quantum cloud' for some companies and developers to tackle
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early research problems.

"But it is early in the cycle, the potential is there, but we are on a 10-20 year journey to bring it to
actual practical use," he said.
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Data from research firm IDC showed Apple's shipments surged 22% to a record 90.1 million
phones in the quarter, giving it global market share of 23.4%.

A contest among Wyoming schoolchildren will decide the new supercomputer's name.
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VACCINE HESITANCY NOT NEW TO INDIA
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

COVID-19 vaccination drive in the State began on January 19.  

Doubts about the efficacy of vaccines is not new in India. The same dilemma was confronted by
the British when they rolled out vaccines for plague and cholera over 120 years ago. While
religious considerations played a role in the hesitation, a tragic incident where 19 persons died
after getting vaccinated added to the reluctance among the citizens.

Fears about religious contamination due to use of taboo meats like cow and pig during the
culture of prophylactic vaccines drove large sections of population away from the vaccines. The
scientists found a way out by using goat’s meat which was acceptable for culturing the vaccine.
“A suitable culture medium has been obtained by digesting goat’s meat in the autoclave at
140°C with hydrochloric acid, and then neutralising the acid medium with caustic soda,” says the
Plague Commission Report of 1901.

This solution to religious intransigence was solved by Waldemar Mordecai Wolff Haffkine, a
Ukrainian bacteriologist who began working with the colonial administration in Bombay.

Among the religious leaders, Aga Khan gave instructions to his followers after which 81% of the
community got inoculated.

Then tragedy stuck. In October 1902, 107 people were inoculated in Mulkowal village in Punjab.
Within a few days, 19 people died of tetanus poisoning and the blame fell on Haffkine and his
laboratory in Bombay. A Commission of Inquiry reached a conclusion that the vaccine batch was
tainted and Haffkine had to quit in disgrace.

At that moment, Ronald Ross, who had won a Nobel Prize for his research on Anopheles
mosquito in Secunderabad, stepped in to help Haffikine.

Ross wrote to Nature journal, linking the poisoning incident to vaccine hesitancy. “The public
perception that the poisoning was due to carelessness at the laboratory and not to an accident
was leading to rejection of the vaccine at a time when 20,000 deaths were occurring per week
due to plague,” wrote Ross, who by then was working as a professor of Tropical Medicine in
University of Liverpool.

Haffkine was exonerated following pressure by Ross and other scientists. While the efficacy of
the plague vaccine was not quantified, the safety of the vaccine was clear. The roll-out of the
vaccine gained traction, overcoming all odds.
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